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Beyond Bradley and Behrendt: Building a stronger evidence-base about Indigenous pathways and transitions into higher education

Jack Frawley, James A. Smith & Steven Larkin

Successive Australian governments have addressed the issue of social inclusion and equity in higher education in a number of policies and reviews, the most recent being the Review of Australian Higher Education, the Bradley Review (Bradley et al. 2008); and the Review of Higher Education Access and Outcomes for Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander People, the Behrendt Review (Behrendt et al. 2012).

The Bradley Review noted that although there had been success in areas of gender inequity in higher education, students from regional and remote areas, Indigenous students and those from low SES backgrounds were still seriously under-represented. The Bradley Review also found that the major barriers to the participation of students from low SES backgrounds were educational attainment, lower awareness of the long term benefits of higher education, less aspiration to participate, and the potential need for extra financial, academic or personal support once enrolled. As a result of the Bradley Review the Australian Government’s policy Transforming Australia’s Higher Education System announced two targets for the higher education sector: that by 2020, 20% of undergraduate university students should be from low socio-economic backgrounds; and, that by 2025, 40% of 25-34 year olds should hold a bachelor degree. To support this policy, the Higher Education Participation and Partnerships Program (now rebadged Higher Education Participation Program) (HEPP) initiative came into being, with the participation component offering universities financial incentives to enroll and retain students from low SES backgrounds; and the partnerships component providing funding to raise student aspirations for higher education and working in partnership with other education institutions to do this (Gale & Parker 2013).

We are continually learning more about the barriers to Indigenous higher education student participation in Australia, despite key challenges in relation to measurement and data collection (Wilks and Wilson 2015). We argue that a deeper understanding of Indigenous pathways and transitions into higher education is an important platform for better facilitating Indigenous participation and retention in higher education. The Behrendt Review called for initiatives to unlock the capacity of, and empower the choices of Indigenous students by building necessary skills and knowledge in order to “help individuals reach a point where they are eligible to enter higher education, should they so choose; and to inform their aspirations regarding higher education, particularly in relation to beliefs about who “belongs” at university and who doesn’t” (Naylor, Baik & James, 2013, p. 14). There were subsequent competitive grant rounds to invest in Indigenous focused HEPP projects in response to recommendations arising from the Behrendt...
Review. So what has happened in the field of Indigenous participation in higher education since then?

This special issue of *Learning Communities* highlights the types of initiatives that have been implemented across Australia in recent years that support increased Indigenous aspiration, access, participation and achievement in higher education. These include commentaries and evaluation reports based on existing programs (including those funded through HEPP) being delivered to support Indigenous pathways and transitions into higher education across Australia. We have contributions from Victoria, Queensland, Australian Capital Territory, New South Wales, Northern Territory and Western Australia.

Smith, Trinidad and Larkin use six Indigenous focused HEPP funded case studies to highlight consistent areas for action, including whole of community engagement approaches; the provision of adequate educational offerings and pathways; creating pathways to access higher education; clear transitional arrangements between VET, school and higher education; and access to online education and digital learning environments. Fricker presents a reflective account of leading the ‘I Belong’ program at RMIT. This has an explicit focus on the partnerships approach adopted to support its implementation, including those with the Ngarara Willim Centre for Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Peoples, Victorian Department of Education and a co-delivery model with the Australian Indigenous Mentoring Experience (AIME) program. The success of the AIME program is more comprehensively described in a paper by Priestly et al. This emphasises the value in a structured mentoring program for Indigenous students to navigate the journey from high school through to higher education. It emphasises the benefits of multi-modal approaches such as tutor squads, coaching and institutional course delivery. Importantly, the claims are linked to outcomes achieved as assessed through independent research and evaluation. Akin to Fricker's article, Irwin et al. reflect on a partnership approach developed between Southern Cross University, the University of New England, key agencies within the Clarence Valley region and the local community to plan and implement the Stellar program. This program emphasises the importance of working with Indigenous communities to achieve a local vision. The emphasis is on strong and trusting working relationships as the foundation to have on-going conversations about Indigenous higher education pathways.

Fredricks et al. reflect on a university based program entitled Community Aspirations Program in Education (CAP-ED) being implemented at Central Queensland University. This emphasises the need for program contextualisation built on strong, consistent and sustained community engagement. Thorn and Flodin describe key lessons learned during the planning and implementation of the Row AHEAD (Addressing Higher Educational Access Disadvantage) program at Curtin University, which uses sport as a vehicle to build higher education aspiration development and awareness raising among Indigenous high school students. Fleming and Grace discuss the ACT-Indigenous Success program that has been implemented through the University of Canberra. This also focuses on engaging high school students to explore higher education options and to develop respective goals.

Vitartas et al. report on a case study intervention known as *Getting Down to Business*, which aims to inspire young Indigenous students to pursue tertiary business studies. It uses successful Indigenous entrepreneurs and business people as exemplars to motivate students to think about business education as a potential higher education pathway. Importantly, this is linked to the Victorian Curriculum and Assessment Authority’s business management study design, thus creating an explicit curriculum pathway between secondary and tertiary education.

Cairnduff’s paper moves towards a deeper appreciation of a systems approach to better support Indigenous students as they transition into higher education environments. She reports on the University of Sydney’s Wingara Mura – Bunga Burrabugu Strategy which focuses on building
cultural competence from the standpoint of Indigenous cultures through innovative learning, teaching, research and engagement. Hall and Wilkes build on this discussion by using student narratives to illustrate the importance of creating a culturally safe environment in the pre-tertiary entrance space. They draw on Indigenous student perspectives about their participation in an Indigenous-specific enabling program known as Preparation for Tertiary Success. This enabling program is implemented through the Australian Centre of Indigenous Knowledges and Education – a joint partnership between the Batchelor Institute of Indigenous Tertiary Education and Charles Darwin University. Their article highlights the centrality of cultural safety, whilst simultaneously recognising the inherent complexity of achieving this objective within a higher education environment.

This special issue provides a useful snapshot of an emerging evidence-base about Indigenous pathways and transitions into higher education in Australia. It draws on key learnings from current programs and will be a useful evidence source for the current House of Representatives Standing Committee on Indigenous Affairs inquiry into educational outcomes for Indigenous students. In particular, it highlights the necessity of a lifespan approach to education that recognises the linkages and supports between various stages of education spanning early childhood, primary and secondary schools, VET and tertiary education. To invest in one, without investing in the others, can be problematic for advancing lifelong education for Indigenous peoples in Australia.

One key challenge we face in Australia is to move beyond basic process and impact evaluation approaches about Indigenous higher education pathways and transitions. We need to develop more sophisticated evaluation models that reflect more rigorous, comprehensive and nuanced understandings of what Indigenous higher education trajectories look like, the inherent complexities they bring, how they can best be navigated, and the tangible outcomes Indigenous-specific programs can achieve. This includes the capacity to examine and monitor new and innovative institutional and organisational culture change to reform Indigenous education within higher education settings. This includes the adoption of whole-of-university approaches and the courage to navigate and implement complex system changes. Evaluations of this nature need to be funded appropriately and be a mandated element of government funded education programs. Emerging evaluation approaches that build on Indigenous knowledge systems could be useful in this regard. These will need to privilege Indigenous epistemologies, ontologies and axiologies. A commitment to a national meta-evaluation of HEPP, particularly Indigenous higher education investments, would also be a positive step forward for continuing to respond to recommendations within Bradley and Behrendt Reviews.

We see this special issue of the Learning Communities: International Journal of Learning in Social Contexts, in parallel to the delivery of the national forum entitled ‘Engagement at the Interface: Indigenous Pathways and Transitions into High Education’, as two key mechanisms to share and learn from the growing evidence-base about what does and does not work in relation to Indigenous pathways and transitions into higher education. This is only a start. Further debate and discussion is needed to move this important national agenda forward. We know that further investment into high quality research and evaluation focussing on the efficacy and effectiveness of Indigenous higher education programs and policies is required (Behrendt et al 2012). We argue that this includes a willingness to take risks with program and policy development; a preparedness to invest in innovative program delivery models; and a commitment to scale-up promising programs and policy responses that will advance Indigenous higher education outcomes in Australia. This special issue demonstrates that Indigenous higher education programs with a strong community vision, long-term funding security, and a sustainable outlook, are better equipped to support Indigenous higher education outcomes in Australia than those that do not. Let us learn from, and continue to build, the evidence-base that supports improved outcomes in Indigenous higher education in Australia.
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Participation in higher education in Australia among under-represented groups: What can we learn from the Higher Education Participation Program to better support Indigenous learners?
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Introduction

In 1988 the release of the Higher Education: A Policy Statement White Paper focused Australia’s national higher education equity policy on “changing the balance of the student population to reflect more closely the composition of society as a whole” (Dawkins 1990, 2-3). While improvement in access and participation has been noted for women, people from non-English speaking backgrounds, and people with disabilities, the interventions has remained less effective for people from Lower Socio-Economic Status (LSES backgrounds), Indigenous peoples; rural, regional and remote residents; (Gale & Tranter, 2011; Koshy & Seymour 2014). In 2009, in response to the Bradley Review (2008), the Australian government set a new agenda again focused on equitable participation in higher education, along with associated equity targets (which have since been abandoned), and funding to enable this reform as well as increased participation. Funding was delivered through the Higher Education Participation and Partnerships Program (HEPPP), renamed the Higher Education Participation Program (HEPP) in 2015 (Australian Government Department of Education and Training, 2015). A range of national partnerships, policy initiatives and programs has been used to facilitate improved achievement in schools as well as enable access, participation and achievement in higher education. These actions have included targeted programs through the use of intervention strategies aimed at widening participation in, and improving access to higher education. The 2007-2013 outcome data is summarised in Table 1.
Table 1: Student Equity Enrolments and Ratios, Table A Providers, 2007-2013.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>2007</th>
<th>2008</th>
<th>2009</th>
<th>2010</th>
<th>2011</th>
<th>2012</th>
<th>2013</th>
<th>Growth (07-13)</th>
<th>Growth (07-13) %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>National</td>
<td>528,844</td>
<td>532,527</td>
<td>553,374</td>
<td>580,372</td>
<td>600,412</td>
<td>634,434</td>
<td>668,665</td>
<td>139,821</td>
<td>26.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LSES</td>
<td>85,873</td>
<td>86,581</td>
<td>90,447</td>
<td>96,706</td>
<td>102,163</td>
<td>109,788</td>
<td>118,003</td>
<td>32,130</td>
<td>37.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Students with disabilities</td>
<td>23,148</td>
<td>23,447</td>
<td>24,948</td>
<td>28,057</td>
<td>30,094</td>
<td>33,220</td>
<td>36,486</td>
<td>13,338</td>
<td>57.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indigenous</td>
<td>6,828</td>
<td>6,820</td>
<td>7,296</td>
<td>7,943</td>
<td>8,445</td>
<td>9,005</td>
<td>9,939</td>
<td>3,111</td>
<td>45.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regional</td>
<td>100,826</td>
<td>101,339</td>
<td>104,266</td>
<td>110,646</td>
<td>115,250</td>
<td>121,476</td>
<td>127,070</td>
<td>26,244</td>
<td>26.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remote</td>
<td>5,428</td>
<td>5,240</td>
<td>5,368</td>
<td>5,532</td>
<td>5,572</td>
<td>5,804</td>
<td>6,069</td>
<td>641</td>
<td>11.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NESB</td>
<td>16,702</td>
<td>17,222</td>
<td>17,649</td>
<td>18,227</td>
<td>19,226</td>
<td>21,289</td>
<td>22,863</td>
<td>6,161</td>
<td>36.9%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Equity Shares (%)</th>
<th>2007</th>
<th>2008</th>
<th>2009</th>
<th>2010</th>
<th>2011</th>
<th>2012</th>
<th>2013</th>
<th>% Change (07-13)</th>
<th>Growth in Share (07-13) %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Low SES</td>
<td>16.2%</td>
<td>16.3%</td>
<td>16.3%</td>
<td>16.7%</td>
<td>17.0%</td>
<td>17.3%</td>
<td>17.6%</td>
<td>1.4%</td>
<td>8.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Students with disabilities</td>
<td>4.4%</td>
<td>4.4%</td>
<td>4.5%</td>
<td>4.8%</td>
<td>5.0%</td>
<td>5.2%</td>
<td>5.5%</td>
<td>1.1%</td>
<td>25.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indigenous</td>
<td>1.3%</td>
<td>1.3%</td>
<td>1.3%</td>
<td>1.4%</td>
<td>1.4%</td>
<td>1.4%</td>
<td>1.5%</td>
<td>0.2%</td>
<td>15.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regional</td>
<td>19.1%</td>
<td>19.0%</td>
<td>18.8%</td>
<td>19.1%</td>
<td>19.2%</td>
<td>19.1%</td>
<td>19.0%</td>
<td>-0.1%</td>
<td>-0.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remote</td>
<td>1.0%</td>
<td>1.0%</td>
<td>1.0%</td>
<td>0.9%</td>
<td>0.9%</td>
<td>0.9%</td>
<td>0.9%</td>
<td>-0.1%</td>
<td>-10.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NESB</td>
<td>3.2%</td>
<td>3.2%</td>
<td>3.2%</td>
<td>3.1%</td>
<td>3.2%</td>
<td>3.4%</td>
<td>3.4%</td>
<td>0.2%</td>
<td>6.3%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Enrolment numbers for students with disabilities have improved while Indigenous students, LSES students and those from non-English speaking backgrounds (NESB) have also shown growth in both numbers and, more modestly, in share. Less positive is the fact that students from regional and remote areas, while increasing in numbers, have decreased in share – particularly among remote students. Higher Education 2013 Student data show that disparities between regional and remote students and metropolitan students primarily are in access, rather than retention and completion (Koshy & Seymour, 2014).

Understanding Indigenous participation in higher education as an under-represented group

The numbers of Indigenous people participating in higher education are increasing but Indigenous students are under-represented in higher education at levels commensurate to the population. The 2011 Census undertaken by the Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS) estimates that there were 713,600 Indigenous people living in Australia in 2014 (ABS, 2014). For example, in 2014, Indigenous people represented 2.6% (713,589 citizens) of the total Australian population (i.e. 21,507,719 citizens) (ABS, 2014) but they were under-represented in universities (Demosthenous, 2012). A positive story of Indigenous graduates is relayed by Craven & Dillion (2015, p.13) stating, “that in 1991 there was a total of 3,617 Indigenous graduates (ABS, 2006) but there are now more than 30,000 Indigenous university graduates (as cited by Hughes & Hughes, 2013)”. 
Disadvantaged students often belong to more than one equity category. Indeed, the intersection across equity categories, particularly among Indigenous students is highly probable. For example, an Indigenous student may be from a remote community and classified as living in LSES postcode – therefore ‘belonging’ to at least three equity categories. Due to the complex interlinking of factors enabling access and success, current research commonly focuses on the intersectional characteristics and social factors which contribute to the low levels of engagement in higher education including low levels of literacy and numeracy, early school leaving, living on low income, insufficient mobility and lacking adequate transport, being the first member of their family to undertake post-compulsory education, unsatisfactory experiences of education in the past, living with a disability or mental illness, and lacking a supportive home (Cupitt & Costello, 2014).

A significant recent report, the Review of Higher Education Access and Outcomes for Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islanders (Behrendt et al 2012), reinforced the positive steps forward as “the plan identifies national, systemic and local-level action in six priority areas that evidence shows will contribute to improved outcomes in Indigenous education:

- readiness for school
- engagement and connections
- attendance
- literacy and numeracy
- leadership, quality teaching and workforce development
- pathways to real post-school options” (Behrendt et. al. 2012, p24).

The most commonly recommended approaches for improving under-represented groups' participation in higher education, including Indigenous learners, involve sustainable and holistic strategies (Cupitt & Costello, 2014). These strategies are focused through community-based programs, targeting key intervention points from early on and then consistently throughout the students’ studies, within a larger whole-of-school or cohort-wide strategy, or within dedicated post-school progression pathways. There are a growing number of university-led programs taking this kind of approach, particularly targeted at secondary school students, and those entering higher education via alternate pathways as mature-age learners. Some of these programs are HEPP funded and have an explicit focus on Indigenous learners.

Review methodology

A review of 70 HEPP-funded programs was undertaken to understand what interventions are effective in enabling under-represented students’ progression into, participation in, and completion of, higher education. Drawing on the key considerations of the social ecological framework, which is a way of further the understanding of the dynamic interrelations among various personal and environmental factors, the multiple dimensions of influence with regard to raising aspiration and widening participation at the individual; family/school/community and institutional levels can be investigated. From the review of 70 HEPP funded programs, we have strategically selected six case studies from the two most recent NCSEHE (2013; 2014) publications to explore how Indigenous learners can be better supported. The six selected HEPP-funded projects are summarised in Table 2. They were deliberately selected because they reflected large-scale partnerships and interventions that were holistic in design. Case studies 1 and 5 have an explicit Indigenous focus. Case studies 2, 3, 4, and 6 include Indigenous students, alongside other under-represented and/or disadvantaged groups. The intent is not to compare the integrated programs from the Indigenous-specific programs. Rather we sought to identify common themes.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HEPP-funded project</th>
<th>Social Ecological Influences</th>
<th>Scale of Partnerships</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>1. Whole of Community Engagement initiative</strong>&lt;br&gt;&lt;br&gt;<em>Partners:</em> Charles Darwin University,&lt;br&gt;2 other Higher education institutions;&lt;br&gt;2 local stakeholder organizations and&lt;br&gt;6 remote Indigenous communities across the Northern Territory.&lt;br&gt;&lt;br&gt;This features a whole of community collaborative approach to Indigenous higher education aspiration and participation. Demonstrates the capacity for high levels of institutional, school/community level partnerships and influence at all levels of the social ecological continuum.&lt;br&gt;&lt;br&gt;This initiative facilitates action which breaks down institutional and cultural barriers specific to the needs of Indigenous communities through strategies that incorporate adopting culturally appropriate pedagogical approaches to teaching and learning, and establishing egalitarian governance structures through a large-scale, multi-site participatory action research project.</td>
<td><strong>Activities and Population Target:</strong> Involves community engagement with leaders, mentor and enrichment officers and a community teacher’s liaison leader working closely with community-based Indigenous mentors, leaders and organisations to drive innovative bottom-up strategies and solutions built on and responsive to, Indigenous knowledge. Parents, caregivers, teachers and school leaders will also play an integral role in supporting students.&lt;br&gt;&lt;br&gt;<strong>Outcomes:</strong> This initiative is in its early stages and achievements to date involve establishment of a steering group, including representatives from each of the six communities, and appointment of a number of outreach and community-based program staff. Community-level consultation, actions and future partnerships are in progress.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>2. The Stellar Program</strong>&lt;br&gt;&lt;br&gt;Lead by the Southern Cross University and University of New England, this HEPP collaboration comprises 12 partners, incorporating government and non-government organisations (e.g. Commonwealth Department of Prime Minister &amp; Cabinet – Indigenous Affairs Group) including school/community and business organisations.&lt;br&gt;&lt;br&gt;These multi-sectoral partnerships and engagement facilitate a whole of community approach to encourage the interest, aspirations and attainment of HE participation of Indigenous and non-Indigenous populations.&lt;br&gt;&lt;br&gt;This collaboration is large in scale of partnerships, and the activities have been specifically targeted to raise aspiration and improve academic readiness for HE for students residing in this regional rural community.&lt;br&gt;&lt;br&gt;<strong>Activities and Population Target:</strong> Less than 1 per cent of the population in this regional rural community attend University. This whole of community approach to outreach activities with schools, also builds the confidence of parents that HE participation is a possibility for their child. Multifaceted activities are directed at Years 6 to 12 to increase knowledge, understanding of HE and career pathways, including building confidence and motivation, and improving academic readiness for HE.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The scale of the partnership and the multi-faceted activities demonstrate the capacity for social ecological levels of influence ('individual'; ‘family/school/community' and ‘HE institution’ level) by enabling student outcomes, capacity building for the schools and community, as well a culture of learning and innovation.

**Outcomes:** Evidence shows that the program is having a positive impact on students’ and parents’ interest and intention towards university. Following the Year 6 campus event, 93 per cent of students reported being more confident in going to university. “Even if you’re from a small town you can go to a big uni” (Year 7 student).

### 3. MAP4U program

This HEPP collaboration incorporates Murdoch University and Curtin University, including 13 government and non-government: schools/community/business organisations, as well as youth stakeholder groups (e.g. South Metropolitan Youth Link; Youth Connect).

The goal of this multi-sector state-level partnership is designed to increase HE participation among under-represented students from the southwest corridor of Perth.

While the collaboration network is large in scale, the program is specifically targeted for the population of need and the activities are directed to target multiple levels of social ecological influence ('individual'; ‘family/school/community’ and ‘HE institution’ level) by building academic aspirations and achievement through innovative pedagogy.

**Activities and Population Target:** Within this region, people with a Bachelor Degree stands at 9 per cent, well below the greater Perth area at 16.1 per cent. Engaging with 22 schools, activities include: curriculum and pedagogy initiatives; university-school outreach; specific ASTI mentoring; industry mentors; parental support programs; student-teacher pathway planning; academic and alternative learning including HE enabling pathways.

**Outcomes:** Surveys and qualitative feedback indicates a desire for HE participation by students, and also that program activities are having a positive impact on students’ engagement with school, supported by indicators such as attendance and student behaviour.

### 4. Deakin Engagement and Access Program (DEAP)

Driven by Deakin University involving five faculties (e.g. School of Education; Institute of Koorie Education), this HEPP collaboration comprises partnerships with 30 schools and 2 other community organizations (Barwon Adolescent Task Force and The Smith Family).

**Ecological level influence:** The goal of these multi-sectoral partnerships is to increase HE participation among populations experiencing multiple barriers, across a number of regional sites in Victoria.

While this collaboration is wide in scale, the activities are designed to enable multiple social ecological levels of influence ('individual'; ‘family/school/community’ and ‘HE institution’ level) to deliver on-campus and in-school programs.

**Activities and Population Target:** The DEAP program is targeted to Year 7 to 12 students with activities to encourage aspiration for post-school education by improving academic capacity, exposure to innovative experiential learning, developing HE pathways, preparing for HE transition, parental engagement and special entry access scheme (SEAS) workshops. Parents, carers, families and community organisations are involved with the engagement process.
4. Deakin Engagement and Access Program (DEAP) (Continued)

Outcomes: A positive impact on student aspiration is reported with HE enrolments increasing from partner schools from 2010 to 2013 by 15 per cent and Deakin by 42 per cent. Qualitative feedback also demonstrates a positive impact: “Our students gained confidence after participating in the … workshop. They felt that their strengths and abilities were acknowledged (school teacher) … I learnt that there could be different ways to get into university (student)”.  

5. Old Ways, New Ways

The partnership composition in this HEPPP collaboration includes Edith Cowan University (3 faculties: School of Natural Sciences; Kurongkur Katitjin: ECU’s Centre for Indigenous Australian Education & Research and Engagement Unit); Macquarie University; WA’s primary and high schools and NISEP (National Indigenous Science Education Program).

The goal of this multi-sector partnership involved an outreach initiative to link together Western and Aboriginal knowledge and perspectives on science epistemology. The activities of this partnership enabled the possibility for multiple social ecological levels of influence (‘individual’; ‘family/school/community’ and ‘HE institution’ level) to encourage and support Aboriginal and/or Torres Strait Islander school students from Western Australia’s LSES communities.

Activities and Population Target: The goal involves improving the participation of Aboriginal and/or Torres Strait Islander students in science subjects, to increase their employment in science and technology. Activities include peer-supported learning, demonstrator training, as well as positive role models to inspire academic success and develop confidence, leadership and communications skills. Engagement of Noongar Elders and integration of locally relevant and specific Indigenous knowledge of science is also incorporated.

Outcomes: By the end of 2014, approximately 600 primary school and high school students from LSES backgrounds across WA will have participated in this program. Early anecdotal evidence suggests that the continued engagement to demystify HE pathways in science subjects is being achieved.
### 6. UNI4YOU

This HEPPP collaboration incorporates partnerships between four faculties of the UoN (Family Action Centre, Faculty of Health and Medicine; AIM HIGH program; English Language and Foundation Studies (ELFS) along with five school and community stakeholder organisations (The Smith Family; Irrawang Public School; Thou Walla Family Centre Schools and Community Centre, Irrawang Public School; Cessnock East Public School and San Remo Neighbourhood Centre).

This multi-sector partnership which delivers enabling programs to support the engagement of economically and geographically marginalised adults powerfully demonstrates both broad scale partnerships as well as extensive expertise with community engagement.

This program has been specifically designed to break down educational barriers of this population group. Most significantly, the scale of partnerships and activities demonstrate influence at all levels of the social ecological continuum to enable online HE study.

**Activities and Population Target:** This Hunter region experiences high levels of non-engagement in HE by adults (20 years and above) often due to lack of awareness. Program coordinators, with extensive experience in community and family work, engage with schools, early childhood centres, child and family services and similar organisations to promote and encourage potential adult participants to engage in online HE study. This is also complemented with activities such as home visits; information on HE pathways; academic and social support including resources such as childcare, textbooks, wifi and computers.

**Outcomes:** Evaluations confirmed that the majority of students continued to study because of the support provided by Uni4You. Partners also acknowledged the positive long-term impact of Uni4You for individuals and for its capacity to influence the social and cultural identity of communities.

The case studies are used to identify strategies for improving participation in higher education among Indigenous learners.

### What are Australian universities currently doing?

Current practice used by universities aims to reach prospective university students (outreach), help get them into university (access), and provide the support once the students commence, ultimately improving the retention and completion rates of those students (Trinidad & Kelly in NCSEHE, 2014). One of the most important factors driving intention to attend university are the expectations of parents and peers so universities deliver outreach programs that aim to build educational and occupational aspirations.

Using a social ecological perspective developed by the National Centre for Student Equity in Higher Education (Figure 1) allows an appreciation of the array of social inclusion interventions that have been designed to target multi-level barriers facing educationally disadvantaged groups. This encompasses individual, community, institutional and policy domains. The social ecological concept is a powerful guide for social inclusion planning of interventions at multiple points to ensure that the maximum level of influence is exerted on the goals of aspiration and
widening participation. For example, in the pre-tertiary domain, those affected by poverty/disadvantage, and who may appear uninterested in further study need a scaffolded age-appropriate series of interactions which gradually build awareness, aspiration and confidence. Very large numbers of school-age and adult learners have this need therefore the scale and complexity of this task suggest that partnership-based operations will be needed to impact on raising aspiration and widening participation in higher education for population groups facing multiple barriers.

**Figure 1:** Critical stages in the student education life cycle enabling progression into higher education.

The following strategies for improving participation in higher education among Indigenous learners have been identified using an inductive approach involving repeated review of the selected case studies. These strategies are presented thematically, and relate to:

- providing adequate educational offerings and pathways;
- creating pathways to access higher education;
- ensuring adequate transitional arrangements between VET, school and higher education; and
- embracing digital technologies and digital learning.

**Providing adequate educational offerings and pathways**

The Centre for the Study of Higher Education (2008) revealed that the participation in higher education of people from LSES backgrounds and Indigenous people has been assisted by the wide range of programs, services and facilities being provided by Australian universities to help increase the participation and successful course completion of members of disadvantaged groups, both direct-from-school and mature-age (Abbott & Chapman, 2011; Ryan et. al. 2013). These include outreach programs, special admissions schemes, transition preparation and bridging programs, school based tutoring or mentoring, scholarships, financial support, study induction and support programs, flexible delivery and distance education.

Research has shown that students who are at most risk of withdrawing from their studies are those who come from LSES families, rural and remote environments, or Indigenous communities (James et al., 2008; Oliver et al 2015). Schools in non-urban centres and LSES
communities tend to struggle to provide the quality of education available in urban middle-class environments. Consequently, students attending such schools perform less well scholastically; their access to robust academic support and counselling at home and at school is limited. In addition, the level of their self-belief and self-assurance makes it difficult for them to envisage higher educational goals and broader career aspirations (James et al., 2008; McLnerney & King, 2013).

**Case study 1 Whole of Community Engagement initiative** illustrates a HEPP-funded project that is building aspiration, expectation and capacity of remote Indigenous learners to participate in higher education. This is being implemented across six remote communities in the Northern Territory. This large scale, multi-site participatory action research project involves community engagement with leaders, mentor and enrichment officers, and a community teacher’s liaison leader working closely with community-based Indigenous mentors, leaders, researchers and organisations to drive innovative bottom-up strategies and solutions built on, and responsive to, Indigenous knowledge and community needs.

James and his colleagues (2008) found that while non-Indigenous students from such backgrounds find it challenging to adjust to the socio-cultural context of university life, with sufficient support they attain their academic objectives at rates that exceed those of their Indigenous peers. Although it must be noted that many Indigenous and regional students aspire to leave school early and go to vocational courses rather than attend university (Craven and Marsh, 2005) as often the possibilities of university have seldom been explored or even presented as an option. Among the issues that contribute to this pattern are the linguistic and socio-cultural issues that can impinge on the academic progress of Indigenous students.

Craven and Dillion (2015, p. 13) refer to the work of Hughes & Hughes (2013) where they quote the rate of participation in university programs of children of working, urban Indigenous parents is similar to that of the Australian population, while Indigenous students from welfare-dependent and remote communities are under-represented. Often these students lack family support, have lower academic self-concepts and lack resilience and determination to succeed (Craven and Marsh, 2005). These types of issues have been tackled with the emergence of more relevant support and mentoring programs such as those offered through the Aurora project; and other programs such as Follow the Dream and AIME, where Indigenous students are provided with educational programs that support them to transition through high school and into university, employment or further education in an attempt to achieve the same rate as all Australian students. These types of programs give Indigenous students the skills, opportunities, belief and confidence to grow and succeed at school, community and university sites across Australia.

As illustrated in case study 2 The Stellar Program runs within an area where less than 1 per cent of the population in this region attend university. This provides a whole of community approach to outreach activities with schools, and also builds the confidence of parents that higher education participation is a possibility for their child. Multifaceted activities are directed at Years 6 to 12 to increase knowledge, understanding of higher education and career pathways, including building confidence and motivation, and improving academic readiness for higher education. The multi-faceted activities demonstrate social ecological levels of influence at the ‘individual’; ‘family/school/community’ and ‘institution’ level for enabling student outcomes, capacity building for the schools and community, as well building a culture of learning and innovation.
Creating pathways to access higher education

Pathways into higher education are often through ‘enabling’ programs which allow people who want to go to university but who lack the qualifications due to various reasons, to do so. These reasons often include disrupted or disadvantaged education and such pathways allow people to gain both access to university study and the necessary skills and background knowledge to succeed once they are at university. Craven and Dillion (2015) describe the seeds of success are being developed through alternative pathways for Indigenous students to participate in higher education. This is achieved through enabling programs especially as an entry point for mature age students. Behrendt et. al. (2012) stated that most universities and students are supportive of enabling programs as a way to help Indigenous students to access university with a number of university programs considered to be successful in achieving outcomes for these students: “Indigenous-oriented enabling programs offer students the opportunity to transition to a degree course via a challenging academic program delivered in a culturally secure manner (submission no. 5, Murdoch University, p. 2).”

In 2010, over half of Indigenous students who entered university did so through enabling courses or special programs, not by virtue of their previous educational qualifications. The Behrendt et. al. (2012) report, in 2010 confirmed that only 47.3% of Indigenous students entered university on the basis of their prior educational attainment compared to 83.0% of non-Indigenous students (DIISRTE, 2012), meaning that over half of the Indigenous students who gained entry to university did so through enabling or special entry programs.

Several successful HEPP-funded partnership arrangements between universities and community stakeholders include those described in case study 3 MAP4U program, and case study 5 Old Ways, New Ways. These case studies show that through these programs, universities are dealing with challenges that are facing young people, including Indigenous youth and the need for intensive, long-term, labour-intensive interventions to demystify higher education. Explicit guiding principles such as community engagement, social inclusion, and youth participatory action research based on understanding the unique characteristics of the local learning environment are key drivers. Activities include peer-supported learning, demonstrator training, as well as positive role models to inspire academic success and develop confidence, leadership, mathematical, scientific and communications skills.

Ensuring adequate transitional arrangements between school, VET and higher education

Increasingly in Australia there are a number of dual sector institutions offering programs ranging from Vocational Education and Training (VET) through to post graduate degrees. This allows students to undertake cross sector skill electives, articulated pathways and dual qualifications.

Institutional responsiveness to student diversity and degree of inter-sectoral collaboration varies between Australian States and Territories and institutions since “institutional performance in facilitating access for under-represented groups is not uniform across the sector (Bradley et. al. 2008, p. 33, cited in Watson et al., 2013). Proportionally more technical and further education (TAFE) students transfer to the ‘regional’ and ‘technological universities’ and fewer to the prestigious Group of Eight universities (Abbott-Chapman 2007). The ‘academic’ or ‘vocational’ subjects chosen at school influence future education and training pathways, employment, earnings and life chances (Hoelscher et al. 2008) and VET students are under-represented in professional faculties such as medicine, dentistry and law and over-represented in engineering, technology, business and education (McLaughlin et al., 2013).
Watson et al (2013) called for institutional policies and practices that focus on how VET to higher education pathways are constructed, as well as to provide extensive academic and pastoral support for VET award holders, particularly during their first year of study. More importantly, the authors highlighted that universities that address these issues may be more successful in supporting VET award holders through to the completion of a degree. More positively, survey responses indicate that “universities appreciated the challenges of an increasingly diverse undergraduate student body and many are offering an increasing array of support services that may assist VET award holders who are struggling to make a successful transition” (Watson et al., 2013, p. 61).

Additionally, universities are assisting the successful transition of VET students through the provision of academic support programs, and many universities have systems in place to flag students who are academically struggling or ‘at risk’ (Watson et al., 2013). Other forms of support include free bridging courses at the beginning of each semester and online diagnostic tools that test student level of competency in key areas such as English and maths. More extensive assistance is also offered through university Teaching and Learning Centres for a range of academic and social support services and programs (Watson et al., 2013). A project conducted at Charles Sturt University and the University of Western Sydney, found that VET students articulating into university can experience significant stress due to many social factors (cited in Watson et al., 2013, p.). These include heavier-than-expected study loads; balancing study and work demands, learning academic conventions and negotiating new administrative processes and online learning systems (Catterall & Davis 2012). This project identified four areas of support required for these students: academic literacy; numeracy; familiarisation with the learning environment of higher education; and general pastoral care (Catterall & Davis 2012, cited in Watson et al., 2013, p. 50). Many universities have now addressed these factors through their student academic support programs and are having an impact on student success rates.

Case study 4 The DEAP program is program targeted at Year 7 to 12 students with activities to encourage aspiration for post-school education by improving academic capacity, exposure to innovative experiential learning, developing higher education pathways, preparing for higher education transition, parental engagement and special entry access scheme (SEAS) workshops. Parents, carers, families and community organisations are involved with the engagement process. This HEPP-funded project illustrates the necessary multi-faceted social ecological influences that large-scale projects must have when assisting students in understand and participating successfully in the different pathways that are available to transition into higher education.

Embracing digital technologies and digital learning

Given that online education and digital learning has become the norm, Abbott-Chapman (2011) points to a re-think on the relationship between regional and urban communities and educational institutions. More poignantly, the digital revolution can provide digital learning opportunities for disadvantaged and advantaged students, provided students can access hardware and software, and their take-up and engagement is supported:

“Flexible and online delivery means that globally connected learning spaces are activated by the learner rather than the teacher, and the teacher acts as facilitator, preparing and supporting students enabling them to create their own learning biographies” (Abbott & Chapman, 2011, p. 68).
However, exploring the potential of digital technologies and digital learning must be done in parallel with broader system changes to Eurocentric curricula and pedagogies that often fail to accommodate Indigenous knowledges and practices (Behrendt et al. 2012; David et al. 2013).

While partnerships in education and training are also strengthened through the provision of flexible, online and distance learning and shared university and TAFE campuses, there is also better access for more remote communities via satellite bandwidth allowing mixed modes of access to, and participation in, education (Vodic et al., 2012; Watson, 2013; Williams et al., 2007). However, it is important assumptions are not made about sufficient bandwidth availability and accessibility in remote settings, as this may only be available to a selected few individuals or organisations. The combination of face-to-face workshops and online delivery in ‘blended learning’ have been found to be most appropriate for under-represented learners, especially when there is a need to accommodate cultural sensitivities, such as for Indigenous students (Anderson et al., 2007; Latham et al., 2009). Craven and Dillion (2015) also claim external modes of attendance is clearly of benefit in facilitating Indigenous students to participate in higher education, and is a way forward in addressing the under-representation of Indigenous students in higher education from remote and geographically isolated communities. External modes of attendance could also be potentially beneficial for enabling Indigenous students to navigate the complex terrain of juggling family life, community responsibilities and financial issues of economic disadvantage while pursuing higher education degrees. For this reason, learning from institutions that have a long history of engaging Indigenous tertiary students using a range of modalities is important.

A successful model used by one university to engage students online through a HEPP-funded project is illustrated in Case study 6 UNI4YOU. Here the university engaged prospective higher education students through schools, early childhood centres, child and family services and similar organisations to promote and encourage potential adult participants to engage in online higher education study. This was complemented with activities such as home visits; information on higher education pathways; academic and social support including resources such as childcare, text books, wifi and computers.

Conclusion

Our challenge is to provide more opportunities for all students but especially Indigenous students with the ability to engage in education the opportunity to do so. Such engagement and retention programs, are delivered by universities to encourage student interest in education by reinforcing positive relationships with teachers, fellow students, family and the wider community.

This strategic review demonstrates that it is important to provide adequate educational offerings and pathways; encourage sufficient and appropriate family and community engagement practices; and adequate access to online education and digital learning environments to deal with geographical isolation associated with living in regional and remote Australia. These programmatic design features are consistent with what is considered to be best practice within academic scholarship. It is evident that universities are dealing with challenges that are facing young people, including Indigenous youth through suitably tailored programs. It is also clear that there is need for intensive, long-term, labour-intensive interventions to demystify higher education. Success is achieved through community engagement, social inclusion, and understanding the unique characteristics of the local learning environment. These programs work best if they include peer-supported learning, demonstrator training, as well as positive role models to inspire academic success and develop confidence, leadership and communications skills. We are less confident in stating which of these goals are more significant under which
conditions and why. There is also insufficient evidence to confidently assess which strategies are more successful than others. Further research and evaluation in this area is required.

Governments, secondary schools and post-secondary institutions have continued to develop support systems for students through numerous programs. That effort needs to be maintained and the outcomes for students improved. While there is room for improvement in completion rates, the great majority of students who commenced their degrees in 2005 have now completed their studies and in 2015 are likely to be in the workforce or have proceeded to further study. For these students, their higher education will be the key in allowing them to unhook themselves from socio-economic disadvantage. This can provide new opportunities for them to realise their potential and contribute to Australia’s social and economic prosperity in different ways (Trinidad cited in Edwards, 2015).

By having a more nuanced understanding of these issues and having such models to follow, we can help guide future policy and program strategy development focused on improving higher education access and achievement outcomes for under-represented groups, particularly Indigenous learners. In addition, a whole of institution approach is required (see Behrendt et. al., 2014), whereby the culture and operations of universities need to be sufficiently flexible to accommodate the needs of different student cohorts.
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Introduction

RMIT University is committed to increasing and improving the academic outcomes and access of all students in Victoria regardless of their circumstances and backgrounds. In 2001 RMIT invested in a program which would provide students with opportunities to grow their tertiary access and participation for equity groups. Initially the Schools Network Access Program (SNAP) was made available to seven under-represented Melbourne secondary schools. Since 2001 SNAP has increased to include over 170 Victorian secondary schools with further expansion scheduled in 2016. Students who complete year 12 at these schools are eligible to apply as a SNAP student, and as part of this access scheme they can have their Australian Tertiary Admission Rank (ATAR) increased by up to twenty points. This access for the students has been informed by the research conducted which found that students from non-selective government schools performed more highly than students from independent schools who achieved the same ATAR score (Dobson & Skuja, 2005). Given that a disproportionate number of students from disadvantaged backgrounds attend government schools (Gonski, Boston, Greiner, Lawrence, Scales, & Tannock, 2011); this suggests that low socio-economic status students with ATAR scores lower than the course cut-off who gain access through equity schemes will succeed at university provided that their scores are close to the cut-off level (QUT Equity Services, 2012).

A key component of SNAP is the I Belong outreach program. I Belong commenced in 2011 and was designed to give students an authentic university experience and build aspirations to embark on a tertiary qualification. In 2014 RMIT hosted over 3500 secondary students on campus through the I Belong program.

I Belong was shaped in response to the Bradley Review of Australian Higher Education (2008). The report established targets for the higher education sector to increase the number of 25-34 year olds holding at least a bachelor-level qualification to 40%, and for the proportion of students from disadvantaged backgrounds enrolled in bachelor-level qualifications to increase to 20%, by 2020 (Bradley, Noonan, Nugent, & Scales, 2008, p. xiv). In 2012 the Behrendt Review was completed and it detailed the challenges for Indigenous students accessing higher education and made recommendations on how to overcome these challenges (Behrendt, Larkin, Griew, & Kelly, 2012). The report highlighted that there were significant:

“personal and community factors such as a lack of encouragement from educators, lack of aspiration and lack of community understanding and support to take on higher education that can act as disincentives to Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people choosing to enrol in university” (Behrendt, Larkin, Griew, & Kelly, 2012, p. 17).
The report also listed a series of recommendations of which recommendation five was most relevant to the outcomes and goals of the *I Belong* program. This recommendation stated that the outreach programs for Indigenous students needed to focus on ‘building aspirations to go to university’, to ‘provide relevant information to students in Years 10 to 12, their families and communities about the transition to university for graduating secondary students.’ These were the most applicable components of this recommendation and as discussed below, have been at the forefront of the design of the Indigenous specific *I Belong* programs.

In the 2013-15 HEPP funding round RMIT, through the Equity and Diversity Unit, proposed an extension of *I Belong* to include a stronger focus on working with senior secondary students (years 11 and 12) and to increase the participation of Indigenous students at all levels. To increase the participation of Indigenous students in *I Belong*, the identified position of Coordinator Indigenous Participation, *I Belong* was created. The data capture system was modified to record the numbers of Indigenous students participating. Important partnerships were established and expanded with stakeholders including the Ngarara Willim Centre for Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Peoples (NWC), the Australian Indigenous Mentoring Experience as well as many others around Victoria, and a new co-delivery model to improve the effectiveness of the different programs was developed. *I Belong in the City* was developed as an Indigenous specific program, and all of these developments have begun to increase the participation of Indigenous students in the *I Belong* programs.

The Coordinator Indigenous Participation *I Belong* position would need to work collaboratively with the NWC, and the Australian Indigenous Mentoring Experience (AIME), as well as the middle years (years 9 and 10) team and the senior years (years 11 and 12) team within the Equity and Diversity Unit. In addition, the position would be required to develop a specific program for Indigenous students and modify existing programs to be more inclusive and culturally appropriate. Furthermore, this role would need to use appropriate strategies and approaches to engage with Indigenous students, families and communities to encourage them to participate in *I Belong* programs. By focusing on these aspects it was predicted that the numbers of Indigenous students participating in these programs would increase.

Following the recruitment of this dedicated role, an early priority was to develop a systems approach to track the numbers of Indigenous students currently participating in I Belong programs in order to establish a baseline. This required the modification of the unit’s existing Customer Relationship Manager (CRM) to enable it to capture this information. This posed a significant challenge, as the acquisition of the data would rely on secondary schools sharing students’ names, cultural status and dates of birth.

There were significant discussions around the best way to acquire and use the data of the Indigenous students participating in the *I Belong* programs. The data is collected in order to be able to identify the Indigenous students attending the programs, as well as being able to track the students from when they first attend a program to when they enrol at RMIT. Further discussion focused on how best to communicate this change in process of gathering this data to partner secondary schools; this was a requirement because up to this point, the data of their Indigenous students had not been collected and the privacy of the students was a significant consideration.

The data was used to report on the numbers of Indigenous students participating in *I Belong* programs, and used to identify and approach the students during programs to link them with the staff from the NWC. This process involved being explicit about how the data would be used and asking the school to discuss this with their Indigenous students prior to their participation. This was to ensure that the students would have every opportunity to identify as Indigenous if they wanted, and at the same time have measures to protect the privacy of the students should they have requested it. Furthermore, this process was operationalised through the use
of template emails for communication, additional discussions and cultural training for the staff in the Equity and Diversity Unit, and information sharing with the staff from the NWC. From August 2014, the data capture system was modified to record Indigenous students, and the total number of recorded Indigenous students who attended I Belong programs from August that year was 24.¹

**Partnership with NWC**

With the successful establishment of a mechanism to measure a baseline for current Indigenous participation within I Belong, the next priority was to develop strategies to increase the rate of participation of Indigenous students which required the establishment of meaningful partnerships with both the internal partner NWC and external partners. To ensure that students have a positive cultural experience at RMIT, the NWC staff have been extensively consulted on all the decisions made with regard to Indigenous students attending I Belong programs. This advice included how to identify the students, cultural awareness around the concept of ‘shame’ and advice around how to communicate to Indigenous students, families and communities. In addition to providing specialist advice and strategies for helping students feel welcome on campus, NWC has facilitated significant relationships between the Equity and Diversity Unit and various community stakeholders.

*Figure 1: Diagram of the partnerships and their nature between the Equity and Diversity Unit and Indigenous stakeholders.*

---

¹ This data was from only 5 months of 2014 and is not an accurate representation of the actual number of Indigenous Students participating in I Belong programs during that year.
This process has been formalised by creating an environment where staff from the Equity and Diversity Unit have an understanding of how the staff operate within the NWC, as well as being able to use knowledge from the Coordinator Indigenous Participation, who has been working closely with NWC, when making decisions related to Indigenous students. When additional advice is required, the NWC is a key resource to enable the Equity and Diversity Unit to gain and apply that knowledge in an effective and consistent manner.

The most significant aspect of the partnership is the willingness of the staff at the NWC in allowing the Indigenous students from the I Belong programs to access their new facilities and culturally safe spaces on campus. Through sharing these spaces with the students, they are able to gain an authentic university experience and demonstrate that regardless of their circumstances, if they choose to study at RMIT, they will have an opportunity to engage with an active and connected Indigenous student and staff community on campus. In addition, by linking the students with the staff from the NWC, the students are able to learn more about the Indigenous Access Scheme, scholarship opportunities, support services for Indigenous students at RMIT and receive the relevant communication materials from the NWC. This process has been formalised through shared documentation relating to timelines, expectations and standard operating procedures as well as document templates which ensure that stakeholders have all the relevant information. To date, we have been able to follow this process with every identified Indigenous student who has participated in I Belong programs in 2015.

Co-delivery with AIME

The partnership with AIME differs significantly from that with NWC. This is largely due to the fact that AIME, like the Equity and Diversity Unit, runs and operates outreach programs for Indigenous students from their partner schools (almost all of which happen to be SNAP schools). The similarities between our program development models allow for valuable exchanges of knowledge about best practice, and a highly successful co-delivery model; allowing both organisations to create programs which are complementary and have far more depth. AIME’s case management of Indigenous students in their final year of high school – a key difference between their service provision model and that of the Equity and Diversity Unit - is also important, as AIME are able to directly promote to students our ‘opt in’ I Belong programs, consisting of revision lectures, folio workshops and various information sessions.

Moving to a co-delivery model between the Equity and Diversity Unit and AIME has been beneficial to both the outreach programs at RMIT. This delivery model includes the co-delivery of I Belong modules within AIME and Department of Education programs, as well as providing support for the programs coordinated by the NWC, and the inclusion of AIME modules within I Belong programs. This process has enabled the observation and understanding of how closely the aims and goals of each program are, the key points of difference, and how these points of difference can add depth to the various programs. Co-delivery with AIME has been a great learning experience through better understanding of their operational and pedagogical processes, and from a content perspective of the strong cultural focus and personal development activities for the students. The development of the co-delivery model began with observations of each program by staff from AIME and Equity and Diversity. Once this process was completed, the staff from the two organisations were able to come together and identify where the differences were, and how these could be capitalised to build complimentary modules which would suit the different programs.

In this case the point of difference between AIME and the I Belong programs was the distinct focus of the learning modules of each. AIME modules are focused on building aspirations to enter higher education through the strong opportunities to get connected and celebrate
Indigenous culture. This is valuable for the students to be able to identify and succeed as young Indigenous people. I Belong focuses on building aspirations through the exploration, de-mystification and experience of university. With this distinction in mind, it was decided that the best way to increase the depth of the AIME outreach program was to incorporate a discipline specific workshop. In this case, an engineering workshop where students were able to experience what it is like to learn in a university environment, the workshop also included a strong emphasis on the nature and the types of courses available, career pathways and future opportunities. Overall the students were able to receive the prominent messages of both AIME and I Belong through the different workshops with little duplication or obsolescence.

Another partnership, which has proven to be critical to the success of increasing the participation of Indigenous students, is between the Equity and Diversity Unit and The Smith Family, through their regional offices in East Gippsland in Victoria. This partnership has provided access to Indigenous students, families and communities across this region. The Smith Family provides critical support to ‘at risk’ families and students through their school-community hub framework in the Gippsland region. They are very active; providing case management and support to many Indigenous families. The value in this partnership comes from the fact that The Smith Family has direct access to students and families without relying on their relationships with the schools. Being able to provide information directly to Indigenous students, families and communities is crucial when building the levels of trust and ‘buy-in’ from the communities. This was clear when we were able to travel to the partner schools and present an information session to the students and families about the I Belong in the City program.

The I Belong in the City Program

In June 2015 the I Belong in the City program was piloted. As part of this program 14 Aboriginal students from three schools in the East Gippsland region were hosted for three days and two nights by RMIT. The students attended a middle years (years 9 and 10) discipline specific program exploring the discipline of Urban Planning. This program was designed to be culturally relevant by capitalising on the importance of place, space and connection to country; strong themes in both Urban Planning and Indigenous culture. Partnerships played an important role in this program, both through operational support with The Smith Family and their ability to facilitate introductions to the students and families, mobilising of the students on the morning of the program to ensure they were on the bus, and through content support supplied by AIME, the Koorie Heritage Trust and the Melbourne Museum. These partnerships meant that not only was the program close to capacity; it was an opportunity for students to be exposed to strong Indigenous role models.

These role models consisted of individuals who were considered ‘uncles’ and ‘aunties’. They included the Koorie Heritage Trust guide Uncle Len, and Uncle Eric who accompanied the students in his capacity as a Koorie Engagement Support Officer (KESO) from Lakes Entrance. The students also had access to young Indigenous role models through the AIME workshops including Douglas Brigs who was the 2014 Victorian Mr NAIDOC, and Alan Murray, a former AFL footballer, currently working for the Victorian Department of Premier and Cabinet. These role models were able to provide knowledge and Indigenous history about the city of Melbourne. This was a strand of the program which was present across many of the different workshops facilitated by the external organisations.

2. This has been a part of The Smith Family’s implementation of School-Community Hubs at a variety of sites across Victoria. This structure has allowed The Smith Family to better target communities, families and students with educational support resources and funding. For more information please see: https://www.thesmithfamily.com.au/what-we-do/our-work/supporting-communities-in-need/school-community-partnerships.
The goals of the program were to provide an opportunity for the students to gain an insight into Urban Planning as a discipline to study, as well as future career opportunities as Urban Planners. Students would also have an opportunity to explore Melbourne and discover more about the Indigenous and non-Indigenous history of the development of the city. The aim was to achieve all of this in an environment where the students were in a culturally safe space, able to acknowledge and celebrate their culture, and not encounter any cultural barriers to accessing any of the content or activities.

Initial feedback from the students and the accompanying staff has been positive. This feedback consisted of an evaluation questionnaire and conversations with the students during the program. The feedback was largely positive with 64% of the students indicating that they would consider university as a destination after secondary school. In the evaluation 57% of the students also indicated that they would also consider RMIT as a destination after secondary school, and over 70% responded that they were motivated to do better at school, and motivated to learn more.  

*Figure 2: Table of selected responses from the student evaluation of the I Belong in the City program.*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Questions</th>
<th>Answers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Agree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I received Information about a range of study options in a way I could understand</td>
<td>64.29%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>My understanding of what it would be like to study at RMIT has increased</td>
<td>64.29%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I am motivated to do better at school</td>
<td>71.43%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I am motivated to learn more</td>
<td>72.73%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Going to University will help my ideas about the future come true</td>
<td>57.14%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The program has helped me think about plans and ideas for my future</td>
<td>42.86%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From this table of evaluation responses it is clear that the program was able to make an impact in the two areas of motivating the students to do better at school and motivating them to learn more. This is a positive result for the pilot of the program and indicates that the impact this program has had will have the potential to impact the students and their studies. The areas where improvement is needed are better linking *I Belong in the City* to studying at university and linking this to their future prospects, as well as, packing the information about studying at university in a way which is more relevant and meaningful for the students.

The comments the students had about the program in the evaluation were encouraging. They stated that they had a positive experience overall and also provided insights into what could be improved for the next delivery. The students observed that “it was a great experience and it was a good thing to get to go around Melbourne and visit different places.” Another stated

3. For a complete breakdown of student evaluation feedback, see appendix 1.
that they had, “great learning, at RMIT I can see how many career opportunities there are.” A student commented that parts of the program did not interest them as much as they could have, “I liked going to RMIT, it was alright, some activities went on too long and didn’t interest me but it was okay. The urban sustainability got a bit too boring. I would like to come here again. It was a great experience. Thanks.” Importantly, a student did comment on the nature of the current RMIT students we had employed within the program in their capacity as student guides called SNAP Champions, and stated that, “it has been helpful and interesting. Learning about other people's stories has helped.” These comments reflect what the program was trying to achieve and these comments will also help to continue to improve the program.

The ethical considerations of the program have been prioritised when using the evaluation data and the personal details of the students. The Equity and Diversity Unit is transparent and communicates with the students and families to ensure that they understand why the data is being collected and where it will be used. In addition, the only personal information the students are required to submit as part of the evaluation is their school name and their year level. By doing this, the students and families have a better understanding that their identities for the evaluations are anonymous. The data collected for reporting requires the students to submit more personal information. In this case students and schools are briefed as to how the data will be used and stored. The data specific to the Indigenous status of the students are used to identify them during the programs and link them with the staff at the NWC. The data is also used in the HEPPP reporting process to record the numbers of students attending the I Belong programs. Importantly, once the students complete secondary school and apply through the SNAP access mechanism for the purposes of all other internal RMIT data systems, their data does not reference SNAP in any way and thus this removes the possible stigmas attached to their entry to RMIT University.

The feedback from the students is indicative of the research into effective equity outreach design that underpins the I Belong program. This design has been influenced by the research into the aspirations of secondary students conducted by Appadurai (2004), Bernard and Taffesse (2014) and Ball, Davies, David and Reay (2002). The I Belong program is designed to support students from low socio-economic backgrounds to navigate the “dense combination of nodes and pathways” (Appadurai, 2004, p. 69) that lie between their secondary school level and future academic opportunities.

Furthermore, the I Belong and SNAP program has been designed in order to address the four A’s of an effective outreach framework - Awareness, Aspiration, Achievement and Access (Anderson & Vervoorn, 1983). The I Belong program incorporates a focus on awareness, aspiration and achievement through the workshops and activities the students undertake while they are on campus. The SNAP access scheme incorporates the access aspect of the framework through the mechanism of providing a boost of 20 points to the ATAR scores of SNAP students. The feedback from the students who attended the I Belong in the City program indicates that aspirations and awareness of university and higher education is increasing in these students.

Beyond the framework of the four A’s, I Belong was also developed in order to include many of the ten characteristics of an effective outreach program outlined in Interventions Early in School as a Means to Improve Higher Education Outcomes for Disadvantaged (particularly low SES) Students (Gale, et al., 2010). The ten characteristics informing the design of I Belong programs consist of: (1). people rich; (2). financial support and/or incentives; (3). early, long-term, sustained; (4). recognition of difference; (5). enhanced academic curriculum; (6). research-driven interventions; (7). collaboration; (8). cohort-based; (9). communication and information; (10). familiarisation/site experiences (Gale, et al., 2010 p. 6). In this case, the
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I Belong in the City program attempted to include as many of these aspects as possible. These characteristics include, providing financial support to the students attending through being completely funded, a recognition of difference through the students being actively involved in the activities and having an opportunity to share their perspectives, and collaboration with both internal and external stakeholders.

The I Belong program as a whole has been designed to also include communication and information with targeted and appropriate communications to communities, schools, parents and students; cohort based, through hosting entire school year levels for specific programs, and enhanced curriculum through the transition and skills based workshops in the senior years programs which can impact on the future learning of the students.

The staff who accompanied the students remarked about the opportunities that this program allowed the students to have access to, and also commented, “it is so valuable for the students to have access to tertiary experiences like this, and to also have access to Melbourne where a lot of the opportunities are located.” This feedback added to the learning from the program and will ensure that in the coming years it remains a relevant and powerful tool to support Indigenous students in transitioning from secondary school to tertiary education.

The Smith Family’s case management of, and relationship with, their students was crucial to the success of the I Belong in the City program. In the lead up to the program they were able to successfully liaise with the schools, families and students to ensure that they received all the relevant information and that they would attend the program. A Smith Family support worker from the Lakes Entrance School Community Hub visited the homes of the students attending the program, and in one case even assisted the family to get the student ready and prepared on the morning of the program. Without this intervention, the student would have remained at home and missed the bus to Melbourne. The Smith Family support staff also assisted one student to get to Melbourne on day two of the program and this directly resulted in the program having 14 out of the 15 places filled. There is no doubt that without this close support, the program would not have been as successful as it was.

This partnership has been supported by effective communication at all levels in both organisations. At a higher level there has been work completed in order to design and implement a Memorandum of Understanding to formalise the working partnership between both organisations. At more operational levels there has been a significant investment in the creation of a project briefing document as well as consultative and planning meetings in order to inform all the key stakeholders on the status of the various tasks assigned to be completed by each organisation. This systematic approach at all levels has meant that the understanding and communication between staff from both organisations has been effective and supportive. This has aided the efficiency of the partnership and has had a positive impact on our collaborative programs. Staff from The Smith Family has made it clear that without the investment in the program from RMIT, there is no doubt that it would not have occurred.

**Partnership the Victorian Department of Education**

Partnerships with the Koorie Education Coordinators (KEC) and Koorie Engagement Support Officers (KESO) in the Victorian Department of Education and Training are both varied and important. The Equity and Diversity Unit’s working relationships with KECs and KESOs are still developing, and will continue to develop as we move forward to gaining a far more integrated partnership with the various Indigenous communities and organisations in Victoria. As it is, the partnerships with the KECs and the KESOs have developed to focus on a co-delivery and sustainable funding models to support pre-existing or new programs for Indigenous students.
from both SNAP and non-SNAP schools. We are currently working towards accessing the communication networks established by the KECs and KESOs to better target our messages to Indigenous students they support across Victoria. This has been a challenge, owing to the inconsistencies around how the KESOs work within schools and regions. This is an ongoing process of understanding how the KESOs operate across the different regions in Victoria, and how we can best adjust our systems to have the greatest impact.

There is no doubt that there are benefits in being able to target Indigenous students through existing communication channels. The standard procedure when engaging and mobilising students to participate in I Belong programs is to communicate directly to school careers coordinators, who in turn campaign for, and support the students to come to the RMIT campus as a school excursion. In these cases, schools may also benefit from the established connections and case management relationships the KECs, KESOs and other third party organisations have with their Indigenous students. In many cases, these organisations have a more positive relationship with the students and families beyond what the school has been able to establish, meaning that a student may be more likely to attend an I Belong program having received the invitation from a contact they trust. In turn, SNAP and I Belong messages are less likely to be limited by the relationships between the school, students and their families, and can benefit from having people in a place of trust of the students and families vouch for the programs and encourage their participation. This was made clear through the comments of a student attending where they stated that, ‘if the staff from the Smith Family had not helped me, I would not have come.” It is clear that the case management and social and community support provided by The Smith Family does have a significant impact on the outcomes of the program.

The importance of the partnerships, which have been developed and grown over the past twelve months, cannot be underestimated. This, however, is not going to be enough to sustain a long-term growth of Indigenous participation. To ensure that students have culturally positive experiences and want to come back to RMIT, and to gain the trust and acceptance of the Indigenous communities across Victoria, we must create culturally relevant and positive programs that give Indigenous students the best opportunity to succeed. As part of this process, the Equity and Diversity Unit has been working to focus on three key areas for development and improvement. These are: the employment of more Indigenous university students as staff in the capacity of SNAP Champions working within the I Belong programs, the creation of I Belong in the City as a program specifically for Indigenous students, and the inclusion of Indigenous content and perspectives in existing programs.

Almost all I Belong programs include contribution from our SNAP Champions, a team of current tertiary students who applied successfully through the SNAP priority access scheme. SNAP Champions are paid employees of RMIT and contribute to I Belong through the delivery of interactive presentations focusing on demystifying the transition from high school to university and Vocational Education, and dispelling myths and misconceptions about tertiary education. SNAP Champions help attending secondary students to navigate RMIT campuses, and share their own story of aspiring and transition to higher education. The pool of SNAP Champions employed at any one time is around 30. Since the start of 2015 we have hired three Indigenous SNAP Champions, and already they have had a significant impact in adding a layer of cultural relevance to Indigenous secondary students attending the programs they are working within, which otherwise would not have been present.
Future Plans

The *I Belong in the City* program is currently the only Indigenous-specific *I Belong* program which has been piloted, and there is a view to increasing the Indigenous specific programs in 2016. The aim is to have additional regionally focused programs piloted and implemented by the end of 2016, and to increase the visibility of RMIT and tertiary education in general in these regional and rural areas. There is an ongoing project to audit and update existing *I Belong* programs to more visibly incorporate Indigenous perspectives and knowledge. Proposed measures include ensuring that every program begins with an Acknowledgement of Country during the official welcome, and that the programs have Indigenous images and symbols present; for example, staff wearing Aboriginal and Torres Strait Island flag badges. One of the more complex aspects of the project is the redesign and adjustment of the discipline-specific content of the existing programs to be more culturally inclusive. This is an ongoing project and will require liaison and input from academic staff and the NWC.

It is clear that over the past year, the work in this space has grown and developed into a valuable and important aspect of the *I Belong* program. It is also very clear that there is still a long way to go until the percentage of Indigenous students participating in I Belong programs reaches population parity. One of the largest challenges is the scattered nature of Indigenous students in Victorian schools. Enrolments of Indigenous students within SNAP schools are generally low and this adds to the complexities around engaging with the Indigenous students through the school or another community organisation. It is an ongoing aim to be able to create a database of Indigenous support contacts associated with each of our SNAP secondary schools, and through this database, have access to the communication channels to allow our messages to have maximum effect on the students to encourage them to participate in our programs.

The Equity and Diversity Unit is also focussed on creating closer working relationships with other tertiary institutions and their Indigenous support units in Victoria through their existing partnerships with the NWC, and RMIT’s commitment to the Toorong Marnong Accord and the improvement of tertiary education outcomes for Indigenous students. Through this process it is hoped that the institutions in Victoria can also benefit from more consistent messaging and attract more Indigenous students to further study.

Conclusion

Having had an opportunity to establish many and varied partnerships with organisations working to improve the outcomes of Indigenous students across Victoria, it has become clear that this is an incredibly active and vibrant space to operate within. It has also become clear that if any sustained impact is to be achieved, more organisations will need to become aware of what support and programs are available for Indigenous students. This will improve the outcomes and the practice of these programs in two major ways. The first is funding. This is a key factor in whether a program is sustainable, and through being able to share the costs of the programs with partner organisations, there is an opportunity, not only to increase the volume of activities within the programs, but also to allow for the occasional funding shortfall an organisation might suffer from the competitive funding application process. The second way is being able to better understand the offerings of various outreach organisations to limit the redundancy of student workshops and incorporate more variation of student workshops within a program. The extra depth and breadth this creates is necessary to continue to create relevant and effective programs to support Indigenous student transitions to university.
Through the hard work of the staff in the Equity and Diversity Unit, as well as the staff from the partner organisations, it is hoped that over time I Belong, SNAP, RMIT and the tertiary sector in Victoria will be able to achieve population parity within the Indigenous tertiary student body, and through this process, remove the educational gap for the generations of Indigenous students yet to come. Overall, adopting a partnership approach has created an environment where the Equity and Diversity Unit has been able to record and begin the process of measuring a benchmark of the participation of Indigenous students in the I Belong program. Through the development of consistent data collection systems, the establishment, maintenance and growth of internal and external partnerships, and the development of the Indigenous focused I Belong in the City program and a working co-delivery model we have seen the numbers of Indigenous students steadily increase in 2015. The partnerships RMIT has established and grown in 2014 have allowed for the alignment of the communications from RMIT and our partner organisations to students, parents, schools and families, and allowed us all to speak with one voice.
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Appendix 1. Evaluation Data.

Student Feedback – IB MY City 17-19 June 2015

1. Event date

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Text Response</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>17-19 June 2015</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statistic</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total Responses</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2. Question 2 has been removed for privacy reasons.

3. What Year Level are you in at school?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Answer</th>
<th>Response</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Year 7</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Year 8</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Year 9</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>29%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Year 10</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>57%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Year 11</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>14%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Year 12</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
<td>14</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statements about the I Belong program?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Agree</th>
<th>Neither Agree nor Disagree</th>
<th>Disagree</th>
<th>Total Responses</th>
<th>Mean</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>I received Information about a range of study options in a way I could understand</td>
<td>64.29%</td>
<td>35.71%</td>
<td>0.00%</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>1.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>I was able to experience the City and now I am more familiar with it</td>
<td>92.86%</td>
<td>0.00%</td>
<td>7.14%</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>1.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>I was able to experience a University campus and now I am more confident in visiting a university</td>
<td>42.86%</td>
<td>57.14%</td>
<td>0.00%</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>1.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>My understanding of what it would be like to study at RMIT has increased</td>
<td>64.29%</td>
<td>35.71%</td>
<td>0.00%</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>1.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>My knowledge of Urban Planning has increased</td>
<td>53.85%</td>
<td>46.15%</td>
<td>0.00%</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>1.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>It was helpful to hear RMIT students speak about their University experience.</td>
<td>78.57%</td>
<td>21.43%</td>
<td>0.00%</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>1.21</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### 5. To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statements about the I Belong program

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Agree</th>
<th>Neither Agree nor Disagree</th>
<th>Disagree</th>
<th>Total Responses</th>
<th>Mean</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>It has Inspired me to think about Urban Planning as a future career or study option?</td>
<td>21.43%</td>
<td>42.86%</td>
<td>35.71%</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>2.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>My interest in the study options available at University has increased</td>
<td>50.00%</td>
<td>35.71%</td>
<td>14.29%</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>1.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>I am confident with the idea of going to University</td>
<td>46.15%</td>
<td>30.77%</td>
<td>23.08%</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>1.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>I am motivated to do better at school</td>
<td>71.43%</td>
<td>21.43%</td>
<td>7.14%</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>1.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>I am motivated to learn more</td>
<td>72.73%</td>
<td>27.27%</td>
<td>0.00%</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>1.27</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 6. Rate how you feel about the following questions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Agree</th>
<th>Neither Agree nor Disagree</th>
<th>Disagree</th>
<th>Total Responses</th>
<th>Mean</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Going to University will help my ideas about the future come true</td>
<td>57.14%</td>
<td>35.71%</td>
<td>7.14%</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>1.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>The program has helped me think about plans and ideas for my future</td>
<td>42.86%</td>
<td>57.14%</td>
<td>0.00%</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>1.57</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 7. Would you consider going to University in the future?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Answer</th>
<th>Response</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>64%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Don’t know</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>29%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
<td>14</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 8. Would you consider applying to RMIT University in the future?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Answer</th>
<th>Response</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>57%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Don’t know</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>36%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
<td>14</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
9. Please describe your experience at RMIT in a few words or sentences

<p>| |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Great learning, at RMIT I can see how many career opportunities there are.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>It was a great experience and it was a good thing to get to go around Melbourne and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>visit different places.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>My experience at RMIT was awesome. It has given me a lot more knowledge about the</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>uni and what options I have if I ever go.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>It has been helpful and interesting. Learning about other people’s stories has</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>helped.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I liked going to RMIT, it was alright, some activities went too long and didn’t</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>interest me but it was okay. The urban sustainability got a bit too boring. I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>would like to come here again. It was a great experience. Thanks.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Introduction

The Australian Indigenous Mentoring Experience (AIME) is a structured educational mentoring program provided for Indigenous students to access throughout their high school experience. The program is designed to support students to complete high school and transition into university, further education and training or employment at the same rate as every Australian child, effectively closing the gap on educational outcomes.

To better understand the impact of the program, AIME has developed a research partnership with a team of researchers from the University of Wollongong (UOW) and the University of Technology, Sydney (UTS). Comprising researchers with experience in qualitative and quantitative approaches, this research has grown from a small UOW internally funded project, to a large national project. This collaborative research partnership has already spanned five years and has produced several theorised academic papers, based on both qualitative and quantitative research that describes the AIME program and its merits (Bodkin-Andrews et al. 2013; O’Shea et al. 2013; Kervin et al. 2014; O’Shea et al. 2014; Harwood et al. 2015). Findings from the research to date have reported the success of the AIME program in engaging Indigenous young people in education (Bodkin-Andrews et al. 2013) as well as described the novel ways that the AIME program reorients the focus on aspirations to one of ‘recognition of aspirations’ (Harwood et al. 2014). Further analysis continues to be conducted, including the outcomes of an AIME national survey in 2014 and a paper currently under review that explains the different pedagogy used in the AIME program (McMahon et al., under review). All research activities through this partnership are aligned with protocols for research with Indigenous Australians, as described by the Australian Institute of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Studies. We work collaboratively to discuss, plan and develop research projects and we have adapted data analyses approaches so we can engage in-group analysis so that a range of perspectives and epistemologies are able to be applied the collected data.

For this article, members of the AIME team decided that rather than repeating output from the current body of research, we would take a different approach and use the research as a jumping off point and provide a practitioners point of view and a perspective from the ‘coal face’ so we can share some of what we have found works within our program. Building on the research that
has been published as well some of our more recent findings (currently being developed for publication), the AIME team sought to discuss the wide range of findings and subject them to further analysis. The authors yarnd about what has been learned, what the research is saying and sought to understand more about how the program is working.

In this paper we describe three ways that AIME engages Indigenous young people, adding a richer and deeper narrative to the work that has been written about AIME to date. In this sense, the paper could be described as yarning about research and how we as AIME staff members yarnd about and came to understand more deeply how the AIME program is engaging the young people. The paper is structured into two main sections. An overview of the AIME Program, its growth and its impact to date, followed by a section describing three of the key ways AIME educates and engages its students which in turn, gives a us a greater platform to transition AIME mentees into positive post school pathways.

The AIME Program

The AIME program is designed to support students to complete high school and transition into university, further education and training or employment at the same rate as every Australian child, effectively closing the gap on educational outcomes. Although there have been some recent improvements in closing the gap on educational outcomes between Indigenous and non-Indigenous students (SCRGSP, 2014), national statistics still show a significant difference. Grade progression, Year 12 attainment and post school transitions rates are all still considerably lower compared to non-Indigenous students and Indigenous Australians are underrepresented in the university sector, accounting for only 1.1% of all Australian university enrolments (Commonwealth of Australia, 2014). While it is reported that Indigenous young people are increasingly interested in attending university, enrolment and retention levels fall far below the levels required for equitable representation. The AIME program is addressing this inequality and the students involved are achieving great success. In 2014, AIME's junior high school students progressed through school on parity with non-Indigenous students, AIME's senior high school students were close to parity and the Year 12 cohort achieved results better than the national non-Indigenous rates (AIME, 2014). AIME students are also leading the way in closing the gap on post-school pathways with 76% of the AIME Year 12 cohort from 2014 successfully transitioning into university, further education, training and employment. And this isn’t an overnight sensation; it has been building for some time. As the program has scaled from 325 mentees in 2009 to more than 4300 so far in 2015, AIME students have continued to achieve strong results and are entering university, further education, training and employment at record numbers. AIME’s mentoring model deviates from the more traditional mentoring programs in a variety of ways. AIME was founded by young people, grew from the grass roots level and is Indigenous led. When AIME commenced, there was hardly any available research providing best practice for mentoring Australian Indigenous high school students. There was however there was a need to close the educational gap. To combat this, AIME is committed to building a body of research that continues to investigate and evaluate the impact of the program as well adding to the literature that helps to improve outcomes for Indigenous youth.

Delivery modes

The AIME program has three delivery modes. The AIME Institute delivered on campus at AIME’s partner universities; Tutor Squads which are deployed into schools; and our one-on-one coaching, career support and post-school transition support.
The AIME Institute

The AIME Institute is run at universities campuses across Australia and offers six different courses tailored for each specific high school year group (Year 7-12) featuring 49 unique modules, each one hour in length. Many of the modules provide launch pads for real life opportunities for the students to extend themselves through, for example, internships for artists, performance opportunities for musicians, ambassador programs and more. The content for The Institute has been designed and developed by Indigenous young people since 2005 and each year is enhanced and improved thanks to the input from our mentees, mentors staff and other stakeholders. Trained Indigenous facilitators who are supported by volunteer university student mentors, other AIME staff and a variety of special guests undertake the delivery of the Institute modules.

Tutor Squads

The Tutor Squad program features trained university mentors who head out to local schools and community centres to provide free academic support for Indigenous high school students. By providing additional tutors outside of the AIME Institute, we are aiming to provide opportunities for students to not only build the confidence and self-esteem required to make it through school but also the literacy and numeracy skills required to do so. Through the Tutor Squads, mentors help with personal learning plans, study plans, goal setting, homework, assignments and any other work the students may need assistance with. We have also created AIME Radio, which is a podcast featuring educators, mentors, mentees and others in the field to help tutors learn more about the power of education.

One-on-one coaching, career support and post-school transition

AIME endeavours to get to know the students throughout their high schooling experience, so that when it comes to their senior years we can provide the best possible advice, support and targeted opportunities for each student to be able to transition into university, further education and training or employment once they complete Year 12. During the course of each year, AIME works with its corporate and university partners, to source post-school opportunities for their mentees. AIME then follows up with each student to ensure they have the best possible chance of succeeding in their first foray into the world beyond high school.

AIME continues to stay formally connected to each mentee and provide mentoring support for the first six months of their university course, training or employment. AIME connects the mentees who progress into university with Career Trackers and encourages them to become AIME mentors. On the employment side of things, AIME has partnerships with some of Australia's biggest employers who are committed to increasing Indigenous employment. AIME works with these partners to ensure that AIME mentees are given the best chance to succeed as they enter the workforce. AIME also work with the students to help them transition into any other further education or training program they are interested in.

Growth of the Program

Since commencing in 2005, AIME has experienced exponential growth and great success. From 25 mentors and 25 mentees at one university site in 2005, the program has grown to
have more than 4300 participating mentees and 1500 university student mentors in 2015. The program is currently delivered at 18 Australian universities across 35 different campuses with 317 participating schools in Queensland, New South Wales, Victoria, The Australian Capital Territory, South Australia and Western Australia (Fig. 1).

**Figure 1: AIME sites 2015**

**Impact and results**

AIME believes that every single student’s life and educational journey counts, so this is measured, recorded and reported on accordingly. Each year, AIME not only works with the students, but also with partner schools and research partners so AIME can measure the outcomes of the program in the most accurate and comprehensive way possible. The impact of the program is measured year on year, with statistics published in the AIME Annual Reports. Over the last six years, AIME students have consistently achieved school progression (Fig. 2), Year 12 completion and university admission rates significantly higher than national Indigenous statistics (AIME, 2014). Due to this, AIME has been cited as one of the most comprehensive and successful mentoring programs to engage Indigenous high school students (Lester & Munns 2011; Bodkin-Andrews et al. 2013, SCRGSP, 2014).
Figure 2. AIME’S outcomes, 2014

**Year 10-11 Progressions**
- Non-Indigenous Retention Rates: 94.7%
- Indigenous Retention Rates: 82.9%
- AIME Progression Rates: 94.8%

**Year 11-12 Progressions**
- Non-Indigenous Retention Rates: 88.1%
- Indigenous Retention Rates: 73.1%
- AIME Progression Rates: 87.6%

- 745/786 Students progressed (94.8%)
- 475/542 Students progressed (87.6%)

**Year 12 Attainment Rate**
- Non-Indigenous Average: 86.5%
- Indigenous Average: 58.5%
- AIME Average: 93.2%
One of the most pleasing results from 2014 was that 93.2% of the AIME Year 12 cohort completed Year 12. These students are leading the way on meeting the COAG target of halving the gap in Year 12 attainment, by surpassing the national non-Indigenous rate by 6.7 percentage points and the national Indigenous rate by 34.7 percentage points (AIME, 2014; SCRGSP, 2014). AIME students are also leading the way in closing the gap on post-school pathways into university, further education and training and employment with nearly a third of this group (30.9%) successfully transitioning onto a university pathway.

**Independent research**

In order to better understand the impact of the program and the possible long-term effects on the participants, AIME has commissioned a number of key independent research projects. The first was a large-scale independent evaluation into the effectiveness of the program, scalability and the associated mentee outcomes (Harwood et al. 2013). Findings indicated that AIME reached its objective of encouraging better school grade progression rates for Indigenous students, compared with the national average and that AIME positively impacted:

- The strength and resilience of mentees;
- Mentee pride in being Indigenous;
- Mentees making strong connections with Indigenous peers, role models and culture;
- Aspirations and engagement for finishing school;
- Aspirations for continuing to further study;
- School retention rates.

Building on this research, a quantitative study by Bodkin-Andrews & Harwood et al., (2013) found that Indigenous students participating in AIME:

- Were significantly more likely to aspire to complete high school (1.87 times more);
- Were significantly more likely to aspire to and attend university (1.30 times more);
- Had a higher sense of school self-concept;
- Had a higher sense of school enjoyment.

The strengths of the program were also backed up by an independent economic evaluation conducted by KPMG. Findings from this study indicated:

- AIME students performed better than Indigenous students around the country, and reached levels of school performance close to their non-Indigenous peers;
- Due to the mentoring benefits for students, AIME students are likely to be more employable and earn more;
- An AIME student that completes a university degree can be expected to earn up to $332,000 more over their lifetime compared to an Indigenous student that does not complete high school;
- The AIME program generates $7 in benefits for every $1 of cost (KPMG 2013).

**Three key ways AIME educates and engages its students**

Three of the key ways that AIME educates and engages its students have been identified through analysis of current and completed research: (1) the power of storytelling; (2) aligning positive associations with identity to give the students another source of pride and strength; and (3) creating a fun, safe, welcoming yet challenging environment to help the students flourish.
The Power of Storytelling

AIME believes that every word is precious, every sentence written or uttered is a chance to change a life, so there is a relentless chase for perfection in communication. Throughout the ancient cultures of the world stories have been used to pass on information about morality, lifestyle, law, and survival. Today, the AIME program is inspired by the previous generations of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people that have transferred information between generations through stories, and by some of the great communicators that have inspired and impacted the evolution of thought through the Western World, like Shakespeare, Plato, Aristotle and Socrates.

Stories are used to captivate, inspire and unlock the students’ imagination. Every one of our 49 modules is intentionally scripted like a play, so students are engaged from the commencement of each session all the way through to the end. Instead of providing facts and figures and using an authoritative style of teaching, stories and storytelling is used to paint scenarios and teach ethical lessons. The use of storytelling is also engineered to provide students the opportunity to take ownership and leadership over their educational journey. A high expectations learning environment is created where students are challenged to step out of their comfort zone, engage in school and believe that they can achieve anything.

“From this moment, you have a chance to reach for worlds unimagined, to dream of futures made in movies, and then to make the commitment to work harder than any other kid your age, harder than anyone that has come before you, harder than anyone who will come after you, in order to bring your dreams to life. Because that’s what it takes”. (AIME 2014).

This high expectation, inspirational narrative is interwoven throughout all of the sessions forever encouraging the students to reach their goals.

When building relationships and rapport with the students, AIME staff use personal stories to help relate the main messages to the students lives. It has been found that students take the messages a lot more seriously when staff are honest, vulnerable and share real life experiences. By sharing stories with the students and not telling them what is right and wrong, the program is able to navigate, explore and discuss decisions and choices that are available to them, empowering them to make the right decisions.

Although the session content remains the same across the country, stories are tailored to the different communities the sessions are being run in. Local staff are employed at different sites that know and are from the local community and local people are invited to share, relate and personalise the stories. Students are also sometimes from different communities so they also have the opportunity to share stories with their peers so there is constant learning, teaching and sharing stories from other communities. This in turn provides the ability to create relationships through stories and connections between different communities.

Aligning positive associations with identity

Specific Identity sessions are held in the Year 9 and 10 programs with the objective of establishing the framework that Indigenous = Success and that identity can be a source of strength. The simple message is that to be Indigenous is to hold a position of strength, not a position of weakness. Sessions are all-inclusive and a safe space for students who speak Aboriginal languages as well as for students who don’t know anything about their heritage or feel disconnected. Some students may want to know more about their culture and identity but don’t know where to start. Some students may feel that hey don’t belong, either getting
challenged on where they are from and not knowing, or getting challenged on their skin colour. Learning about identity though is interwoven throughout the whole program. Through stories and discussions, students learn more about their identities and they are encouraged to continue to learn and discover these outside of the program.

AIME presenters are all Indigenous role models and are proud, strong, successful leaders. They get in front of the students showcasing Indigenous success. Through their personal testimonies, they describe their journeys to where they are today, cementing the fact that being Indigenous is not an excuse for failure, it is a reason for success. Staff describe what it means to them to be Indigenous, and that there is no right or wrong answer. All of our staff have different skin colours, different levels of connection to their Indigenous storylines and culture and different engagement with Indigenous people every day. Some live in communities and some don’t. This honesty and vulnerability to share their personal stories creates a safe space for the students to explore, discuss and learn about their own identities.

Another way Indigenous success and different identities is showcased is through inviting Indigenous guests to the program to share their stories with the students, including the pathways they traversed to get to where they are today. The philosophy is to try and change mind-sets. Some students know their culture and are strong in their identity but haven’t seen a range of Indigenous people with successful and varied careers.

Discussing and exploring positive identities has been a great tool in tackling shame which, for some students, can be related to identity On the first day, all students sign a contract agreeing to a number of rules and high expectations. No Shame at AIME is one of these important rules and is reiterated constantly through out the program.

Creating a fun, safe, welcoming and challenging environment

AIME endeavours to unlock the magic of learning and help be a vessel that can change young people's views of learning forever. To do this, there is an emphasis on making the learning environment fun, safe, welcoming and challenging.

Since AIME commenced in 2005, the program has been continually refined to stay relevant, fun and engaging. This relates not only to content evaluation and enhancement, but also to the vibe that has been purposively create. Each moment with students is potentially a life changing opportunities so a vibe and environment is created that will allow these ‘moments’ to occur. Each AIME day is likened to a show, where no detail is left to spare in order to ensure the most immersive learning experience possible. The performers are well rehearsed; locations are carefully selected; resources are prepped and ready; each learning module is scripted with timings worked out to a tee; the lighting, audio-visuals and room set up are carefully planned; specific music is selected and played throughout the day; and all of the staff and mentors are prepped and ready to go, wearing their AIME hoodies. The vibe and learning opportunities commence as soon as the students arrive on the university campus. Some students have been to a university campus before, yet for some, an AIME day can be their first experience so it is important to showcase the university and what it can offer, but to also make each and every experience unforgettable.

The AIME vibe is created through a relaxed yet supportive atmosphere but it is also a high expectations environment. The philosophy is to try and make the students feel comfortable and safe enough to step out of their comfort zones, participate in all activities, increase their confidence and have the ability to then do the same when they get back to school. That is, have increased confidence to ask questions in class, participate in public speaking, stand up for leadership opportunities and similar attitudinal and behavioural attributes.
Through this supportive, high expectations environment, deep relationships are built with the students. Through these relationships, the students feel comfortable discussing their goals and AIME staff are able to help provide tailored support throughout school and then one-on-one post school career coaching.

Research into the program describes how AIME conceptualises and promotes the program as ‘meeting a deficit of the educational system, as opposed to a deficit of the young person’ (Harwood et al. 2015). Instead of concentrating on raising each student’s aspirations, AIME places a focus on reversing the low expectations and lack of support that Indigenous young people may encounter in school settings by creating a high expectations environment and vibe.

**Positive post-school pathways**

Progressing through high school, completing Year 12 and successfully transitioning to post school pathways can be an extremely complex and daunting process. In order to help students navigate and traverse high school with the best possible outcomes, these issues are addressed throughout the program. Through storytelling, aligning positive associations with identity and creating specific learning environments, there have been greater levels of success evidenced by high-grade progressions and Year 12 attainment rates. The next step in the process is helping mentees traverse the post school transition stage.

Post school transition support is one of the three pillars of the AIME program. From Year 7 all the way through to Year 12, students participate in the program at local university campuses building on their cultural capital of universities through time on campus, interaction with university staff, Indigenous centres and their university student mentors. There are a number of ways that post school transition support is provided. Staff work with the students both in sessions and on school visits to develop individual plans for their future. An example is the AIME Yearbook Portal which is an online application that connects Year 12 AIME students with education and employment opportunities being offered by AIME’s university and corporate partners. The students and staff work together to establish individual online profiles and then AIME staff continue to work with the students providing whatever transition support is needed.

The skills and confidence the students build, the content they learn, the vibe and environment they receive and the relationships built throughout the program are what makes the transition process so much easier and why we believe we our students are achieving such great results. AIME has walked with the students from Year 7 to 12, continually challenging them to work harder, dream bigger and to step out of their comfort zones. The 2014 AIME Year 12 cohort went better than the national average for non-Indigenous 17-24 year olds engaged in post school education, training or employment (76% compared with 75%) (AIME 2014 & SCRGSP 2014). AIME has put even more resources towards the 2015 Year 12 cohort in the belief that even better results are not only possible but are achievable.
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Introduction

Tertiary education has traditionally been accessible to only the wealthier sections of society, despite a worldwide effort to expand access for people described as disadvantaged. Increasing tertiary education access for minority groups and/or people seen as disadvantaged is just and equitable, as it opens new opportunities to social groups that would not otherwise participate in higher education (Salmi & Bassett, 2012). In this context, equity can be defined as:

“providing equal opportunities for access and success in tertiary education. It means that circumstances beyond an individual’s control, such as birth place, gender, ethnicity, religion, language, disability, or parental income should not influence a person’s access to tertiary education opportunities and ability to take advantage of them” (Salmi & Bassett, 2012, p. 9).

Despite a worldwide push for equitable and inclusive universities, most people who access tertiary education come from wealthy families or have a history of tertiary education in their family. In addition, most tertiary students have parental economic support (Elman & O’Rand, 2004). Several organisations have highlighted the ongoing issues of poor enrolment rates among people with low socio-economic status (SES), in developing countries and in OECD Countries (for example, World Bank, 2009 and OECD, 2006 in Salmi & Basset, 2012).

In many countries, race, ethnicity and gender remain obstacles to higher education access. The same obstacles may limit job opportunities and restrict access to well-paid jobs. According to Johnson-Bailey and Cervero (1998), being born White in the United States means being able to access all possible opportunities, while being from a minority group (such as Native American, Latino and African American) means experiencing inequality in education and lack of opportunity. The education system operates primarily in favour of the dominant culture and does no cater fully for the diversity of peoples.

This paper focuses on educational disparity faced by Indigenous Australians. It describes a tertiary access program – called the Community Aspirations Program in Education (CAP-ED) – developed by the Office of Indigenous Engagement at Central Queensland University.
The program was designed to build the educational aspirations of Indigenous people by taking the university to the community and offering opportunities for people to visit the university. It included short learning sessions designed to introduce potential students to the possibility of tertiary study and provide a pathway into an enabling program for university entrance. CAP-ED is designed to inspire and enable Indigenous people – to help them ‘see what they can be’ and inspire their aspirations to engage in higher education (Devlin, 2013; Oliver, Rochecouste & Grote, 2013; Oliver, et al., 2013; Pechenkina & Anderson, 2011; Wilks & Wilson, 2014).

Education disparity in Australia

In Australia, the disparity in education access is most apparent in the take-up of education by Indigenous Australians and the delivery of programs to them (Malin & Maidment, 2003). Australia’s historical, cultural and racial contexts combine with the effects of colonisation and previous government policies to impact on the participation of Indigenous Australians in education. In addition, there has been little work to develop and implement broad programs that relate to or are grounded in the identities of Indigenous Australians (Fredericks, et al., 2015; Nakata, et al., 2008; Purdie, et al., 2011; Turnbull 2014; Wilks & Wilson, 2014),

ABS (2008) data show that, in 2006, the proportion of Indigenous people holding a higher-education qualification (from Certificate I and II to post-graduate degrees) was 29.4%, compared with 54.5% of the non-Indigenous population. Despite this clear disparity, the data show a marked increase in the proportion of Indigenous people achieving a qualification, particularly at the level of Certificate or Advanced Diploma. In 1996, just 12% of Indigenous Australians held a Certificate or Advanced Diploma qualification, and this had risen to 23% in 2006. The proportion of Indigenous people achieving a Bachelor’s degree or higher was relatively small, particularly compared to the non-Indigenous population. But this figure also showed great improvement, doubling in 10 years from 3% in 1996 to 6% in 2006. Most of the increased qualifications were for Indigenous Australians in major cities or inner regional areas, which also parallels the growth of the Indigenous population in urban and peri-urban areas (ABS, 2008).

In 2011 (ABS, 2013), the gap in education attainment was particularly wide in the 15-24 years age group; only 4.9% of Indigenous Australians in this age group were attending a higher education institution, compared with 21% of non-Indigenous Australians. However, even with this large gap, the data show an improvement: between 2006 and 2011, the proportion of Indigenous Australians aged 15-24 enrolled in higher education increased by 63%. In contrast, the data relating to adult education reflects only a small gap. In 2011, 2.6% of Indigenous Australians aged between 25-64 were enrolled in higher education, compared with 3.6% of non-Indigenous Australians in the same age group (ABS, 2013). The explanation for this data shift is currently unknown, and warrants further research. What is clear, though, is that younger Indigenous Australians access higher education at lower rates than non-Indigenous Australians: Indigenous Australians are missing out on education at the point when many Australians are accessing higher education to establish their careers (Oliver, Rochecouste & Grote, 2013; Oliver, et al., 2013; Pechenkina & Anderson, 2011).

The ABS data (2008; 2013) demonstrate that, while education access for Indigenous Australians is improving, more needs to be done to narrow the gap. Access to higher education offers important benefits, both at a personal level and a societal level (Salmi & Bassett, 2012; Wienclaw, 2009). The data demonstrate that higher education can be accessed throughout life; early school leavers may choose to return to education to increase their employment prospects, improve their social status and earn more money (Wienclaw, 2009), or simply to improve their education level.
For many adult learners, education is a way to increase their knowledge and provide options in their career (including career development or career change). Socially, there are a number of benefits in expanding access to higher education to the wider community, including financial benefits (reduced unemployment, higher tax revenues), higher community involvement, improved health outcomes and decreased dependence on government help. The number of people living below the poverty line decreases in line with an increase in education attainment (Swail, 2003). The Review of Higher Education Access and Outcomes for Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander People (Behrendt, Larkin, Griew & Kelly, 2012) states that higher education and training are important and powerful tools, not just to empower Indigenous communities and improve their socio-economic status, but also for Australia’s socio-economic development more broadly. The ‘transformative processes’ offered by education are consistent with the commitment to address Indigenous disadvantage as a central goal of the Closing the Gap agenda (Behrendt, et al., 2012, p. 3).

For marginalised and under-represented peoples, accessing higher education presents a variety of financial, personal and academic obstacles. Many people are not ready to study at tertiary level due to poor academic success in K-12 schooling. They may be aware that tertiary study requires organisational skills and a commitment of both time and money – all of which can be challenging. In addition, marginalised and under-represented people may feel no sense of belonging or connection with tertiary education – it can be seen something that is intended for others and is not welcoming to them.

Tertiary institutions and governments seek to address these obstacles through policies and programs designed to increase people’s readiness for higher education. Bridging and outreach programs, for example, are designed to reduce financial and academic obstacles. However, it is difficult to monitor the success of these programs (Salmi & Bassett, 2012). In addition, they are typically designed to ‘welcome students in’ to study at the institution, rather than ‘take the institution out’ to where potential students might be.

Developing a localised, Indigenous program

The Office of Indigenous Engagement at CQUniversity wanted to develop a short, informal, local learning program that would challenge, encourage and inspire Indigenous people to begin an educational journey. The vision of the program was to offer activities and learning projects to introduce university study as a feasible option for people.

CQUniversity began the Community Aspirations Program in Education, known as CAP-ED, in 2013. The program’s goal was to increase Indigenous student participation in higher education and to build their aspirations through small, manageable learning sessions or projects. Initially, the CAP-ED team proposed to develop and deliver an accredited certificate program, which would facilitate access to a university enabling program (or direct entrance to university). The team explored existing, accredited programs that could be suitable for implementation at CQUniversity, and considered options for developing a new program.

The CAP-ED team were conscious that the Central Queensland region has no specific literacy, numeracy or English-as-a-second-language programs for local Indigenous people. They felt that developing a local program to address this issue may assist in developing educational access paths for Indigenous students, particularly by helping potential students to transition into university enabling programs and on to undergraduate studies. This is supported by research undertaken by Behrendt et al. (2012) who noted that, in 2010, over half of Indigenous students entering university did so through an enabling program, compared with only 17% of non-Indigenous students. While CQUniversity had two enabling programs in 2013, it did
not have an Indigenous-specific course or a program to facilitate and support people into the enabling programs.

The CAP-ED team identified several programs operating at other universities and training organisations that had potential application for CQUntiversity. A Victorian VET-based program looked particularly promising. However, further investigation of the course and local community consultation showed that importing a program from another institution was not going to work for the local community. While an excellent program for Victorian communities as the program was included Aboriginal concepts, language and imagery from Victorian regional communities, it contained little reference to coastal communities, designated Aboriginal communities (past reserves) or include references to Torres Strait Islander peoples. The copyright held with the program and Victorian registration of it meant that there was little opportunity for adaption or amendment. In our continued exploratory work, there were few programs available that could be adapted or amended for our project’s purposes within Central Queensland. What became apparent was that CQUntiversity needed to develop a localised program, designed specifically for Indigenous people in Central Queensland. It was also clear that we would not be able to develop an affordable or free certificate course that would meet community needs and also attract a government fee subsidy.

The CAP-Ed team implemented a process of deeper consultation with six communities in the CQUntiversity footprint, including one designated Indigenous community and five rural/regional communities. The consultation included extensive consultation with Traditional Owners, Elders, community members and key stakeholders, followed by a process of engagement with communities to develop partnerships and an appropriate outcome. These types of partnerships are written documented in the literature (See Hoffman, et al., 2012; National Congress of Australia’s First Peoples, 2012; Taylor & Thompson, 2011).

The community engagement was carefully conducted to be two-way and respectful. The CAP-ED team needed to seek and receive views from individuals and communities about what might work best, not simply ‘tell’ the communities what the university could offer. This early phase was important in terms of developing relationships and sharing understandings of what might be needed. It set the tone for later decision making in the program-development phase, agreeing about what would happen in each community, and talking about who would do what. Through close engagement with communities, the CAP-ED team developed partnerships for the program design and delivery, and developed an understanding of the strengths and needs of each community.

Detailed notes were kept of all the consultation and engagement activities and the CAP-ED team developed profiles for each community to assist in working with each community. This information was locked in stored filing cabinets. The multiple ways of collecting information was shared with the communities and agreement was reached on what would be documented. This also developed interest from community members as to how the team worked and developed an interest in wanting to assist in documentation to ensure the team got it right. The CAP-ED team has undertaken a short video on the work featuring participants, which generated lots of interest and a desire to undertake more multi-media work with not only the CAP-ED team but also the Office of Indigenous Engagement. CQUntiversity Talent Release forms were filled out for participants, stakeholders, Elders and other persons. CQUntiversity undertakes a lot of digital media work and is a big user of social media and the images were used for these purposes too. As the program developed community members would ask if the team was taking their picture and would pose in readiness, which created a sense of fun. All the communities responded in a positive way, which allowed for a deepening of the relationships between team members as individuals and as a team and the communities.
For the CAP-ED team, developing a deeper knowledge of the six Central Queensland communities was vital for understanding people’s attitudes, recognising cultural protocols, and identifying the appropriate ways to bring people together to share information, work on problems and find solutions. The team was eager to ensure that community members were engaged in all phases of developing the program. They worked to involve the community in generating knowledge and planning how the knowledge would be used. In addition, community members were involved in planning for educational change within their community, as they considered how the new CAP-ED program might change the education trajectory of their community members.

The six communities share some common beliefs and practices. But each community is unique and has evolved to have its own local knowledge and customs. The CAP-ED team worked from an understanding that local knowledge plays an important role in keeping people and places together and in co-creating new forms of togetherness. The team aimed to build on community practices, rather than impose an external way of working – approaching the project as ‘working with’ not ‘working for’ the local communities. This close engagement helped to embed Indigenous cultures into the program as it was developed.

The CAP-ED suite of activities

The CAP-ED program that emerged from the community consultation is a short, achievable, five-week course called CQU and Me. It is offered as a series of short workshops, and aims to develop the aspiration of Indigenous people to enrol in university. The program responded to the communities’ desire for a series of networking and information events that focused on sharing and open communication between participants and guest speakers, with guest speakers sharing their stories of success.

CQU and Me five-week format

The format of CQU and Me varies slightly, depending on the individual needs and interests of local communities. The Rockhampton program (Fig. 1) was delivered over five weeks.
**Figure 1: CQU and Me**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Week 1 Introduction</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Program overview.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Getting to know each other.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• What are your dreams and aspirations?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• University – it’s not a scary place!</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• How it all works, what can I study?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Week 2 Cultural Connections</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Cultural information session (Traditional Owners deliver these sessions).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Indigenous games.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Week 3 Study at University</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Visit to schools (such as allied health, nursing, physiotherapy and paramedic).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Sports Centre tour.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Library tour.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Week 4 Professionals in the Workplace</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Meet Indigenous professionals in their workplace (such as Glenmore State High School, Bidgerdii Community Health Service, Queensland Health and Queensland Ambulance).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Week 5 Artistic creation</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Produce film reflecting on the journey participants have taken over the previous weeks.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Networking lunches**

In some communities, the five-week *CQU and Me* program was held in conjunction with a networking lunch, which featured two guest speakers who shared their learning journey and reflected on the importance of tertiary education. The idea for networking lunches grew from the community consultations, where people talked about the need for Indigenous people to hear from other Indigenous people who had successfully navigated different education pathways that had led them to personal or professional success.

The networking lunches were held either on a CQUniversity campus or at suitable venues in the community. They were highly successful, attracting between 10 and 60 people depending on the location. The lunches helped to engage with the wider community (beyond the program participants) and encouraged the community to support participants as they progressed through the *CQU and Me* program. Importantly, the lunches were appealing for both people who were employed and had not considered higher education, and for people who were seeking a career change. They offered an affirmation for the community and opened up awareness about the possible achievements that can be gained through education. For example, one woman who had been working in an entry-level (ASO3) position for over 10 years was motivated to consider higher education as a pathway for career progression. Another woman who worked as a service station attendant said she was ‘held back’ because she didn’t have an education.
The networking lunches became an important addition to the CQU and Me program. They enabled people to listen, be inspired, dream and explore possibilities. They enabled people to ‘see what they can be’ and helped to build Indigenous aspirations for higher education.

**Information sessions**

CQU and Me began with local information sessions designed to offer a no-fuss, sharing of information about people and services available to support Indigenous people in education (such as Registered Training Organisations, schools, youth programs and others). The information sessions are designed to be delivered in any location, with or without audio-visual support. Their purpose is to encourage discussions about possible education pathways and provide an entrance into the five-week CQU and Me program. They enable people to think about what might be possible and then to take a step on their own journey or support others to begin an educational journey.

**Program feedback**

CQU and Me is tailor-made for each community, to reflect participant needs, utilise local knowledge and expertise, and be delivered in collaboration with community organisations. Feedback from participants includes:

> “I knew about the University but didn’t know how to get the information of what I wanted to study and how to enrol.” Adam

> “I have had such a great time and don’t want the program to end.” Marg

> “When I started the program I wasn’t too confident within myself but now I have had this experience I am looking at studying the Bachelor of Nursing and Midwifery.” Suzi

> “I never learnt or don’t remember this cultural information taught at school and [it] has given me more insight on Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander issues around alcohol and drug use, domestic violence and crime etc.” Sue

> “Had such a great experience at the Mackay Campus. Can we have another session with other schools?” John

> “Partnerships with local Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Elders and respected people in the communities have also enhanced the program.” Nathan

Flexibility is an important aspect of the program’s success, with the program’s session format, times and topics all being chosen to suit the needs of participants and presenters. Sessions can be shortened, lengthened or adapted in response to the needs of the local community. This was reflected in some communities, where the program was reduced from five weeks to three weeks.

In all six communities, the CAP-ED team witnessed a great deal of engagement with people as partners in the program’s delivery and co-presenters in sessions and other events. The focus on local identity, culture and aspirations was extremely valuable in building local ownership and engagement. It provided a platform for people to ask questions, voice honest concerns, build their confidence and begin to ‘see what they can be’.
Lessons learned

The CAP-ED program was designed to build capacity and inspire Indigenous people to think about higher education as a real possibility. It focused on encouraging people to ‘see what they can be’. In this way, it aimed to encourage people to become role models for future family members, gain respect from the Indigenous community, take a step to build a better future and career pathway, reconnect with their Indigenous culture, develop skills for employment, and transition into undergraduate studies or university enabling programs (such as the Tertiary Entry Program (TEP) and Skills for Tertiary Education Preparatory Studies (STEPS)).

The success of the CAP-ED program as implemented through the CQU and Me workshops rested on its close connection with Elders and Traditional Owners in each community, who provided a vital link to participants. The project team took the time to develop, maintain and sustain relationships with community members and service providers, and this paid off in their trust and support for the program as it was implemented. Communities were initially hesitant to engage with the project. However, as soon as the project employed Indigenous staff who were connected with the communities and had local knowledge, community engagement became much easier. Early engagement fostered additional engagement as the team developed greater local knowledge and opened dialogue between the communities and the university. While it can be challenging to build into projects opportunities for discussion and deep engagement, the efforts pay off through greater opportunities for development, empowerment and change. By developing deep relationships with Elders and community members, the CAP-ED team designed a program with community ownership of both the process and the outcomes.

An important aspect of the program includes its flexible delivery, which accommodates the varying needs and priorities of each community and recognises differences in cultural protocols and community approaches. Face-to-face engagement between community members and knowledgeable, skilled staff was vital. Through close engagement with six different communities, CAP-ED developed into a broad strategy that can successfully match community needs and university responses.

The CAP-ED program has provided CQUniversity’s Office of Indigenous Engagement with a deeper connection to Indigenous communities in the university’s footprint and enabled us to be more responsive to community needs. In this way, it has inspired and empowered staff through a process of reciprocity and benefit for all involved. The CAP-ED program has supported the Office of Indigenous Engagement to further develop learning environments and opportunities that build on strengths, develop capacity and honour Indigeneity. We have implemented processes of documentation, monitoring and review to help us to continually reflect on and adapt the program. Most importantly, the CAP-ED program has offered local Indigenous people with an option and pathway into higher education where no options previously existed. We believe that CAP-ED will encourage more Indigenous people to access higher education and lead to increased positive outcomes long after they have finished the short CQU and Me program. It offers an opportunity for Indigenous Australians to ‘see what they can be’ (Wilks & Wilson, 2014) and to take a concrete step towards being what they see.
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Introduction

In Western Australia, and around the world, rowing is a sport that is often associated with elite private schools and tertiary institutions (Cambridge University Boat Club, 2013; Yale Athletics, 2010; Oxford University Boat Club, 2015; Melbourne University Boat Club, 2015). Events like the Boat Race, an annual rowing event for the top Oxford and Cambridge University crews, and the Henley Royal Regatta, held on the Thames River since 1839, serve to reinforce the elitist history of the sport. In a more local context, rowing in Western Australia is predominantly facilitated by a number of high-fee-paying secondary schools running their own competitions for male and female students throughout the year.

Despite the majority of these schools supporting Indigenous students via full academic and boarding scholarships, it is estimated that a maximum of 20 Indigenous students have participated in rowing in some way over the past 10 years. On a national level, Indigenous participation is estimated to be about 0.01% (L. Callier, pers. comm. May 8, 2014). The program designers believed it was worth noting that Indigenous higher education students make up around 2% of the national higher education student body (Australian Bureau of Statistics, 2011). The designers believed that these participation rates were worth highlighting, given the historical development of the sport of rowing, and could add value to the delivery of the program and narrative of the participant journey, resulting from an increase in engagement. A program was designed to engage Indigenous students in the sport of rowing, and support them through an aspiration and awareness-raising curriculum.

Row AHEAD, as a pilot developed by Curtin AHEAD (Addressing Higher Educational Access Disadvantage), engages Indigenous students from Clontarf Aboriginal College in a 12 week program of self-development. Clontarf Aboriginal College, located in Manning, Western Australia, was opened as an Indigenous boys school in 1986, with 50 students enrolling from regional and remote Western Australian communities (Clontarf Aboriginal College, 2015). Since then, the College has developed to cater for over 150 Indigenous male and female student placements annually, from across Western Australia and the Northern Territory.

For the Row AHEAD program, students take part in weekly training sessions: water sessions, held at Curtin University Boat Club, to improve their rowing specific skills; and, land sessions, held at Curtin Stadium, to improve overall fitness. Activities are also designed so that students build their confidence, resilience and team skills. Students train toward competing in the Rowing WA All Schools Championships, representing their school and community. As a part of the initiative, students are required to attend weekly development sessions. The curriculum developed for students to complete has been approved by SCASA (School Curriculum and Standards Authority) as a WACE (Western Australian Certificate of Education) unit.
Motivation for program design

A significant driver of the program is that, to date, Row AHEAD has been funded through HEPP and as such is also focused on the overarching objectives that align with this source of federal funding; to improve the understanding and awareness of higher education (Higher Education Support Act 2003). Through the program we sought to devise a pragmatic approach to raising the aspirations and awareness of the participant student group to higher education. Our core cohort of students were not on a direct study path to university, with participants demonstrating various levels of engagement with education. We recognised the rational concerning aspiration and awareness needed to be built on the foundation of creating a knowledge base, from previous outreach experience, to enable students to make informed decisions in a post-school non-tertiary focused environment and potentially outside of the support network of the program itself. The pilot program focused on a mixed age cohort of Indigenous students, due to student access and time challenges. It was decided in collaboration with Clontarf Aboriginal College that the pursuit of outcomes, relating to the forming of aspirations and effective awareness of higher education, was best trialled with those students whom self-selected into the program. Taken into consideration also, during program planning, was the fact that students may not only feel unprepared for university in terms of academic ability or social relevance, they may also have concerns or be influenced by the fear of transitioning into a new perceived social strata. This concern could manifest as anxiety around leaving their social norms and entering a knowledge society, which sets ideals and expectations at a distance from their friends and family. Research shows that some students reference transition as “a risk of ‘changing’ class identity as a result of participation in higher education” (Archer, Leathwood & Hutchings 2002, p.112)

The Victorian Department of Education and Early Childhood Development found that “disengaged learners develop social distance from education and training, which any subsequent outreach needs to break through” (2011). The Row AHEAD program needed to be designed and implemented in a way that fostered social engagement between participants, and also between internal and external stakeholders. In a recent study of sports programs around Australia it was found that “sports programs appear to have distinct capacities to contribute to broad based community development and in the case of Australia contribute to the Closing The Gap blueprint” (Rossi 2015, p 192). Having considered various elements needed to generate the best outcomes for participants, the program proactively sought to deliver a shared platform through which to explore context driven conversation that could deliver awareness and aspiration raising strategy through the activity of rowing and the supportive framework of the rowing club.

Tertiary affinity

It was the contention of the program, that any traditional university outreach activities (University experience days, awareness workshops, university course selection and so on) would be too disconnected as an experience and too abstract as a concept, to gain immediate traction with the lived realities of our participant cohort. The rowing club offered a unique opportunity to engage our participants directly in the formal social framework of the university campus. It was noted throughout the evaluation of the program that participants were able to feel a sense of belonging in an environment to which they contributed, alongside graduates and university students. This strategy formed what was to become the foundation of our outreach methodology. It created a vehicle through which to informally raise aspirations, awareness and capability of higher education. We termed the strategy ‘tertiary–affinity’.
University offers an opportunity to focus on a more personalised learning journey, connected to a progression into the world of higher education. The successful transition into this environment, involves planting the seed of both academic and social belonging:

“Feedback suggests that universities generally display a low level of awareness of Australian Indigenous culture and peoples, and this often results in poor communication, little understanding of Indigenous communities, and the diverse needs of its current or future Indigenous students” (Ridgeway, 2012).

The program to this extent, seeks to introduce an element of humanising pedagogy. Taking inspiration from Freire, the programs “pedagogy had to be meaningful in order to be critical and transformative” (Giroux, 2010). The student’s personal experiences, both past and those being created through the program activities and location, became key resources in the relationship of the students to the learning outcomes of the program. Tertiary-affinity as an outcome, seeks to create an environment or vehicle through which those students, traditionally not represented at university, can begin finding an internal locus of meaningful belonging within a tertiary institution. As an outcome, tertiary affinity does not assume that the student should, will or can transition into university at the commencement of the program but recognises that for a person to choose to pursue a higher education pathway, they must believe that they can achieve that goal as well as feel like they will be able to connect to the tertiary environment on a social level.

Universities are multicultural and diverse institutions, however this does not directly equate to being a place that everyone feels able to be part of. Inclusion does not just manifest in academic ability, recognition of academic or sporting potential or the creation of alternative pathways. Inclusion incorporates both external and internal emotional mechanisms that require development. Tertiary-affinity moves beyond making someone feel like they are capable of being accepted into a closed environment and moves to foster a growth in the social capital that offers students the opportunity to form a conceptual relationship through which they can connect to the tertiary landscape and engage in meaningful dialog. It establishes a lens through which to visualize oneself in a new environment within a safe and empowered context.

Tertiary-affinity programs, such as Row AHEAD, establish social dynamics that have the capacity to let students feel like they have chosen to be part of a tertiary ecosystem, through which they associate with having an inherent connection and attraction. Tertiary-affinity seeks to normalise discourse surrounding higher education and university environments, by developing deeper parity between the local community and University, where it is natural and appropriate to do so.

**Partnership building**

A key element in the partnership design is the emphasis on a balanced relationship, which informs the social contract between key stakeholders, built around shared and explicit outcomes. Key partners of the 2014 program include Clontarf Aboriginal College, Curtin AHEAD, Curtin University Boat Club, Rowing WA and Curtin Stadium. Program activities were defined within a service agreement detailing terms of engagement and responsibilities. The agreement is driven by a program proposal which outlines the core philosophy, aims and objectives.

The key relationships contribute to the development of the social framework, recognising the influence and significance of the multiple perspectives, held within the program community. Thus the partnerships were built around an acknowledgment and celebration of the unique nature of partner objectives and ownership of distinct service elements of the program. This allowed for an efficient and practical division of labour, with partners focusing on their areas
of expertise to the benefit of the participants. By bringing all partners along on the journey, from conception to completion, it was found that all expectations regarding partnership were exceeded.

The program outcomes, targeting the raising of aspirations awareness and capabilities for higher education, are inherently linked to the additional mutual outcomes, established within the partnerships, which enhance partner social frameworks as well as seeing the emergence of a new-shared social paradigm. Armstrong & Cairnduff (2012) emphasise that “Universities have a major contribution to make in forming communities and not just responding to the needs of different communities.” The Row AHEAD program operated within an element of the University social structure i.e. university social sports, which represented an ideal opportunity to further develop community relationships. This approach to program design and the established positive outcomes emphasise that “Utilising existing relevant community structures and disseminating relevant information in appropriate ways, there is potential to bring about real change relating to higher education access” (Scull & Cuthill, 2010).

One key advantage of this type of initiative is that “university” is not the focal point of the partnership. The activity and the society that participants are encouraged to become a part of, only forms an aspect of the university environment and is in very real terms more accessible and less daunting. It is also an environment that represents a support network and dynamic that students can have a realistic and immediate impact on, in terms of bringing and sharing their own culture and identity.

It is important to highlight the significance and impact of the partnership between the Clontarf Aboriginal College participants and their rowing coaches, who were undergraduates studying at Curtin University. During the establishment phase and first few weeks of the program, it wasn’t very clear what other outcomes would be measurable. However for the majority of the coaches, this was the first time they had engaged with and supported Indigenous participants. Solidarity and collegiality formed key tenets of the approach to partner engagement. The Clontarf students were recognised as partners of the program as much as participants. Many of the coaches, and also the student participants, had to overcome their own cultural barriers to engage with others in a meaningful way and contribute to the overall success of the program.

**Program outline**

Row AHEAD is set up as a twelve-week program, with outcomes linked to HEPP funding objectives of raising aspiration and awareness of higher education. The initiative is broken down into two phases: learning to row and competition. These phases dictate the focus for each session and establish the progression of the program. There are a number of components that make up the program, that participants are expected to take part in, including: two water training sessions per week, rowing specific, held at Curtin University Boat Club; one land training session per week, general fitness, held at Curtin Stadium; and one academic session per week, held at the Ngulla Mia Boarding Facility. Through the establishment of rowing as the common thread between all facet's of the program, therefore the tool for engagement, the program was designed to follow the notion that student engagement is a fundamental element in retention and promoting achievement (Shin, Daly & Vera, 2007). Activities are built around an action learning model, to ground learning in an experiential framework that fosters interest, engagement and collaborative learning dynamics.

For the first phase the participants from Clontarf Aboriginal College undergo a condensed Learn to Row program, during which they are taught the correct technique of the sport and become accustomed to the equipment used. This process begins with students being supervised using
exercise rowing machines at Curtin University Boat Club and Curtin Stadium, and finish with students confidently navigating a Single Scull across a one kilometre stretch of water, on the Canning River between Clontarf Aboriginal College and Curtin University Boat Club. This phase connects students to their coaches and the tertiary environment, and familiarises them with the physical space around the College and parts of the Curtin University campus.

The second phase begins with students training in crew boats - quads and eights. The students learn to race in both Sweep and Scull style boats, ensuring they have a good understanding of all facets of the sport. Once the students have demonstrated competence rowing as a crew over a one kilometre distance, they will begin representing their school and competing in the Rowing WA All Schools Competition. The participants compete in various boat classes over the series of regattas, depending on eligibility for competition. A final community regatta is held at Curtin University Boat Club, supported by Rowing WA, titled Clontarf to Curtin. This is an opportunity for all participants to row in crew boats alongside their coaches and other volunteers from Curtin University Boat Club, physically completing the journey on the water from Clontarf to Curtin, celebrating the completion of the program and success of the rowers.

Each component of the program provides new and unique learning opportunities for participants, all linking back to rowing and supporting on-going communication and relationship building between participants and their coach, tutor or trainer. The water and land training sessions focus on the development of self-efficacy of the participants, as well as specific skill development. The weekly academic development sessions focus on integrating the student’s interest of rowing, with the development of their literacy and numeracy skills. Learning activities are also structured, with the support of the Aboriginal and Islander Education Officer (AIEO) from Clontarf Aboriginal College and the Elder in Residence at Curtin University, throughout the program to support the development of Indigenous culture and identity within rowing and the wider community.

The team is made up of teachers, rowing coaches and university ambassador coaches. The organisational structure creates the potential for a positive student–teacher dynamic and enables role model relationships to develop organically. These relationships have great potential to extend beyond the duration of the program, through the planned long-term relationship between the program and Clontarf College, as well as the potential for students to continue their rowing journey through Curtin University Boat Club as on-going members.

Program outcomes

Row AHEAD was designed to support students from Clontarf Aboriginal College to achieve outcomes that were identifiable as new opportunities and learning experiences. With a focus on social engagement leading to development, participants were able to access and participate in a new sport and learning opportunities while taking part in meaningful engagement with current university students. Through the development and completion of the curriculum component of the program, facilitated by the academic sessions, participants also received academic support across school curriculum as well as support to develop ownership of the sport through pride in Indigenous identity, culture and spirituality. The program also promoted and supported students in the development of their own personal goals, consideration and exploration of vocational opportunities, as well as leading to an increase in student’s awareness of how to improve their own personal health and wellbeing.

An evaluation of the pilot was developed as the program progressed, providing on-going feedback to the program designers and facilitators. The evaluation was designed to be appropriate for children through the following mechanisms; a parental consent form was used...
to disseminate information to parents and guardians about the program and provide consent for their student/s to opt in, appropriate language (verbal and written) was used throughout the evaluation process, and all of the staff and coaches have valid working with children checks and undergo cultural awareness training. A formal ethics clearance has been requested for the 2016 program, having been tentatively accepted in late 2015.

Anecdotal feedback from students and staff from Clontarf Aboriginal College, as well as those from Curtin University, has been overwhelmingly positive. The program has exceeded initial expectations from the designers; with in excess of 50 students showing interest in the program, 25 trying out and 19 successfully completing the program. The cohort of students who completed the program are from different year groups, year 8-12, and comprised of a 1:3 ratio of male to female students. The initial draft had an aspiration to engage 10 students in the program, with hopes of four students taking part in the Rowing WA All School State Championship.

It has been observed that all participants have learnt how to row and show confidence when rowing in scull and sweep style boats; all participants are able to row effectively and in a technically proficient manner as individuals and in crew boats. This is due to participants completing all elements of the program, meeting expectations set within the group by students and coaches. This has led to improved fitness and willingness to engage in physical exercise, something that a few of the students had previously profusely objected and actively avoided. Additionally many staff around the College have reported that participation in the program has also brought on a positive shift in attitude, shown by the students, toward engaging in school and activities, specifically being active participants in the class, and demonstrating an increased willingness to learn.

The curriculum and workbook, that participants are required to complete, has been approved by the Western Australian Department of Education to be a full unit endorsed program. Participants who complete this program will have less school subject results assessed across year 11 and 12, as part of meeting requirements for high school graduation. As a result some students may immediately be eligible for entry into higher education institutions, or have more options available to them than those who do not complete the program. This recognition by the School Curriculum and Standards Authority highlights the positive impact that the program has on participants, and their commitment and resilience to complete the program. As a result of participating in the pilot, several participants have expressed, anecdotally, their desire to pursue a health science or sports science related university course. These students are receiving additional support and guidance to work toward their new goals.

The development of a uniform to wear when participating in competition was also designed by students, as a learning activity within the curriculum. The students were provided with templates from which to adapt to create their own zoot suit - the competition uniform worn by rowers. As part of this process, participants had to explain and justify their design and explore the link back to the College and their own Indigenous identity. Four designs were picked and elements from each were combined into a final design that was approved by the College and local Elders. It was important to empower the students to create a unique identity, which made rowing their own and to which all partners could be invited, to support and collaborate in. The final zoot suit was produced and given to all participants from the program, as a symbol of ownership of access to the sport and wider opportunities. Clontarf Aboriginal College has adopted the zoot suit, designed by students, as their official rowing uniform. The students wear the zoot suit with pride when representing themselves, the College, and the wider Indigenous community.
A critical outcome of the program was the engagement in the sport by Indigenous participants. As previously noted, participation in the sport or rowing nationally by Indigenous participants is extremely low (L. Benjamin, personal communication, June 22, 2015). Importantly on the 26th July, 2014, sixteen Clontarf Aboriginal College students fulfilled the significant milestone of forming the first Indigenous rowing squad to take part in a state regatta, representing their school in the Rowing WA All School Championship. With validation from Rowing Australia (D. Tackenberg, personal communication, February 22, 2015), these students made up the first all Indigenous squad to compete nationally in a sanctioned regatta. The program impact has gone beyond student engagement and examples of its influence on the wider national rowing community, as well as Clontarf Aboriginal College physical education curriculum, are beginning to become apparent.

Conclusion: Insights into implications for policy and practice:

It could be argued that outreach policy in Australia does not adequately articulate or empower programs to work from or analyse the platform of knowledge that establishes the relationship between university and community (those communities traditionally underrepresented within higher education). For example a 2011 Department of Education, Employment and Workplace Relations paper, that conducted a literature review, relating to the current context and discourse of Indigenous Tertiary Education in Australia, found that a dominant theme that had emerged was the “need to value and embed Indigenous knowledge and perspectives throughout all levels of the university”.

Policy and funding tends to emphasise those transactional outcomes that may only empower those individual students that directly demonstrate the potential to transition into higher education: “widening participation strategies often fail because they are ‘a-theoretical’ in their approaches, both failing to specify how they conceptualise social class and failing to theorise the role of higher education within society” (Armstrong & Cairnduff, 2012, p. 921) Greater emphasis could be placed on looking beyond access and participation as operational targets and working toward community participation as an extension of the university environment - a symbiotic relationship driven by values, underpinned by deeper understanding of the impact and consequences of Higher Education access and participation. As such the Row AHEAD program is as much about the importance of the relationship with the partner institution and their journey to better outcomes for their future students, as with the current program participants.

Armstrong and Cairnduff (2012), utilise an analogy to further illustrate a theoretical division within higher education and the creation of subsequent barriers to entry. The analogy depicts ‘two nations’ - those who are part of the knowledge economy (via higher education) and those separated by their ‘otherness’ (educational failure), creating a chasm in which the culture and practices of higher education represent as equal a barrier to access as educational failure. The Row AHEAD program, within this context, has focused on the social and cultural epochs of the university environment as the foundation of the programs outcomes. This in part has been influenced by the demographic of students that form the participants. The students are not on a direct or traditional university pathway and so outreach rooted in standard academic capacity building, for the purposes of aspiration raising, were inappropriate. In point of fact a partner institution had begun disengaging with many of the wider programs activities, as it was felt that, although they were tertiary aspiration programs, they could not resonate with their students and would likely not have the intended impact.

Scull and Cuthill (2010) suggest that, “traditional university outreach programs are too narrowly focused and fail to target the full range of key players who influence an individual’s decision to attend university” (p.60). This resonates with the AHEAD programs experience in effective
communication with partners, which drive the positive outcomes. Our experiences lend weight to the argument for universities to invest in working within their local context, to engage with multiple stakeholders, covering a variety of variables that impact a student forming the decision to pursue a university pathway. For programs to be judged on the very narrow parameters of student applications or transitions into university - is in itself a potential barrier to the formation of effective programs. The Row AHEAD program is establishing positive outcomes that have a focus on character development and aspects of more ingrained challenges that manifest as a lack of self-belief, self-awareness and self-motivation. There is a deeper focus on establishing the development of social capital for participants and this is seen as increasingly important in student decision making and experiences relating to higher education. Ball, Davies, David, & Reay (2002) explain that in regards to higher education and social diversity a number of important factors impact the available choices regarding access; social capital, material constraints and social perceptions. The policies that may inform the operational and methodological approaches to increasing higher education access and participation, may create an environment that does not enable practitioners the remit or time necessary to focus attention on establishing rich and sustainable relationships within local communities. It is within these communities, that transition issues that go beyond the capability deficit and speak to emotional pressure points, can be nourished and tackled within a community of support.

A reflection on the Row AHEAD program indicates that a greater emphasis on the aspirational activation of the physical environment, as an extension of the university campus, as well as greater reflection on the local and cultural knowledge base of participants is key in establishing the benefits of a mixed methods outreach strategy. “Taken together, phenomenologists, cultural critics, bio-regionalists, eco-feminists, and others show that places teach us who, what, and where we are, as well as how we might live our lives”. (Gruenewald, 2003, p 636). Row AHEAD, as an element of Curtin AHEAD, tackles both capacity building and developing communities of support. Many Indigenous students disengage from school, or don’t see the value in education, as a result of how their teachers portray their future, they don’t see themselves in it (Harrison, 2011). Row AHEAD is a product of intense community involvement, utilising locally controlled resources and places, managed and facilitated in a way that is respectful toward the Indigenous students and the school community. Row AHEAD fosters the development of tertiary affinity in the participants without utilising a deficit model, avoiding implications that existing aspirations are inferior and require intervention.
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Introduction

Historically the preserve of the elite, higher education around the world remains dominated by students from middle and upper classes (Gale, Tranter, Bills, Hattam & Comber, 2010). In recent decades, numerous equity initiatives have targeted specific groups with some degrees of success. The Bradley Review of Australian Higher Education (Bradley, Noonan, Nugent & Scales, 2008) identified the three most disadvantaged groups in Australian higher education. These are Indigenous Australians, students from rural and remote areas, and those from low socio-economic status (SES) backgrounds. Moreover, they remain the three groups that have shown the least improvement in participation rates (Centre for the Study of Higher Education, 2008; Gale et al., 2010).

Given the high proportion of the rural and remote population who are also Indigenous (Baxter, Gray & Hayes, 2011), and the high numbers of Indigenous people who are also socioeconomically disadvantaged (Hunter, 1996), it is not surprising that the Behrendt Review (Behrendt, Larkin, Griew & Kelly, 2012) revealed a continuation of lower participation and completion rates by Indigenous students in higher education.

At all levels of study there is huge disparity between the numbers of Indigenous students participating (Barney, 2013; Pechenkina, Kowal & Paradies, 2011) both compared to the Indigenous population as a whole, and to other under-represented groups. While Indigenous university students are typically older than their non-Indigenous peers (Pechenkina & Anderson, 2011), the numbers of Indigenous students entering university directly from school remain low in part due to inadequate preparation (Anderson & Potok, 2010) and high dropout rates during high school (Helme & Lamb, 2011). Thus, in specifically targeting aspirations for higher education and the transition from high school to university, the University of Canberra has developed a program for Indigenous students – the ACT-Indigenous Success (ACT-IS) program. The development of this program and the lessons learned are the focus of this paper.

Widening participation at the University of Canberra

Assisted by the Australian government’s Higher Education Participation Programme (HEPP), the University of Canberra (UC) initiated a range of programs aimed to break down barriers to higher education for students from rural and regional, and low SES backgrounds. Working with schools across the Australian Capital Territory (ACT) and New South Wales (NSW), these
continue to focus on addressing two of the key barriers to higher education for these students, namely low academic achievement and low motivations/aspirations (Gale, et al., 2010). Each program has a specific focus (e.g., in-class schools outreach program, university campus visits, and educational camps) but all work to achieve the ultimate goal of increasing participation in higher education by students who might not consider this option. These programs have already demonstrated considerable success in raising aspirations e.g., increased interest in higher education in general (Fleming & Grace, 2014a), in university specifically (Fleming & Grace, 2015a), in changing views, to be more positive, about university (Fleming & Grace, in press), and in breaking down barriers to higher education (Fleming & Grace, 2014b; 2015b)

An important feature of these and many other widening participation programs is that they are explicitly designed to provide information and guidance to students that will help them consider their full range of post-school options and to enhance students’ educational outcomes. Together, this has the effect of potentially raising students’ aspirations and improving the possibility of those aspirations being realised. The importance of ‘early engagement’ with students (Gale et al., 2010; Thomas, 2013) is thus a necessary feature to lessen the chance, or at least mitigate against, students progressing down paths that are incompatible with future study – or at least ones that further decrease such likelihood. For example, Dalley-Trim, Alloway and Walker (2008) found that many students from disadvantaged backgrounds self-select into pathways that inhibit future study. Such actions add to an education system in which ‘disadvantaged’ students face lower expectations from teachers (Auwerter & Aruguete, 2008) and where secondary and tertiary systems function together to further perpetuate a higher education system based on advantage (Tranter, 2012).

Raising aspirations is thus one way of redressing disadvantage. Another way is to increase achievement – to develop the skills necessary to ensure success and the ‘cultural capital’ to assist students to navigate what for many remains uncharted territory. Wholly consistent with Recommendation 5 of the Behrendt Review (Behrendt et al., 2012), a focus on achievement has become an essential part of UC’s widening participation programs. At a broader societal level, however, these programs operate within a social justice framework that not only emphasises social inclusion, but recognises the contributions of the groups to be included. This recognitive view of social justice (Gale, 2000; Gale & Densmore, 2000) is central to furthering the participation and success of Indigenous students in higher education.

**Recognitive justice in Indigenous education**

In an analysis of equity programs in Australian higher education, Gale (2011) argued that equity and excellence are commonly seen as opposites; a view that reflects political ideology and ignores potential contributions of equity groups. This popular view fails to take account of the broader context in which under-represented groups are situated, often treating them with condescension. In contrast, ‘recognitive’ justice (Gale, 2000; Gale & Tranter, 2011) recognises that ‘all people can contribute to, and ultimately benefit from a society’s wealth’ (Fleming & Grace, 2014a, p.485). Such sentiments are especially pertinent to Australia’s approach to Indigenous students in higher education.

The prevailing deficit approach to Indigenous education incorporates a devaluing of Indigenous knowledge (Howlett et al., 2008) and the strategic use of language to perpetuate existing status structures (O’Briens, 2008). This approach is redundant (Harrison, 2007) as it views Indigenous education as a ‘problem that needs fixing’ (Vass, 2013, p.85). The alternative ‘recognitive’ approach acknowledges the value that Indigenous cultures can bring to the education sphere and it recognises that others can learn from, and be beneficiaries in that process. By truly
encouraging, and recognising, the contributions of Indigenous Australians, we not only initiate a system in which all contributions and contributors are valued, but we begin the important step of systemic change. A recognitive approach also means the injustices can be exposed and addressed. These injustices underpinning Indigenous educational ‘disadvantage’ are grounded in post-colonial Australian history.

Indigenous educational experiences

Since the first wave of colonisation, Indigenous Australians have been subjected to persecution of their people and their land (Harris, 2003). From the open genocide of nation groups (Moses, 2000) and the forced removal of children (Human Rights and Equal Opportunity Commission, HREOC, 1997), to the high levels of (both implicit and overt) racism still evident, Indigenous people continue to endure systematic, and systemic, discrimination (de Plevitz, 2006, 2007). The recent debate surrounding Adam Goodes (a talented Indigenous football player whose public stance concerning Indigenous issues has placed him at the centre of a national debate on racism) is a prime example of this. Sadly, this inequality has been mirrored in Indigenous education throughout this time. In an historical account of Cherbourg State School, Sarra (2008) documents an educational system that has reinforced prevailing public sentiment. Rooted in beliefs about the ‘uneducable’ nature of Indigenous people (Ford, 2013), this view echoed the ‘scientific’ evidence of Indigenous inferiority which was highly influential in Australia’s race agenda (Anderson, 2003).

Following the establishment of Aboriginal reserves in the second half of the nineteenth century, which allowed for the ‘protective’ powers of the Chief Protector of Aboriginal Peoples, few Aboriginal children received any form of schooling. In the post-war 1930s and 1940s, schools were established for Indigenous children (providing an educational equivalent of Grade 3 in the mainstream system), an education that would merely prepare them for simple occupations. Education was seen as possible but certainly not beyond the equivalent level for 12-year-old white children (Johnston, 1937). Throughout this time, schools had the power to exclude Aboriginal children if parents of non-Indigenous children objected (Australian Human Rights Commission, 2001). Coupled with the forced removal of children and separation of families that endured until the 1970s (HREOC, 1997), Indigenous Australians have long been subjected to an educational system that was underpinned by, and perpetuated, social inequalities (McConaghy, 2000).

This account is an essential part of understanding the experience that Indigenous students, and importantly their families and communities, bring to the contemporary educational setting. Despite some genuine attempts to include Indigenous perspectives and Indigenous histories into the school curriculum (e.g., Keddie, Gowlett, Mills, Monk & Renshaw, 2013) and teacher training (e.g., Thorpe & Burgess, 2012), the historical context of Indigenous students and their families cannot be ignored.

Hence, in developing a program to specifically assist Indigenous students enter university, key considerations involved an understanding of Indigenous experiences and the inclusion of Indigenous families and communities at all stages of the program.

ACT-Indigenous Success: Aspiration and achievement

Drawing from the experience of Aspire UC, the ACT-Indigenous Success (ACT-IS) program was developed in 2014 to specifically assist Indigenous and financially disadvantaged students across the ACT and NSW South Coast and Riverina regions to consider higher education options and, importantly, to work toward the achievement of such goals. The ACT-IS program comprises two parts. The first targets students in Years 7 to 10 (approximately 12 to 16 years of age) and involves a range of scaffolded outreach and on-campus activities aimed at raising
aspirations for, and breaking down barriers to, higher education. The program operated in ten schools in 2014 and 13 schools in 2015. These schools covered a range of urban (ACT) and rural/regional (NSW) areas. All NSW schools were identified on the basis of having large numbers of students from financially disadvantaged backgrounds and many with high numbers of Indigenous students. ACT schools were selected on the basis of high Indigenous student enrolment. All were public schools.

The second part of the ACT-IS program is a tailored pathway for Year 11 and 12 students that builds the skills and confidence needed to successfully transition from high school into university. This part of the program also works in both ACT and NSW, operating from a central ‘hub’ in each. Fifty-six students attended the programs’ introductory session in 2015 but, for a variety of reasons, not all students chose to participate in the program. At the time of writing thirty students are close to completion. The program necessarily works with a smaller cohort of students given its specialised focus and the intensive staff resources required.

Pathway to university program

Prior to any curriculum development, extensive consultations were held with several school and community groups. This included, but was not limited to, Aboriginal Education Officers, community Elders, carers and families, and potential students. This allowed for clarification of the program aims and the opportunity for all groups to discern the suitability and feasibility of the program and the partnership. It also provided the chance for these groups to provide input into, and voice concerns about, any aspect of the program. Working in both the ACT and NSW also entailed liaison with the two separate education departments – the ACT Education and Training Directorate (ACT ETD) and the NSW Department of Education and Communities (NSW DEC). UC had previously established a partnership with the Australian National University (ANU) to provide more options for students upon completion. A steering committee was thus established with representatives of all stakeholder groups with regular meetings to ensure continuous engagement.

Development of course materials was modelled on recommendations from the Behrendt Review (2012). Specifically, Recommendation 5 proposed a greater emphasis on building aspiration to attend university; developing academic skills, especially in mathematics and sciences; and providing senior students with mentoring and pathway support (p. 61). The academic program itself thus comprised specific maths, science and literacy modules along with more generic classes encompassing study habits and other skills necessary for success at university.

After development of the program and the course materials, the program was proposed and approved as a pathway to the University of Canberra through relevant committees at UC and as a pathway into ANU College diploma programs.

The 2015 ‘pathways’ program for Year 11 and 12 students commenced with an orientation camp held at the University of Canberra’s main campus. All students attended the day sessions and the NSW regional students stayed onsite in student accommodation. Academic content and skills sessions were conducted each day and delivered by UC staff in collaboration with teachers from the participating schools. These sessions were augmented with campus, and local area, familiarisation sessions (e.g., campus scavenger hunt and ‘shopping on a budget’ at a local supermarket). There were sessions informing students of the range of opportunities (including extra-curricular) afforded at university, along with faculty workshops led by teaching and research academics. For example, students had the opportunity to visit the UC Moot Court and science laboratories, where they engaged in several hands-on activities. Importantly, there was also time for students to get to know each other and university staff.

1. Due to the way in which low-SES is calculated (i.e., based on postcode), no ACT schools (or regions) are classified as low-SES.
Making connections with others is an essential part of a successful transition into the university environment (Kember, Lee & Li, 2001). Indeed, a ‘sense of belonging’ enhances student success at university (Thomas & Hanson, 2014) and can serve as a buffer against potentially dropping out (Fisher, 2014). For Indigenous students, however, this is critical. Even those who experience success in higher education often find the experience an isolating one (Nolan, Frawley & White, 2009) given the numerous inhibiting factors – both implicit and explicit – these students face (Rahman, 2013). For this reason, Indigenous education units (IEUs) are a vital part of a university community. Hence, staff from the IEUs at both UC and ANU featured prominently in the ACT-IS program orientation.

Almost all Australian universities have dedicated Indigenous centres that provide support and assistance to Indigenous students in any course of study and at any stage of their degree. A critical function of these centres is to provide a ‘safe space’ for Indigenous students (Helme, 2007; Sharrock & Lockyer, 2008). Moreover, they have continually demonstrated a critical role in the retention of students in higher education (e.g., Helme, 2007; Howlett, Seini, Matthews, Dillon & Hauser, 2008; Sharrock & Lockyer, 2008). Universities are not seen as ‘black spaces’ (Barney, 2013) and so by far the most important function of these centres is to provide a place of acceptance and safety (Nakata, Nakata & Chin, 2008). Such findings highlight the importance of ‘place’ and ‘belonging’ to Indigenous students – factors that are at least as important as a priori academic performance.

This is not to say that academic performance is not important – indeed without it, success at university would not be possible. The ACT-IS university pathway program thus incorporated a series of scaffolded academic tasks in an effort to bridge the divide between secondary and tertiary education. Because most students participating in the program have little or no experience with, or exposure to, higher education settings, it was important to provide students with examples of tasks that would be required at university. These tasks (both written and oral) were deconstructed in such a way as to lead students through the processes of both understanding and completing the requirements. For example, students were introduced to reflective journal writing as a way of exploring their thoughts about learning and expressing their reflections in a more formal (academic) way. This activity and form of assessment was selected precisely because of its power to enhance student learning and critical self-reflection (Barney & McKinlay, 2010; Rose & Devonshire, 2004). It is also becoming increasingly recognised as a key strategy for building cultural competence within universities (Cushman et al., 2015; Moloney & Oguro, 2015). Through guided instructions and the use of formative assessment, students were given extensive feedback on each attempt to promote deeper learning of both content and process. The high staff-student ratio (approximately 1:3) further assisted this goal.

Following the introductory camp, the ACT-IS program focused on the development of academic achievement through its targeted mathematics, science and literacy components. This involved in-school and online delivery. While no assumptions were made about individual students’ IT literacy levels, the increasing prominence of online delivery of university courses and components (O’Connor, 2014) prompted the use of some online activities in order to better equip students for university study. In-school delivery was undertaken face-to-face by school staff supported by UC staff, and supplemented by a series of online components delivered remotely. For these sessions, students and teachers worked together in the school environment supported by UC staff working synchronously and asynchronously from the Canberra campus. Learning outcomes were identified and assessment tasks developed in collaboration with the schools and the ACT and NSW education departments.

On completion of these units, the sessions have focussed on students’ deeper explorations and understandings of themselves and their context (both present and future), with assessments
incorporating both creativity and reflection, while building on previously emphasised writing and research skills. All assessment tasks have been marked and moderated by university staff to ensure that appropriate standards for university pathway programs were adhered to. In all, the program has worked to assist students to build aspirations and to develop the skills and experience needed to realise these goals.

Lessons learned and limitations of the program

As previously indicated, at the time of writing, the 2015 program is close to completion and we are yet to fully discern the success of the program – both through the realisation of university enrolments and the feedback from the ongoing evaluations undertaken. Formal evaluations will be based on data that has been collected throughout the course of the program in accordance with the HEPP grant requirements, and approved by the University of Canberra Human Research Ethics Committee (Protocol No: 14-175). Nevertheless, there are a number of lessons we have already learned from individual and team reflection, and from anecdotal reports from school staff and students. These have the potential to inform this and future attempts to successfully transition Indigenous students into higher education.

A positive feature of the program was its focus on partnerships with a diverse range of stakeholders. Much had already been learned about successful partnership development through the Aspire UC program (Fleming & Grace, 2015a), which had been based on Seddon et al.'s (2008) principles of successful partnerships. Similarly, the ACT-IS University Pathways Program worked toward developing good relationships with partners whose values and goals were shared. These partnerships, however, involved the complexities of negotiating educational systems. Establishing a formally accredited pathway course necessarily involves extensive liaison with a range of stakeholders.

Despite its small size, the ACT-IS program required negotiating two separate university systems (UC and ANU) and two separate education systems (the ACT ETD and NSW DEC). The complexities of this latter component, though not insurmountable, cannot be underestimated. In the ACT, for example, students in Years 11 and 12 attend completely separate ‘colleges’ to students in the high school years (Grades 7 to 10), and the range of subject choices is vastly increased. Moreover, student attendance is only required for classes (not the daily timetable applicable in other states – with the exception of Tasmania) and greater emphasis is placed on continuous assessment in contrast to final examinations. Critically, however, there are two independently structured programs of study to follow: students select either an accredited (tending to be vocational) or a tertiary ‘package’ to complete throughout Years 11 and 12.

These variations in Year 12 completions made the development of a program that could benefit students in all situations extremely complex. Fortunately, we benefitted from having greater staffing resources than would normally be present in high school, and indeed would be possible to sustain. In fact, staffing remains an area of great concern to such programs. The high staff-student ratios in the current program were made possible due to funding provided under the HEPP competitive grants scheme – funding that will cease at the end of 2015. This is an area of concern given the sustained effort needed to produce genuine social change. The Australian Indigenous Mentoring Experience (AIME), for example, has recently demonstrated significant educational improvements and success for its mentees (e.g., Bodkin-Andrews, Harwood, McMahon & Priestly, 2013) but this can be attributed to what has now been 10 years of continued, and growing, support (Harwood, McMahon, O-Shea, Bodkin-Andrews & Priestly, 2015). A key feature of this program, too, is the individual mentoring that students receive, involving substantial mentor investment.
The ACT-IS program fell prey to staff attrition that is common to short-term projects and temporary employment (Feldman, Doerpinghaus & Turney, 1994). Given the specialised nature of the project, this meant additional strain on those who continued – and are completing – the project. While the project is progressing successfully, the resulting worker-strain needs to be considered in future programs. While problems can be minimised by ensuring that program progress remains fully documented at all times, and by encouraging transferability of skills between team members, the problems of staff turnover and stress remain problematic in the temporary employment sphere (Mauno et al., 2015). While challenging in themselves, these issues have consequences for the students involved, as continual staff turnover impacts upon student-staff engagement and the amount, and type, of support that can be provided. It may have contributed – or at least has the potential to contribute – to student attrition throughout the programs.

Conclusion

The success of programs such as ACT-IS, and indeed all programs to improve Indigenous outcomes, need to recognise the vital role that Indigenous people and Indigenous knowledges can provide. Starkly contrasting the deficit view, a recognitive justice approach explicitly recognises the strengths of Indigenous Australians. It provides the means such that all members of the constituent groups can be active contributors, and all members of these groups can learn and benefit from each other. A recognitive justice approach, therefore, outlines the process by which these ideals can be achieved.

The development of the ACT-IS pathway program to assist the transition of Indigenous students into university – and critically the recent delivery of the program – has been informed and driven by these principles. The program has encountered obstacles, many of which have been overcome, but we do not and will not claim success even with the students who will enter university in 2016. This is not to deny their achievements. Rather, our hesitation recognises the broader context in which the program occurs. The ACT-IS program was realised with the assistance of government education departments, university preparatory colleges and university Indigenous education units. Students entering university will be further supported by a range of academic and Indigenous support structures (e.g., transition study support and the Indigenous education units).

Success will also be measured by changes on a larger scale – by ever-increasing participation of Indigenous students in higher education – not only to be commensurate with the percentage of the Indigenous Australian population but to overtake that. Success will be the realisation of Indigenous Australians fully participating in, and benefiting from, all aspects of Australia’s political, economic and social capital. Indeed, success will be a time when programs such as ACT-IS are merely a part of a new era of Australian history.
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Introduction

In the Australian higher education context Indigenous students have consistently been under-represented in business education compared to other disciplines, such as education and arts, and compared to non-Indigenous students. According to Asmar, Page and Radloff (2011).

“Compared with non-Indigenous students, Indigenous students... were more likely to be studying in the humanities; slightly more likely to be studying education, in a field of health, or in the creative arts; and less likely to be studying science, engineering or business” (p. 4).

Progress on participation rates in business education has been slow as evidenced by Schwab making similar observations of the pattern of Indigenous participation in higher education in 1996 (Schwab 1996).

The literature has revealed various attempts to increase overall Indigenous commencement and completion rates at universities (see e.g., Asmar et al., 2011; Barney, 2013; Behrendt et al., 2012; Raciti et al., 2014; Rahman, 2013). Nevertheless, little research has been undertaken on the topic of improving the uptake of higher education in business courses in particular (see Behrendt et al., 2012 and Rkein & Norris 2012 for exceptions). Among various measures, fostering Indigenous students’ participation in business education is ‘crucial for [indirectly] fostering [economic] independence’ (Foley, 2013, p. 25) and required if more Indigenous businesses are to be created.

Against this backdrop, this paper contributes to our understanding of the complex issue of Indigenous students’ participation in business education. It begins by providing a brief review of the literature exploring enrolment and completion rates in business disciplines at the tertiary level. The paper then presents a case study of an innovative intervention developed by an Australian higher educational institution designed to inspire young Indigenous students to consider tertiary business studies as a viable option which would result in a positive disposition toward tertiary education. Drawing on the activities and review of the artefacts generated from
the project and in light of the literature, the paper crystalizes key elements of the innovative approach that deemed it successful. Apart from the theoretical contributions, the findings also have implications for other higher education contexts aiming to improve Indigenous participation in business education.

Literature Review

The engagement and participation rates of Indigenous people at all levels of education, high school and higher education have been found to be comparatively low when compared to the wider population, (see e.g., ABS, 2012; Asmar et al., 2011; Biddle, 2010; Schwab, 2006) and across all sectors of higher education (Andersen, Bunda, & Walter, 2008) including business education (see Behrendt et al., 2012; Rkein & Norris, 2012). Recent figures indicate that Indigenous represent just under 1% of all domestic students undertaking study in higher education and can be compared to the population representing around 2.5% of the all Australians (Dept. of Education 2013).

In terms of broad study areas Indigenous student preferences are for Society and Culture, followed by Health then Education by size. Management and Commerce has the fourth largest number of Indigenous students, however this represents only 10.2% of students and is compared to 24.7% of all students who were studying Management and Commerce (Dept. of Education 2013).

Barriers to participation in higher education

According to Asmar, Page and Radloff (2011), ‘Indigenous students are more likely... to be of lower socioeconomic status... to be older... to come from provincial or remote areas and somewhat more likely to be the first in their family to attend university’ (p. 3). These demographic, economic, geographic, and cultural factors together with social capital have been found to impact ‘students’ perceptions, choices and decisions about participation in higher education’ (Wilks & Wilson, 2012, p. 79). Financial hardship (Bradley, et al., 2008; Pechenkina & Anderson, 2011), the fact of being first in their family to attend university (Barney, 2013; Behrendt et al., 2012), a lack of university readiness (Hossain et al., 2008; McKay & Devlin, 2014) and disadvantages from living in remote areas (Rkein & Norris, 2012) also appear to be major barriers to participation and completion of higher education for Indigenous students. These factors are interrelated in their impact on participation in higher education. For example, like other students from low SES backgrounds, Indigenous students often enter higher education “with little familiarity with academic culture and discourses and, as a result, they can feel ill-prepared and out of place” (McKay & Devlin, 2014, p. 1). Being newcomers to university and being the first in the family to attend university, students may find this challenge daunting and difficult to handle.

Deep seated barriers to Indigenous participation and engagement at university are especially related to cultural issues and a “hidden curriculum” (Rahman, 2013) dominated by Western practices and ways of knowing, lack of cultural safety in higher education institutions and complex issues involving educational pathways. Indigenous knowledge and the teaching of cultural studies have been found to be excluded or marginalised in the curriculum (Barney, 2013; Rahman, 2013) by Western knowledge systems. Likewise sociocultural values clash in terms of teaching styles, pedagogies and course content (Pechenkina et al., 2011; Rkein & Norris, 2012). This clash can present as an insurmountable barrier when Indigenous students have to “acquire [Western] school cultural knowledge and succeed in education, at the expense of their cultural identity, practices and world views” (Rahman, 2013, p. 664). The differences between Western
and Indigenous knowledge systems in the hidden curriculum could turn attending university into a culturally and socially isolating experience for many Indigenous students (Barney, 2013; Pechenkina et al., 2011), leading to a lack of cultural safety for them. The problem exacerbates when overall a very small pool of Indigenous students makes it to university (Chirgwin, 2014).

**Barriers to participation in business education**

A number of issues have been identified and discussed in the literature regarding Indigenous participation in business education. These include the under-representation of students in year 12 studies and the role of teachers in guiding and advising students toward careers and opportunities as a result of education in business studies (Lombardi & Clayton, 2006; Rkein & Norris, 2012). Business subjects may also be shunned because they are predominantly numeracy-based and support from teachers may be lacking if they believe their students do not have the necessary math level required in courses such as accountancy and finance.

A further issue is derived from the cultural differences between the concept of business in Western and in Indigenous systems (see e.g., Lombardi & Clayton, 2006; Morley, 2014; Pearson & Chatterjee, 2010; Rkein & Norris, 2012). As an example, Indigenous students may find the basic concepts on which the Western accounting system is based totally alienating and culturally insensitive (Rkein & Norris, 2012). Western accounting systems report on ‘wealth accumulation in a capitalist society’, which conflicts with the underpinnings of Indigenous societal systems with an obligation to share with community (Lombardi and Clayton, 2006; Rkein & Norris, 2012). Other examples have been cited for economic models (Morley, 2014) and human resource management concepts (Pearson and Chatterjee 2010).

Indigenous students also lack exposure to business professions in their day-to-day lives and are not familiar with many of the roles and opportunities available in the field of business. This is exacerbated in regional areas where Indigenous people are much less likely to be self-employed (Productivity Commission, 2009).

**Strategies to improve participation in higher education**

Strategies to improve Indigenous participation in higher education range from individual to community based with most authors in the area advocating for ‘holistic support structures’ (Andersen et al., 2008; White, Frawley & Dang, 2013, p. 42). There have also been recommendations for peer support networks (Asmar, et al., 2011; Barney, 2013; White et al., 2013) and stronger partnerships between Universities, Schools and other institutions (Hossain, et al., 2008; Wilks & Wilson, 2012). This can include targeted pathway programs, mentoring programs and early intervention and targeted skill development (Kinnane et al, 2013).

Based on the literature review and taking into account the issues raised above, a program was developed with a view to engage Indigenous students to expose them to business activities and expand their understanding of career opportunities and roles available in business. The theoretical basis for the development of the program was based in the principles of acknowledging Indigenous culture and knowledge – or “Indigenising the curriculum” (Nakata, 2007). Howlett et al. (2008) refer to a “negotiated space between Indigenous knowledge systems and Eurocentric knowledge systems” (p.25). This is achieved through engagement with Indigenous people, consideration for their philosophical stance on issues and recognition of Indigenous knowledge systems (White et al., 2013). The program also established a sense of cultural safety (Barney, 2013; Rahman, 2014) through the inclusion of Indigenous staff who had backgrounds in secondary teaching, in developing resources specific to the task and
workshop, collaboration with the local Koorie Centre and by including both Indigenous and non-Indigenous speakers and case studies of Indigenous businesses and entrepreneurs. The program was referred to as ‘Getting Down to Business’.

‘Getting Down to Business’ Project

‘Getting Down to Business’ is an innovative resource that aims to engage Indigenous secondary students in business education and entrepreneurship, with the intention of encouraging them to undertake further study in business degrees at tertiary level. Focusing on entrepreneurship, the kit introduces students to a variety of successful entrepreneurs and business-people from Aboriginal, Torres Strait Islands and diverse backgrounds, and through the use of exemplars, develop a stronger understanding of core business concepts while increasing students’ awareness of the dispositions necessary for succeeding in the world of business.

In the early stages of the project, interviews were conducted with Indigenous entrepreneurs to gain insight into their personal journey to becoming a business. These stories were then developed into case studies with each case study being selected based on the area and genre of the business they inhabited. Each of the case studies was also matched to an area of study within units one or two of the Victorian Curriculum and Assessment Authority’s Business Management Study Design (VCAA). Whilst case studies were accompanied by curriculum activities created in line with the VCAA Study Design, the content supports Victorian Essential Learning Standards (AusVELS) level 10 Economics. In order to facilitate students’ different levels of learning, it was important to include both AusVELS and the VCAA curricula. However, the lesson samples are predominantly linked to the Victorian Curriculum Assessment Authority’s Business Studies units 1 and 2 curriculum, and are intended for a year 10 and year 11 business related audience that possesses prior knowledge of the subject. The resource was not developed to act as a curriculum, rather complement existing curricula within the classroom that allows the content to be modified.

The pedagogical approaches encouraged in the resource have been informed by the literature review, and emphasises an engaging student-centred approach which engages the students in higher order thinking, authentic learning activities and assessment, collaborative and independent learning opportunities and students working in different intelligence areas. Although the projects’ key focus was to engage young Indigenous students in business related studies, the resource has been developed to suit students of all cultural backgrounds allowing the kit to be used in any classroom. The kit consists of a 22-page PDF booklet designed for distribution to School Teachers and includes the following:

- An introduction for teachers
- Curriculum links to ausVELS and VCAA
- 5 case studies featuring entrepreneurs and business people
- 5 Sample teaching and learning activities
- 3 projects focusing on small, medium and large scaled businesses
- List of further resources relating specifically to resource
- Links for teachers and students relating to business studies at La Trobe University

The resource kit has been made available online via the La Trobe University website, as well as electronically distributed to all project stakeholders and networks. To support the activities in the resource kit an event was also built into the program.
‘A Day in the City’ event

The second focal point of the project was the creation and execution of an authentic and practical learning experience for Indigenous secondary students, one that introduced students to the world of business. The event took the form of a one-day event held at La Trobe Business School Melbourne’s CBD campus in Collins Street Melbourne. On the basis that few Indigenous students have an opportunity to see inside businesses in a major city the event was designed to expose students to a number of different areas of business through group workshops, visits to businesses and talking to several Indigenous entrepreneurs who were willing to share their personal journeys in their business careers. Through the use of exemplars, students developed an understanding of core business concepts in business management while increasing their awareness of the dispositions necessary for succeeding in tertiary education.

Support for this phase of the project was enlisted from business organisations that would potentially provide ongoing support for the programs’ continuation – this support was found with the Indigenous Accountants Australia and the Institute of Chartered Accountants Australia and New Zealand. Furthermore, the event allowed La Trobe University’s Faculty of Business, Economics and Law to create education links to tertiary studies that will facilitate the students’ progression to tertiary level.

Table 1: A Day in the City: Key project details

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Project Aims</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• To provide students with an introduction to the world of business</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• To provide students with an opportunity to interact with people from the business community</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• To introduce students to educational pathways to business degrees at university</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• To have students reflect on their personal pathway to tertiary education and careers in business</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Participants</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Thirteen Year 9 and VCAL students from two regional centres in Victoria</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Presenters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• One academic, three indigenous business operators, one secondary teacher</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Businesses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• 5 case studies, one video presentation, one CBD office visit, one CBD campus experience</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Overall feedback (rated on a scale of 1, Highly Disagree to 5, Highly Agree)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Today was stimulating and enjoyable – 4.2 / 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• I learnt valuable information about business – 4.4 / 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• I learnt valuable information about university – 4.5 / 5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Delivery

The A Day in the City project involved 13 Indigenous students from low socio-economic secondary schools from regional centres in Victoria. The cohort included students from one year 9 class and one Victorian Certificate of Applied Learning (VCAL) class. With such diversity
in both maturity and age of participants, students were seeking varied learning experiences and had various reasons for attending the event.

To support the diverse student audience of the day, several distinct guests were invited to facilitate and support the varied student learning experiences during the event. Guest speakers were chosen in relation to their field of work that would effectively correlate with areas of business and higher education. Guests of the event included an Indigenous Business Association representative, two Indigenous entrepreneurs and small-business owners, La Trobe Business School academic, Indigenous Elders and Koorie Support Officers, as well as several education representatives. The guest speakers engaged the students in different modes of communication through group conversation, presentations and a pre-recorded video by one Indigenous guest who was unable to attend the event.

**Evaluation**

Students provided feedback at the end of the session by way of completing a short feedback form. Twelve of the thirteen students provided responses to anonymous short fixed option and open answer questions. In addition comments made by attending teachers and presenters were captured by the organisers and noted. The feedback was summarised and qualitative responses analysed for themes and suggestions. Ethical considerations included ensuring all participants in the project were aware the project was a pilot and that any information provided by respondents was voluntary and anonymous. Clearance was also obtained for photos that recorded some of the activities.

‘A Day in the City’ event was considered successful and concluded with positive feedback from secondary school staff and students, as well as guest speakers and La Trobe University staff. All the participants were able to gain some insight into the world of business and tertiary studies through exposure of each diverse area and profession. At the conclusion of the event, students provided positive responses toward university study and for some it was not necessarily in business. Comments such as “Uni sounds good as I would like to go one time” (VCAL student 1) and “I would love to go to attend Uni, but maybe study something else [besides business]” (VCAL student 2). One student indicated their future plans were to study “law or para-medicine” (Year 9 student 1). A number of students demonstrated positive attitudes toward business and business education – “I’d like more insight into people’s business and buildings… it’s more important than I thought” (Year 9 student 2). Another indicated that “studying business can give you a lot of opportunity, so I won’t take my business class so lightly” (Year 11, VCAL student). An aspiration to be a business owner was also mentioned – “I’d like to own my own restaurant” (Year 9 student 2) and “If I try hard and get far in life, I could have my own business” (Year 10 student).

Students also provided feedback on their experience and indicated they were strongly engaged with the guest speaker presentations and guest speaker workshops indicating how indigenous culture was incorporated through the role models and storytelling. When asked what they liked best about these events several of the students mentioned a particular mentor. “[He] was really good and made me actually consider going to Uni” (Year 9 student 3), while another liked “getting to meet [him] and going to his work” (Year 9 student 4). They also highlighted how the mentor was able to relate to them personally – “Some of the stories I heard, I had done two business things like this before and there pretty much all the same. But to me [he] and the way he talked and explained things was good and the best part” (Year 11 VCAL student).

As a result students felt more inspired and confident toward future plans, regardless of whether these included business. “The information that [the mentor] had told was inspiring and gave me a better perspective about extending my goals and be the best for my ability” (Year 10 student)
and when asked about the most valuable information from the day, one student responded “that everyone can be what they want and [do] business” (Year 9, student 1). The students also indicated that future events should include more applied learning activities such as visits to more businesses within the CBD and more opportunities to talk with real-world business entrepreneurs. Overall the impact was positive and can be summed up in the following quote - “It influences the younger generations to continue on a great journey and thrive” (Year 10 student).

Discussion and recommendations

‘Getting Down to Business’ included a two-pronged approach to engaging Indigenous students. The first enlisted teachers and provided them a resource they could incorporate into their curriculum and featured case studies and examples of successful Indigenous entrepreneurs. The second aspect featured a hands-on excursion to the Melbourne CBD where students experienced life in the business centre. By visiting businesses with Indigenous staff, the students were exposed to a range of career opportunities and gained an understanding of work in a business environment.

The two-pronged approach provided the project team several insights that will be applied to future delivery of the event and resources. The development of the resource kit emphasises the role of secondary teachers in preparing Indigenous students toward business studies as observed in the literature (Lombardi & Clayton, 2006; Rkein & Norris, 2012). The practical experience in ‘A Day in the City’, accompanied with the presence of Indigenous business role models throughout the project, reflects a recognition of the importance of promoting Indigenous cultural identity and Indigenous knowledge system. This could help overcome issues with the “hidden curriculum” and contribute to ensure ‘cultural safety’ (Rahman, 2013), reducing key barriers to Indigenous participation in higher education.

However, the project achievements were found to be limited due to several institutional constraints and have implications for the design of future initiatives. First, the project was facilitated through the offices of the Faculty of Business, Economics and Law. While this enabled the project to be established quickly and linked closely to a recognised need for improving participation by Indigenous students in business, it was recognised to lack the resources and institutional knowledge available through other areas of the University including the outreach programs.

The University’s School Partnerships Program works with schools to provide extra curriculum support, academic preparation and raise awareness of tertiary education and partnerships have been formed with many metropolitan and regional schools. If the project were to be part of this scheme, schools within the existing partnerships would have prior knowledge of the projects’ contents and planning would commence earlier with more effective communication could occur between schools. The project’s main concern was in developing an understanding that business can be extended to many different disciplines. As such, teachers need to be shown that the project can support their curriculum and it is relevant to their students’ present and future education. By working more intensively with schools on professional development in areas such as supporting student transition to higher education and the importance of co-curricular activities during secondary school, it is believed the program will be able to function more efficiently and be more of value to students.

One of the limitations of having two different age groups attending the ‘A Day in the City’ event was that the middle years students were looking to gain more information regarding the types of businesses and different fields of business that exist, whereas the senior students wanted to gain more information about tertiary studies and more specifically what courses and assistance
was available to them. Consideration for the needs of different student cohorts should be incorporated into such programs. Focusing on specific learning objectives will allow students to grasp year level appropriate information that will essentially assist their understanding of business studies and tertiary education. Personalising each student’s experience is key to sustaining involvement and engagement and this will fundamentally encourage students when building pathways to tertiary education and beyond.

This project also found there needed to be several practical learning workshops to support differentiated student experiences. By providing a number of co-curricular activities, the project can ensure the expression of potential capacities of each individual participant. For all the students attending the event for this project, and consistent with the literature related to preparation for university study, the team identified a lack of university readiness and understanding of opportunities available through university study. The literature review found that like other students from low SES backgrounds, Indigenous students often enter higher education “with little familiarity with academic culture and discourses and, as a result, they can feel ill-prepared and out of place” (McKay & Devlin, 2014, p. 1). Through classroom activities that have been developed with a business school background, engagement with teachers and support for practical hands on events awareness and aspirations for tertiary education can be raised.

**Conclusion**

The *Getting Down to Business* project saw the development and design of an innovative resource kit, engagement with school teachers and a successful business orientated learning experience delivered for regional Victorian Indigenous students that included Indigenous entrepreneurs, mentors and business people. Limitations identified in the program included having it based in a Business Faculty resulting in a lack of resources and institutional knowledge in relation to outreach programs and by including two different age groups at the workshop which created issues in applying generic learning objectives whereas focused learning objectives for different age groups would be more appropriate. In terms of successes the inclusion of Indigenous entrepreneurs and secondary teachers who acted as role models and gave personal experiences related to their culture and by having hands-on activities that inspired students to take business as a serious and viable career opportunity resulted in changes in attitude toward study and education in general.

A further implication from this project was to include students for a young age, such as Year 7. The younger students were found to have a perspective and a voice. They spoke highly of their experience in visiting the city, specific businesses and the mentor’s story which promoted cultural identity.

The findings from this project provide insights and a model for other higher education contexts aiming to improve Indigenous student participation in business education. The approach highlights the need to incorporate Indigenous knowledge, cultural values and establish cultural safety into programs. This can be done through the inclusion of Indigenous mentors, Elders and others from the community to inspire students and future leaders (Dang, 2014). The issue of low participation rates for business education at the tertiary level is complex and should be addressed by a holistic, complex and coherent approach and by viewing Indigenous participation at multiple levels as part of the solution.
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Introduction

Indigenous people are significantly underrepresented in higher education in Australia. In 2010 the Review of Higher Education Access and Outcomes for Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander People (Berhendt Review) recommended that well-targeted university outreach programs could fill a number of gaps to address barriers to higher education. In response universities around the country have extended or developed programs to encourage and support pre-tertiary Indigenous students to consider higher education an option.

This paper will look at the design, implementation and evaluation elements of the approach taken at the University of Sydney, through its Compass Program, to support the preparation of Indigenous young people for higher education. It will provide a rationale for the program and background into the design approach, which has a strong focus of sustained engagement across years 7 – 12 with Indigenous young people, their families, teachers and communities.

Context

The Berhrendt Review reported that although Indigenous peoples comprised 2.2% of the overall population they made up only 1.4% of student enrolments at universities, including only 1.1% of higher degree by research enrolments. (Berhrendt et al., 2010). Although there has been some increase in the number of Indigenous students participation in higher education in some years since then, the overall percentage of Indigenous students participating continues to sit at around 1%. (Wilks et al., 2014). Indigenous students who do access higher education tend to be clustered into five areas of study: society and culture (32%); health (19.9%); education (17.6%); management and commerce (11%) and creative arts (7%). (Wilks et al., 2014).

There are a number of barriers that hinder Indigenous students' access to higher education. Year 12 (or equivalent) completion is a significant issue. Despite some improvement in recent years the difference between Year 12 attainment for Indigenous and non-Indigenous students remains significant¹. In 2013 the apparent² retention rate of full-time Indigenous students from Years 7/8 to Year 12 was 55% compared with 83% for non-Indigenous students. Indigenous students were retained from Year 11 to Year 12 at an apparent rate of 71% compared with 87% for non-Indigenous students. (AHMAC 2015 p. 88).

1. Indigenous student apparent retention rates from Year 7/8 to Year 12 increased 55% and Year 7/8 to Year 10 20% and Year 10 to Year 12 30% between 1999 and 2013.

2. Apparent retention rates (ARR) are calculated based on aggregate enrolment data and provide an indicative measurement of student engagement in secondary education. The Department of Education and Early Childhood Development (DEECD) computes and publishes ARR data at a state-wide and DEECD region level only.
Low levels of numeracy and literacy continue to be a factor. The 2012 triennial OECD International Student Assessment indicated that 15-year-old Indigenous students were two years behind in reading, maths and scientific literacy. Without significant improvements in literacy and numeracy, a school-to-university pathway will continue to be inaccessible to the majority of Indigenous students.

Significant numbers of Indigenous students do not undertake the right units to get a university entrance score or rank (AHMAC 2015). Indigenous students are underrepresented in ‘academic’ courses in years 11/12 and in science and maths across all levels of education. High achievement during years 7 to 12 does not guarantee a transition into higher education for Indigenous people. The 2010 Longitudinal Survey of Australian Youth (Patton 2006) found that Indigenous students performing within the top brackets at school are not proportionately represented in university participation.

The barriers to higher education form a set of intertwined beliefs and circumstances which require active dismantling. Indigenous young people face a range of challenges including lack of confidence in their own academic ability; low expectations of academic achievement by teachers and career advisers; a lack of understanding among friends, family and their communities about the opportunities that higher education offers; and, a belief that higher education is not ‘a place’ for them a significant proportion of Indigenous students do not aim to attend higher education. A recent study into educational aspirations found that Australian students planning to remain at school until Year 12 or planning to participate in university at age 15 years are strong predictors of young people actually achieving these outcomes. (NVCER 2014) On a practical level, like many young people from low socio-economic backgrounds and other under-represented groups, Indigenous students will often be the first in their family to complete high school and so, like other first in family students, do not have ready access to information about pathways or a familial and cultural connection to higher education.

The Ministerial Council for Education, Early Childhood Development and Youth Affairs (MCEECDYA) recommended in the Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Education Action Plan 2010 – 2014 the development of an action plan to close the gap in training, university and employment outcomes. Including “improved links between the school sector and the training, tertiary education and employment services sectors and support the development of innovative cross-sectoral approaches to programs and pathways for Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander students.” (p. 47) The MCEECDYA plan also recommended a review on how “new technologies can increase Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander students’ access to education and training.”

University Context

The Wingara Mura – Bunga Burrabugu Strategy is the University’s strategic commitment to valuing Indigenous culture and knowledges, building opportunity, capability and rights for Indigenous peoples. An important component of the strategy was to relocate the responsibility for action and implementation of activities to realise this commitment from the then centralised unit to across the whole of the University. Faculties and professional service units were resourced to develop local implementation plans.

The University already had a comprehensive, evidence informed and well-regarded program (Compass) that worked with school communities to encourage and prepare students from low socio-economic backgrounds and regional and remote areas for higher education and many of those schools had significant populations of Indigenous students. Compass was working with Indigenous pre-tertiary students in early high school on campus and through significant partnerships with the Australian Indigenous Mentoring Experience (AIME) and The Smith Family.
Combined these factors allowed for the engagement of a broader group of resources (funding, staff and University student engagement, Faculty and professional service unit commitment and access to facilities) to support the scaling up of the activities to a suite of programs than had previously not been possible.

The programs that have been implemented to support Indigenous young people while they are still at school are an important element of the Wingara Mura Bunga Burrabugu Strategy’s community engagement priority area. Although it is in in the early stages one of the immediate outcomes has been a direct link to and increase in student enrolment. It is understood that a program such as this would take time to build momentum and is a long-term commitment of the University to engage with Indigenous communities. Importantly this work has also contributed to developing cultural competence in both explicit, intentional ways and implicitly in our staff and students which is a core focus of the Strategy.

The University is working to introduce ideas of cultural competence firstly from the standpoint of Indigenous cultures through innovative learning, teaching, research and engagement. These broader efforts have been complemented by the development of a graduate attribute relating to cultural competence and the collaborative input into the delivery, content and teaching of the Compass program directly engaging staff with pre-tertiary Indigenous students.

The formal training, undertaken online and in workshops encourages and supports those involved to build their personal capabilities and cultural understandings and ensure a safe and respectful environment is provided for our young program participants. Our training encourages the staff and University students involved to become more aware of themselves – to think about their thinking – in relation to their interactions with people of different cultures, in particular Indigenous peoples. The key goal is becoming aware of inbuilt prejudices and preferences and reflecting on the potential differences between what you think you do and what you actually do. Elements of this can be confronting, thinking and reflecting on how we see each other, the assumptions and stereotypes, power dynamics, the social influences that contribute to discrimination – even when we are not aware of it.

During the on-campus programs Aunties and Uncles play an important role in supporting staff and University students to build their cultural competence and ensuring a culturally safe space for the young participants. Aunties and Uncles, recruited from the University and local community provide culturally and age appropriate guidance and advice to the Indigenous participants on the programs and supporting staff and University students through constructive feedback, advice to support positive engagement and the participants wellbeing. Our Aunties and Uncles are available throughout the program activities. They are visible presence attending formal debriefing and handover sessions as well as being around during meal, evening and social times.

3. Cultural competence is a broad and malleable concept. There is no one definition, however in 1989 Cross et, al offered a definition that has provided a foundation for adaption and modification in different purposes and contexts. Cultural competence is a set of congruent behaviours, attitudes and policies that come together in a system, agency or among professionals; enabling that system, agency or those professionals to work effectively in cross-cultural situations (Cross et al, 1989).
The combination of both ‘formal’ and ‘informal’ opportunities for those people working on the program has proved to be a potent one with University students who work on the programs as ‘ambassadors’ (taking a ‘group leader’ role with participants during on-campus activities) reporting in the post session surveys an increased and deeper understanding of Indigenous and Torres Strait issues and cultures and that they feel more confident and equipped to be ‘culturally responsive’ when working with Indigenous young people. For academic staff there is often an acknowledgment of the huge gap in knowledge, or deficit that they have about Indigenous history and culture, and an impetus to expand their understanding with subsequent training.

Program Design & Evaluation

The design of the program builds upon the evidence that multi-faceted, sustained and early engagement has the most impact on academic preparation, confidence, aspiration and motivation for higher education. (Gale et al 2010, Sauders et al 2013, Bekley et al 2015).

Some of the University components of the program include in-school and on campus activities, two residential programs introducing students to life on campus, homework clubs, parents days, online activities and access to academic support. The University’s programs are purposefully built and implemented as collaborations between non-Government agencies, schools, the University and young people themselves. The program intentionally brings together non-Government and school partners that support young Indigenous people through a mechanisms such as mentoring, tutoring, school capacity building, sporting teams with and aim to building their success in education. By engaging various local and community partners we ensure that there is reinforcement from a variety of sources of the messages about the opportunities for pathways to higher education.

The design process is facilitated through the implementation of a developmental evaluation process, which provides structured and on-going feedback during the development, implementation and evaluation stages. Developmental Evaluation is an evaluation approach that is designed to assist social change initiatives in complex environments. The approach is sometimes likened to the role of research and development in the private sector product development process because it facilitates real-time, or close to real-time, feedback to program staff thus facilitating a continuous development loop.

Patton (2010) describes developmental evaluation as a framework that:

“supports innovation development to guide adaptation to emergent and dynamic realities in complex environments. Innovations can take the form of new projects, programs, products, organizational changes, policy reforms, and system interventions. A complex system is characterized by a large number of interacting and interdependent elements in which there is no central control. Patterns of change emerge from rapid, real time interactions that generate learning, evolution, and development – if one is paying attention and knows how to observe and capture the important and emergent patterns. Complex environments for social interventions and innovations are those in which what to do to solve problems is uncertain and key stakeholders are in conflict about how to proceed.”

This approach of continuous feed back and working collaboratively has allowed us to build on the strengths of each of the partners and focus on enhancing the depth of engagement with Indigenous young people to build an integrated, sustained and multi-layered approach
to improving educational outcomes. The programs actively seeks feedback through a series of avenues including; a steering committee, pre and post feedback sessions with Faculty staff and students, debrief sessions with teachers and schools and formal (in some programs daily) surveys of participants and attending support staff. The input and reflection from these processes has driven the development of all of the program elements including the how (mode and style of delivery) and what (program content) undertaken as part of the program.

Over the course of the last few years this reflection has seen the programs grow and develop so that they begin early (in some cases as early as primary school); are sustained (students are consistently engaged from years 7 – 12); multi-focussed on activities that build both personal and academic skills (academic support, enriched learning opportunities, personal confidence and motivation, awareness of career options, study skills, scholarship and pathway application writing skills and; multi-modal (online, on-campus, in school). This reflection and input has, importantly, led to the centrality of a strengths based approach. The programs actively acknowledge and celebrate the strengths and achievements of the young people involved. The programs focus on both their efforts and outcomes while working to build their sense of belonging and connection to further education and confidence to make informed decisions about their lives and know that there is support available.

A genuine commitment to this approach of engagement and feedback with stakeholders, participants and partners through structured and informal feedback has strengthened the capacity of the programs to meet the needs of the students involved. It has also contributed to the strong sense of ownership and connection that the young people and the schools and non-Government organisations involved have to the outcomes and the program itself. This is most clearly demonstrated by the ‘repeat’ engagement of the young people and their teachers in the activities and programs and also very visible in the feedback from participants who articulate that they can see the impact of their input on elements of the programs delivery or content.

Program Innovation

The focus on a continuous evaluation process enables responsive design that informs program development and encompasses input from all stakeholders (Aunties, Uncles, Indigenous staff and students from across the University, our school and NGO partners and the participants themselves). This active engagement takes the form of structured feedback (daily and pre and post of program evaluations, debriefs with partners) and less formal feedback from key stakeholders and a commitment to responsive design has allowed for new ideas to be tested and developed. One of the most innovative results of this has been the development of an online network, which works to support, inspire and engage the students involved in the on-cam and in-school programs when they return to their school communities and ‘day to day’ lives.

A unique tool (A•STAR) personalises interaction between higher education and young people through individually focussed and tailored online support and information. The network works to maintain the connection with each other and significant personal shifts that participants experience in the on-campus programs. The network (A•STAR) takes the form of an online magazine in which the contribution of program participants is a key aim. It provides an avenue for on going connection that links exploration of high school decisions, career and study options and preparation for higher education. Inspirational and informative it provides an avenue to connect students both to online academic support, each other and the program while they are not on-campus. A•STAR covers broad interests with arts, music, pop culture, science and sport. With articles on study, careers and pathways to university the magazine provides invaluable

4. For more information on A•STAR see http://astar.tv/
information on scholarships (including tips on how to apply) and the inside story on how to survive university in first year. Current university students write about their experiences of campus life and share insights from their chosen course and faculty. Alongside these stories A•STAR publishes the work of current high school students including articles, essays, opinion pieces, photography or videos. A•STAR staff are available to provide advice, feedback and edit student submissions.

A•STAR also provides students with the opportunity to understand and contribute to an arena of learning that is encapsulated within a digital platform. At the centre of this is an intrinsic engagement with digital literacy, narrative structures, visual and textual cultural representations. A•STAR is also the gateway to access an online tutoring program that provides real-time and live homework assistance Sunday through to Thursday. Supporting young people to improve their academic outcomes and receive support in their homes from qualified teachers at the time they need it.

Conclusion

Indigenous people are significantly underrepresented in higher education in Australia. Well-targeted university outreach programs have an important role in addressing this gap and supporting pre-tertiary Indigenous students to consider higher education. This paper argues that the design process is an important element to ensure program success. A collaborative design, implementation and evaluation process allows for innovation and sustained and multi-faceted engagement. Some crucial factors that have enabled this program to be as extensive as it is are: University leadership; fertile ground for change within a large organisation committed to effecting improved educational outcomes as a socio-cultural imperative; consistent strategic planning that enabled adequate resourcing and support for program implementation; and, the structuring of authentic partnerships that value collaborative practice. This approach of continuous feedback and working collaboratively has allowed us to build on the strengths of each of the partners and focus on enhancing the depth of engagement with Indigenous young people to build an integrated, sustained and multi-layered approach to improving educational outcomes.
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Creating meaningful partnerships to increase Indigenous student confidence and motivation towards university: The Stellar Program
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Introduction

Stellar aims to increase the number of Clarence Valley students participating in university by creating meaningful partnerships between schools, business, government, community organisations and individuals. Stellar is able to create these partnerships because it is driven by the Clarence Valley Industry Education Forum (Forum) which is strongly connected to the community. Forum members are largely passionate Clarence Valley residents who provide direction, resources, and community links. Southern Cross University (SCU) and University of New England (UNE) jointly implement Stellar whilst the Forum provides input to the strategic direction and contributes to the implementation of activities.

Stellar has formed key relationships with Clarence Valley Indigenous communities facilitated by the Forum’s Aboriginal Education Consultative Group (AECG) member who has been instrumental from the beginning in shaping the Stellar operating principles and creating links and support with Indigenous communities.

Stellar partners with both Indigenous and non-Indigenous high school students in the Clarence Valley. The initial design of Stellar was heavily focused around tailoring activities to partner with Indigenous students, families and communities. Stellar has become known as a program that works ‘with’ Indigenous people and connections have deepened by joint sharing and participation in Indigenous community activities. Stellar facilitates many opportunities both at school and through university visits for Clarence Valley students. They also learn from local role models ranging from current university students who recently graduated from their high school to professionals from local businesses through interactive activities designed to build knowledge of courses and careers and get students thinking that university is a possible option for them. Stellar also provides information and encouragement for teachers, parents and community so they are equipped to support their children to strive for higher education. Community activities are strongly partnered with Indigenous organisations and community members and are flexible so that they meet the needs of the community. Stellar’s engagement is early from Year 6 to Year 10 and sustained – at least two direct activities per year per year level in addition to community based activities.
Community driven vision

In 2006, the Regional Education Director of the Department of Education and Communities (also a local Clarence Valley resident) was facing an unacceptable situation in the Clarence Valley. Year 12 completion rates were extremely low with only 8.5% (Clarence Valley Council, 2011) of the Valley’s population having attained a university degree, well below the Australian average of 17.0% (Australian Bureau of Statistics, 2011) and less than 1.4% of the population attending a university, again below the average for NSW at 4.4% (Clarence Valley Council, 2011).

In response to this situation, the Director created the Clarence Valley Industry Education Forum. The purpose of the Forum is to strategically support and build the future of young people in the Clarence Valley and meet industry and community needs through dynamic partnerships in key program areas. Initially the Forum developed and implemented two key programs; CareerLink, which facilitated school-based traineeships and pathways to employment program and FreshStart, an award-winning program that delivered employability programs, work experience activities and work placements for Indigenous students.

The Forum acknowledged that a number of factors, including distance, socio-economic status and school attainment were hampering Clarence Valley student’s aspirations for careers requiring higher education qualifications. The Southern Cross University Forum representative, Head of the SCU Equity and Diversity Office, recognised an opportunity to address this need through the Federal Government Higher Education Participation and Partnerships Program (HEPPP) and instigated conversations within the Forum to develop a higher education aspiration building program. The Forum developed a Strategic Plan which formed the basis for a successful HEPPP funding application for a new Forum program, Stellar, which started in April 2013.

Nurturing new ideas

The nature of community involvement means that Stellar operates inside an environment that embraces new ideas directly related to community needs. Forum members share a joint vision which ensures that Stellar’s implementation strategies are characterised by community planning, participation and partnering. Forum members not only provide direction but also time and resources to implement activities. For example, Year 10 role model careers days are held annually at each High School. Students rotate through interactive sessions run by different Forum partners including, Clarence Valley Council, SCU, UNE and TAFE which results in student exposure to a wide variety of role models.

Southern Cross University (SCU) is the lead implementer of Stellar which is funded through the Federal Department of Education Higher Education Participation and Partnerships Program (HEPPP) 2013 Indigenous Round. The Grant requirements are that the funds will not be used for marketing of any individual higher education provider which further enables Stellar to focus on local community needs and circumstances, making it truly student focused. The Head of SCU’s Equity and Diversity Office and UNE Academic Registrar negotiated an agreement for joint implementation of Stellar with the Stellar Coordinator located in SCU and a Program Officer located at UNE. This agreement puts Clarence Valley students at the centre of Stellar’s goals and objectives.

1. Forum members include Southern Cross University (SCU), University of New England, TAFE NSW – North Coast Institute, NSW Department of Education & Communities – North Coast Region, Clarence Valley Council, Grafton High School, McAuley Catholic College, South Grafton High School, Maclean High School, Induna School, Aboriginal Education Consultative Group, Community representative, Commonwealth Department of Prime Minister and Cabinet – Indigenous Affairs Group.
Support among Indigenous communities

Indigenous people make up a large, and growing, proportion of the Clarence Valley population. 30.9% of the Clarence Indigenous population is aged between 5 and 17 years, compared to 17.0% for non-Indigenous Valley residents (Clarence Valley Council, 2011). In the past, Clarence Valley Indigenous community members, including elders and parents, had very limited opportunities to participate in higher education. Children often did not see that there were any career possibilities for them in the local area. These communities wanted more for their children and grandchildren because they know that education is one of the keys to a successful future. They wanted their children and grandchildren to have careers, not just a job. They saw the Stellar initiatives as one of the ways to help their children achieve this.

Stellar’s strong connection with Clarence Valley Indigenous communities is an important factor enabling Stellar to create meaningful partnerships to encourage student confidence and motivation towards university. One of the most influential and founding members of the Forum was representing the Aboriginal Education Consultative Group (AECG). This person is highly respected within Clarence Valley Indigenous communities. From the beginning, the AECG representative had an equal say and contribution to how Stellar looked and operated. The AECG representative would then make the contact with community members keeping them all involved. These organisations and people would in turn consult with their contacts and provide feedback to the AECG representative to input to Forum meetings and Stellar activities. From the early stages of the Stellar Program, the AECG Representative was very active in influencing the design and structure so that Stellar actively consulted and partnered with community organisations rather than coming with preconceived plans and activities. This enabled Stellar to connect with the communities in a way that was welcomed and accepted.

The AECG Representative nurtured Stellar’s relationships with Indigenous Community Organisations by arranging Stellar team members to attend Interagency and other key meetings. This facilitation enabled community members and organisations to openly express their needs so that Stellar was better able to find opportunities for connection and joint activities. As the AECG member often explained, “we don’t care how much you know until you show us how much you care”. This has been one of Stellar’s underlying values. The broader Indigenous community was encouraged and enthusiastic and supported the Stellar activities. Stellar was discussed in very positive ways at Indigenous Interagency meetings.

The AECG member believed that informal networks are the most effective method of spreading information in Clarence Valley Indigenous communities - relationships are the key. Sharing events and working together, works best. Stellar staff spent time developing relationships, attending events and meetings and slowly became better known and accepted as a program that works ‘with’ Indigenous communities. Sponsorship of a local Indigenous junior Rugby League team to attend the Knockout football carnival was particularly effective at forming trusting relationships. Stellar contributed towards purchase of jerseys and partnered with the parents to run a fund raising barbeque. The parents raised money and at the same time Stellar promoted ‘University is Possible’ messages to parents and children. Following this sponsorship, two other senior community members became strong advocates of Stellar and mobilised their community connections to encourage Stellar’s “University Is Possible For You” message. This informal advocacy has led to broad knowledge of Stellar as a Program and that Stellar is all about “getting our kids into Uni”.

The Forum recognised that change in student knowledge, attitudes and aspirations can be more effectively influenced by a broad number of people including parents, Elders, peers, university mentors and Stellar staff. To better organise the wide-ranging messages to students the Forum, through SCU, engaged staff experienced in community development

---

2. An internal Stellar survey of 185 people conducted in June 2015 showed that more than 60% of Clarence Valley Indigenous respondents have knowledge of Stellar.
and passionate about Indigenous futures. The skills and attitudes of Stellar Program staff also contributed to the strength of partnerships with Clarence Valley Indigenous communities. One Stellar Program Officer is Indigenous and is passionate about young people’s futures and the Stellar Program Coordinator has a community development background with experience partnering with Indigenous communities. Stellar’s activities are grounded in research of similar successful programs. Activities start early in schooling, are sustained for five years and link with key influencers.

**Theoretical Basis**

In addition to the practical consultative design process undertaken through the Forum, Stellar also has a strong theoretical basis. The program is designed to follow Stewart’s (2010) strategies for a successful aspiration-raising program and aligns with Gale’s (2010) people rich program design methodology (Fig. 1).

*Figure 1. Theoretical base*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Stewart (2010)</strong></th>
<th><strong>Focus upon raising aspiration and also improving attainment.</strong></th>
<th><strong>Collaborative partnerships with all key stakeholders, including other universities. Engage schools, families and stakeholders in the wider community.</strong></th>
<th><strong>Interventions designed to raise aspirations.</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Progressive set of interventions targeted at the whole cohort and starting early and sustained over time.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Gale (2010)</strong></th>
<th><strong>Engaging learners – recognise difference; enhanced academic curriculum; research-driven.</strong></th>
<th><strong>Working together – collaboration.</strong></th>
<th><strong>Building Confidence – familiarisation; communication and information.</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Assembling Resources – people-rich; financial support; early, long-term, sustained; cohort based.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>The Stellar Program</strong></th>
<th><strong>Stellar undertakes aspiration building activities for each year level and also provides an afterhours online tutoring service for Years 9-12.</strong></th>
<th><strong>Stellar partners with Forum members including local high schools, local council and TAFE to implement a variety of activities for parents and students.</strong></th>
<th><strong>Stellar activities are designed to build student and parent confidence and motivation towards higher education and provide knowledge about university courses and careers.</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Early – start in Year 6.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Long Term – Year 6 to Year 10 (with continuing academic support to Year 12.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sustained – 1 to 3 interventions each year for five years.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>People-rich – exposes students to many different people with different higher education and career journeys.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cohort based – The majority of Stellar activities engage with the whole year level in four schools across the Clarence Valley.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The community nature of Stellar ensures that a variety of people contribute to Stellar activities. It also means that program implementation relies on contributions from many people. For example, in the Year 10 Stellar Role Model Careers days, students have conversations with current SCU and UNE students and staff, Clarence Valley Council and TAFE North Coast professional staff. This provides students with exposure to many different people’s experiences, skills and knowledge. It also enables Stellar activities to be tailored to the specific needs of each community and school. Another example is the parent evening that follows the Year 9 Unlock Your Passion – a school based event designed to facilitate students to recognise their passions and create a road map to follow those passions. In the evening following this event, Stellar partners with the high school and the parent committee to hold a parent information evening. This was instigated by the school who noticed an increase of enquiries and discussion with the parent committee about the Year 9 student event.

By age 15 individual students have largely made up their mind about their potential for university and are driving their own aspiration (Gemici & Lu, 2014). Therefore it is important to ensure actions taken to expose young people to new ideas or experiences occur at a younger age and well before Years 9 and 10 (National Centre for Vocational Education Research, 2015). Successful programs engage with students early in their schooling and expose students to regular messages over a long-term (Gale, 2010).

Stellar responds to this by engaging with students starting in Year 6 with two activities designed to introduce them to the language of university, some of the careers which require university education and university as a place that is friendly, welcoming and enjoyable. In Year 7, students participate in a one-day workshop in which they design their ‘Recipe For Success’ to succeed in high school and position them for the possibility of university at the end of year 12. Personal attitude messages include choosing the right attitude, supporting friends for success, and having courage. University messages include debunking university myths, experiences of current university students about their high school challenges, and how they overcame these challenges.

“It is not often Ethan comes home willing to discuss his day’s events at school but last Wednesday we could not keep him quiet. He excitedly told us all the activities he got up to, then proceeded to tell us that now he is undecided as to whether he will be a civil engineer or a robotic engineer. It is great the kids can be exposed to all these different career paths, many of which parents would never dream of” (Parent Feedback, 2014).

In Year 8, students visit a different university campus and explore the different university courses through a fun and interactive program of activities across the university. When students reach Year 9 they start broadening their interests and increasingly explore new ideas and concepts. So during this year Stellar facilitates a day long workshop supporting students to ‘Unlock Your Passion’. During the day’s activities they hear from role models who share their experience in finding their passion, unlocking opportunities and having the courage to chase their passions. Also in Year 9, students experience first-hand university life through a two-days/one-night immersion at another university campus. Students live in university student accommodation, participate in fun and interactive lectures and activities designed to give them the complete ‘uni experience’. Year 10 students participate in a role model careers day in which they hear from local people who have experienced university study and are working in their chosen field. Teachers report students making positive changes as a result of Stellar activities:
“We believe the program has had a big impact on the students who have taken part. They are more of aware of University, what it is, how it works and what it looks like than they were before. It has become a point of discussion for some students and their families. The students now regard Stellar as part of their education and look forward to the next events. Many of the students have become familiar with you and your staff and probably regard you guys as mentors. A lot of the students seem to be thinking more about careers” (Deputy Principal Feedback, 2014).

“Those [students] who might have not considered it [university], now would like to go. [Stellar] allows all students no matter what background to have the opportunity to consider going to university” (Teacher Feedback, 2014).

One of the most important indicators of success in both accessing higher education and in succeeding in university is prior academic achievement (Stewart, 2010). In recognition of this, Stellar provides students from Year 9 to 12 access to an online after hours tutorial service. This is a digital variation of an after-school homework centre, offering students one-to-one, on-demand help with homework and study across core curricula: English, writing skills, literacy, maths at all high school levels, biology, chemistry, physics, general science, as well as other core subjects. The online, just-in-time, no appointments help offers guidance from expert teachers, to improve students’ confidence as well as their thinking and enquiry skills. After using the service 82% of Stellar students felt more confident with their schoolwork: “All of my questions were answered clearly and I feel much more confident with writing a history essay now :-)” (Student feedback following a tutorial 2015).

Engaging with parents and community

Parents and siblings play a significant role in shaping the aspirations of young people, especially in Years 5, 6, 7 and 8 (Wilks, 2010). Students whose parents want them to attend university are four times more likely to complete Year 12 (Gemici, Bednarz, Karmel, & Lim, 2014). Many parents express a desire for their children to progress to university but concerns about barriers such as finances, academic performance and leaving home can reduce their aspirations (Wilks, 2010). Conversely:

“Parents with high expectations for their children can compensate for a lack of financial and human resources by demonstrating more optimistic expectations for their children, which can serve to increase children’s own expectations, and eventual school attainment” (Yu & Daraganova, 2014).

In recognition of this Stellar seeks to provide information to parents so they are better equipped to nurture their child’s aspirations and passions. Stellar undertakes various activities such as parent evenings at local schools, community centres and the local library. Parent evenings include presentations from local Clarence Valley current university students and their parents, as well as local support agencies such as Centrelink. Stellar’s community and family activities further sustain these aspiration building messages by maintaining visibility at community events such as sporting family days, sports sponsorships, cinema evenings, and parenting festivals.
Going where the people are

During the design phase of Stellar, the Forum’s AECG Representative ensured that one of the fundamental operating principles was to ‘go where the people are’. This recognises that many parents, carers and community members are often too busy to attend school functions and going to a school can be seen as an unpleasant experience (Alford & James, 2007). Often some families only attend school when their child is subject to disciplinary action and therefore over a long period of time have a conflict-based relationship with school. In order to ‘go where the people are’, Stellar partners with community organisations, attends community family fun days, sponsors community sporting teams and carnivals. This means that Stellar can engage with community in a way that schools cannot and can therefore provide information when parents are open to hearing it.

An example that demonstrates the benefits of Stellar partnerships is the Stellar Cinema Under the Stars event. For this event Stellar partnered with three local organisations, a local Indigenous healthy lifestyles program, a group of community parents who were raising funds to send a local rugby league junior football team and Clarence Valley Council. Each group contributed to the event according to their capability and resources. For example, the Council funded laser skirmish game for kids, the health promotion organisation provided the outdoor cinema screen, and the community group provided food for the evening. Each organisation promoted the event through their networks to encourage attendance. The community benefitted by enjoying a fun evening and at the same time they received messages about the education and health. Community feedback was very positive: “We really could not have done this without Stellar’s support. It meant so much to the boys to attend the games, and the Stellar sponsorship was a genuine way of helping the community come together for this important cultural event.” (Indigenous Rugby League Team Manager, 2014)

During Indigenous community family fun days and sporting carnivals, Stellar sets up a marquee with university information, a photo booth and small competitions which have drawn people to the marquee. Indigenous parents and other Indigenous community members are the target group for this activity. Stellar runs competitions for small prizes such as footballs and netballs. To enter the competition people answer three questions about how to get in to university. These questions are designed to stimulate discussion about the costs and pathways to university which are common concerns of students and parents. These days have been very well attended with several hundred people at each event. Stellar staff report many good conversations around the possibility of attending university with parents and students.

Successful university outreach programs recognise that not all students and communities are the same (Gale, 2010). Stellar responds to this by offering activities that best respond to local student’s needs. Stellar also has Indigenous only activities such as an overnight university experience which brings Clarence Valley Indigenous students to a university campus and responds to local Indigenous needs and concerns. Through fun activities students receive information about different university courses and support mechanisms that provide a sense of belonging, are culturally safe, and facilitate contact with family and community.

Program evaluation

Stellar engages with students early in their schooling (Year 6), exposing them to consistent messages over the long term (five years) which are two components of a successful widening participation program (Gale, 2010). The first cohort of students that have participated in the Stellar Program will complete Year 12 in 2017.
In the initial planning of Stellar, the Forum undertook an initial measurement of baseline data through student surveys and focus groups collecting data on attitudes towards university, desire to attend university, confidence in reaching university, perceived barriers to reaching university and knowledge of university courses, pathways, and what it’s like at university. Baseline data showed that only 53% of 260 Year 7 students expressed a desire to go to university. Only 25% believed they could reach university and 63% believed they had some chance. The main barriers that these students perceived were financial, high school grades, and having to leave family and friends. 48% believed the best thing about university would be to be able to study what they were interested in (Stellar Program, 2013).

Since the program’s implementation an evaluation framework has utilised surveys, feedback forms and ‘experience’ stories from students, teachers and parents participating in different aspects of the program. Results of student surveys have been outstanding and points towards a positive change in attitude about the possibility and motivation towards university. For example, 84% of Year 10 students who recently participated in the Stellar Role Model Careers day indicated that they were more confident about being able to attend university and 86% indicated that they were more interested in going to university after attending the day. Students report positive changes in attitude: “I had a friend who didn’t want to go to university but then they came here and now they do.” (South Grafton High School Student Feedback, 2014)

Fifty parents were surveyed following a 2014 Parent Evening at Maclean High School in which current university students and parents of current university students talked about their experiences getting to university. 70% of respondents had not been to university. Parents reported that having simple specific information about pathways, costs and real examples of how people cope with these finances improved their confidence that their child could reach university. 96% of these parents reported being more interested in university for their child and 100% were more confident that university was a very real possibility for their child (Stellar Program, 2014).

Indigenous parents and community members have provided some very positive feedback about their children. Indigenous Elders in Maclean have said that Stellar has given their kids an opportunity to find out about university and what it offers, some children are the first in their family to be aiming to complete Year 12 and through Stellar they can see a ‘light at the end of the tunnel’. By taking up options provided through Stellar such as the online tutorial service and university visits, they have goals and feel as though they have options at the end of year 12.³

Stellar Project evaluations received ethics clearance through SCU’s ethics process. This enabled data to be collected from students and parents for enable reporting and evaluation of program activities. Due to the young age of many of the students – ensured that mechanisms were in place to minimise undue emotional discomfort and ensure procedures were in place in case a student experienced discomfort.

³ These views were conveyed to the CVIEF AECG Representative by three Indigenous Elders during June 2015.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year 6</th>
<th>After attending the 2014 Campus visit:</th>
<th>“I think differently about uni now because I didn’t know that you can [study] whenever you want.”</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• 81% of students were more confident of getting to uni.</td>
<td>Year 6 student feedback following 2014 Campus visit.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• 86% know more about the different ways to get to uni.</td>
<td>Year 6 student feedback following 2014 Campus visit.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Year 7</td>
<td>After attending the 2015 Recipe for Success activity at High Schools:</td>
<td>“I try harder in all my subjects to try to get my grades up so I have a really strong chance of getting into university, which is a big dream of mine since the stellar visit”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• 74% ranked ‘being able to study what I’m interested in’ as the best thing about going to uni</td>
<td>Year 7 student feedback following the 2014 Recipe for Success school event.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• 85% are more confident that they can reach uni.</td>
<td>Year 7 student feedback following the 2014 Recipe for Success school event.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Year 8</td>
<td>After attending the 2015 Year 8 Great Race at SCU Lismore Campus:</td>
<td>“The Stellar Program has really helped me think about my future”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• 90% are more interested in going to university</td>
<td>Year 8 student feedback following the 2014 Great Race at SCU Lismore campus.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• 79% intend to talk to their parents about going to uni.</td>
<td>Year 8 student feedback following the 2014 Great Race at SCU Lismore campus.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Year 9</td>
<td>After participating in the 2014 Year 9 UNE Uni Experience at UNE Armidale campus:</td>
<td>“I had a friend who didn’t want to go to university but then they came here and now they do.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• 95% are more confident that they can reach university</td>
<td>Year 9 student feedback following the UNE Uni Experience.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• 91% are more interested in going to university</td>
<td>Year 9 student feedback following the UNE Uni Experience.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• 90% rank ‘being able to study what I’m interested in’ as the best thing about going to uni.</td>
<td>Year 9 student feedback following the UNE Uni Experience.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Year 10</td>
<td>After attending the Year 10 Role Model Careers day at their schools:</td>
<td>“I thought the program was a great success and influenced a number of students from MCC”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• 80% are more interested in going to university</td>
<td>Year 10 student feedback following the 2014 Role Model Careers Day at high schools.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• 80% are more confident that they can reach uni</td>
<td>Year 10 student feedback following the 2014 Role Model Careers Day at high schools.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• 75% intend to talk to their parents about going to uni.</td>
<td>Year 10 student feedback following the 2014 Role Model Careers Day at high schools.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Years 9-12</td>
<td>After participating in an online tutorial session in 2015:</td>
<td>“All of my questions were answered clearly and I feel much more confident with writing a history essay now ”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• 89% of students feel more confident with schoolwork after an online tutorial session.</td>
<td>Student feedback following a tutorial session in 2015.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Conclusion

The Clarence Valley Stellar Program has created meaningful partnerships to encourage knowledge, confidence and motivation towards university. A key to Stellar's success is that it has been created by a widely representative group of like-minded community organisations and people passionate about creating genuine, respectful connections and partnerships with Indigenous organisations and individuals. Meaningful partnerships are created with students, teachers and community members by operating with underlying principles of ‘going where the people are’ and ‘genuine respect’. Stellar provides opportunities for students to hear many different perspectives and learn from role models within their own community through many different activities and initiatives. Stellar's programs are people-rich, long-term, sustained and support academic attainment. In the past many Clarence Valley students often didn’t see that there was anything in the future for them. Through the Forum and the Stellar Program, many students are much more positive about a possible future that includes a satisfying and rewarding career, not just a job, and are setting their personal goals to include higher education as a way to achieve their dreams.
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“It’s a safe environment for us Indigenous students” – Creating a culturally safe learning space for Indigenous Pre-Tertiary students
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Introduction

In Australia tertiary enabling or ‘bridging’ programs have been introduced as alternative entry pathways to address the still proportionally low numbers of certain marginal groups accessing and being successful in Higher Education. Included in these marginal groups are Indigenous students. In the mainstream these enabling programs tend to focus on the academic skills required for success at a first year University level. However, one program that has been specifically designed for Indigenous students has recognised that these students benefit from a more holistic approach. The Preparation for Tertiary Success (PTS) program, which is part of the Australian Centre for Indigenous Knowledges and Education (ACIKE) - a partnership between Batchelor Institute and Charles Darwin University – takes a multifaceted approach to enabling education. At the centre of this approach is the knowledge that it has been designed specifically for Indigenous students and is shaped by the concepts of cultural safety, ‘Both Ways’ learning and the cultural interface.

Review of literature on Cultural Safety for Indigenous students

According to Hunt (2013) the concept of cultural safety was first introduced and explored by Maori nurses working in New Zealand. Much of this scholarship is based on nursing environments in New Zealand, Australia and many other countries with multicultural populations. Some work on cultural safety has been done, however, in the area specific to Indigenous students in the education and Higher Education space. Bin Sallik’s (2003 p 21) work is the most seminal of these. She defined cultural safety as the ‘provision of an emotionally and physically safe environment in which there was shared respect and no denial of identity’. The terms cultural safety and cultural competence are often used somewhat interchangeably (Hunt, 2013; Perso, 2012). Hunt (2013) discusses the concept of cultural competence as ‘knowledge of culture’ and asserts that “the conceptual framework of cultural competence includes a spectrum of three components: cultural awareness and beliefs, cultural knowledge, and cultural skills” (Hunt, 2013, p. 768).

Hunt (2013, p. 769) goes on to explain that cultural safety is related to cultural competence in that it is a way of describing the ethics of intercultural interactions. It is about the relationships between people and how well each person understands that they have their own beliefs and morals, partially based on their culture. Cultural safety is more than cultural competence, awareness and sensitivity. It encompasses these ideas but extends beyond them to create a safe space for this difference. Bin Sallik (2003) asserts that,
“cultural safety extends beyond cultural awareness and cultural sensitivity. It empowers individuals and enables them to contribute to the achievement of positive outcomes. It encompasses a reflection on individual cultural identity and recognition of the impact of personal culture on professional practice” (Bin Sallik, 2003, p. 21).

Perso (2012) also invokes the term ‘cultural responsiveness’ suggesting that ‘cultural responsiveness results from cultural competence which respects and values the unique identity’ or students. She talks about the importance of using a cultural lens which helps teachers in particular to see each student and their relationships from the perspective of their own family and community rather than our own. Person (2012) asserts that this perspective ensures that cultural bias is not part of the response. This seems a big claim, but greater cultural competence and responsiveness in teachers certainly helps to create a culturally safe environment for Indigenous student.

Bin Sallik (2003) points to the colonial legacy of education as the reason we need to observe cultural safety for Indigenous students now. She highlights that the ‘White colonial environment (that) was devoid of any sort of cultural safety provisions for Indigenous Australians. This resulted in many of the early students being overwhelmed and dropping out of these institutions’ (Bin Sallik, 2003, p. 22). She also raises this as an ongoing issue for Indigenous students, “by the early 1970s Indigenous Australians had undergone a number of debilitating processes decreed by successive government policies based on scientific racism that served to legitimate colonialism and imperialism” (Bin Sallik, 2003, p. 22).

This institutionalised racism has become normalised in many places and is often invisible to those non-Indigenous people working in such institutions. This results in a culturally unsafe environment for Indigenous students, one where these students ‘have the added stress of trying to cope with discrimination and racism by teachers and the institutional racism inherent within their host institutions. The derogatory representations and misrepresentations of Indigenous Australians in the classrooms, as well as in the literature, exacerbates this’ (Bin Sallik, 2003, p. 22). Bin Sallik (2003) notes that although universities do have policies and guidelines for dealing with discrimination and racism, the commitment often seems to be at the rhetorical level rather than the practical.

Bin Sallik (2003) points to the 1967 referendum as a turning point for Indigenous Students and notes the 1970s as an important time of program development specifically for Indigenous students within Universities. These programs were located in enclave environments specifically for Indigenous student cohorts. The programs ‘incorporated Indigenous knowledge systems, cultures and histories as well as social welfare and psychology theories and practices’ (Bin Sallik, 2003, p. 23). She also notes the importance placed within these programs of selecting teaching staff based on experience with and sensitivity to Indigenous peoples. Importantly, Bin Sallik (2003) points out that through these early programs Indigenous students demonstrated that with the right opportunities and intentionally culturally safe environments, success was possible in higher educational despite the fact that they may have not experienced a great deal of success in the primary and secondary levels of education.

Since the 1970s the number of Indigenous students graduating has increased and has led to more Indigenous academics working in the Higher Education and University domain (Bin Sallik, 2003). This has resulted in a broader and deeper conversation that goes beyond a discussion of cultural safety as it relates to the social and emotional needs of Indigenous learners and starts to explore pedagogical and epistemological questions more deeply. In the
1980s and 1990s students and staff at Batchelor Institute of Indigenous Tertiary Education were exploring and expanding on the idea of ‘Both Ways’ knowledge and what that looked like in an educational context (Marika 1999, Ober and Bat 2007). This exploration and concept was a way of acknowledging, valuing and placing as central the knowledge language and culture that students bring with them into the formal learning environment. Ober and Bat (2007) explain how the ‘Both Ways’ philosophy of learning helps to create a culturally safe and strong environment,

“While they (students) are learning at Batchelor, they are building on their knowledge and skills. Students have these in both Indigenous knowledge and ways of learning; and in Western knowledge and ways of learning”. (p. 78)

Informed by understandings of ‘Both Ways’ an understanding of cultural safety expands beyond the learning environment itself to include students feeling safe and strong within their own knowledge positions and using this as a foundation to learn new knowledge.

More recently Indigenous academics in particular have argued strongly for the need to move beyond cultural safety and competence and examine how different disciplines have participated in the construction of knowledge about Indigenous and ethnic groups (Walker and Sonn, 2010). Martin Nakata (1998, 2002, 2007a, 2007b) advocates strongly for the need and engage at ‘the cultural interface’ which he names as ‘the contested space between the two knowledge systems’ (1998). Nakata sees this ‘interface’ as a way of supporting Indigenous learners to ‘explore their experiential knowledge beyond the classroom and to bring it in to inform how particular Indigenous positions are contested’ (2007b, p. 11). He argues that learners must have opportunities for developing ways of reading, ways of critically engaging within accepted Indigenous discourse as well as the wider mainstream discourse. Exploration of this idea of the cultural interface has also been taken up by other Indigenous Academics at both theoretical, research and practical levels (Yunkaporta, 2009). Again this idea of the cultural interface expands on previous ideas about academic spaces for Indigenous students. Nakata is suggesting that these students need a space where they can safely but rigorously engage in critical discourse around and between knowledge systems. The safe space here is one of intellectual strength and safety.

In the last decade we have seen other important Indigenous academics exploring aspects of the threats and possibilities for Indigenous people participating in the Higher Education system. Veronica Arbon (2008) explores the power relationships and imbalances between knowledge systems operating in the tertiary education domain. Payi Linda Ford (2010, p. 16) looks at the ‘potential for making landscapes established under Western education cultural regimes culturally safe places for Tyikim teaching and learning’. Karen Booran Mirraboporo Martin (2003) uses a standpoint theory to question notions of ‘the other’ and recognition of worldviews. Chris Sarra (2014) has shone a light on ‘deficit thinking’ in education and the need for ‘high expectations relationships’ in order for Indigenous students to achieve their educational goals. These voices all combine to deepen our understanding of what culturally safe learning actually needs to consist of. It is not enough to simply provide an enclave environment for Indigenous students within the mainstream university context. What is needed is a safe space where students are supported to start from a place of strength and engage in robust, challenging and critical conversations around power, worldviews, epistemologies and identity. This space needs to be one where the expectation is that they will be successful and will move forward into other endeavours even stronger. The benefits of participating in a culturally safe space for Indigenous students is perhaps best summed up by this quote from Lester Irabinna-Rigney (2002) who said,
'When our (people) engage in the journey of education that does not do violence to their culture, it teaches them to dream of possibilities and not be a prisoner of certainty...Education that welcomes Indigenous identities reinforces Indigenous cultural views of the world' (Rigney 2002, p. 1).

Methodology – Student narratives

Reflective narratives have become a way of supporting PTS students to critically reflect on the learning journey they have taken as well as providing systemic feedback about what is working for students. Within 1–6 months of completion of the PTS course, graduates are contacted by one of the lecturers from the course and asked to tell their ‘story’. The conversations are conducted one to one and the student voice is prioritised without interruption. Students are encouraged to reflect on what they were doing prior to PTS, what provoked them to complete the course, what supported and challenged them during the course and what the road ahead looks like now.

This choice to use narrative in this way was guided by its interconnection between both Western and Indigenous knowledge systems. The use of story is widely regarded by writers on Indigenous research methodology both in Australia and internationally to be an appropriate and valid choice for research with and by Indigenous people (Chilisa, 2011; Kahakalau, 2004; Kovach, 2009; Wilson 2008). Stories and metaphors were the original teaching tool used by Indigenous societies. Wilson (2008, p. 17) points out that ‘stories allow listeners to draw their own conclusions and to gain life lessons from a more personal perspective. By getting away from abstractions and rules, stories allow us to see others life experiences through our own eyes. This information may then be internalised in a way that is difficult for abstract discussions to achieve.’ It is based on these strong cultural understandings of the centrality of stories for Indigenous people that researchers have sought to incorporate these understandings into a Western research framework. Bessarah and Ng’andu (2010) explain that yarning, an Indigenous style of conversation or story-telling, also known as narrative, was a cultural match to the cultural processes of Indigenous Australians. This process of ‘yarning’ as described by Bessarah and Ng’andu (2010) is reflective of the process used in the collection of the PTS student stories.

The following discussion uses a ‘thematic analysis’ approach (Klinger and Murray, 2009). This approach prioritises the process of eliciting understanding and theoretical development from the narratives themselves rather than imposing possible constraints such as a list of questions that can be quantified. Themes emerge from the narratives when considered in their totality. It is important to acknowledge that researchers will generally act as ‘initial filters’ of data. Non-Indigenous researchers in particular must question their underlying assumptions and ensure that they use processes to check their understandings (Pepper and Wildy, 2009). In the case of these stories, each student has had the chance to read, edit and revise their story in order to add emphasis or remove unintended parts of the original telling. Only when the student felt comfortable with the narrative was it considered ‘finished’. At this point, again with the student’s informed consent, the story was published to the publically available blog (www.tertiarysuccess.wordpress.com). Students were made fully aware of the public availability of their story and knew that if for any reason they decided they did not want their story on the website any longer, then it would be removed upon request. Students were also asked specifically for consent for their stories to be examined as part of ethics approved research being undertaken by the PTS lecturers. The purpose of this research was to discover what made a difference to the academic success of students in this preparation stage of their study. A number of key themes have been identified through this research including the important
role of resilience (Hall et al 2015) and the role of cultural safety as explored here. Between 2011 Semester 1 and 2015 Semester 1, twenty-one PTS graduates have had their stories published on the tertiary success blog. Of these, nineteen stories contained references to the centrality of cultural safety, notions of the cultural interface and/or ‘Both Ways’ learning to their personal learning journey. These three themes are discussed below and reinforced by the students’ own voices.

Results – student stories

From the analysis of the student stories we were able to identify themes very similar to those identified in the literature. The students clearly identified having a culturally safe place to learn as being important in their learning journeys. However it was also clear that they equally valued having a learning environment where ‘Both Ways’ learning was central and where their existing knowledge was acknowledged and valued. Finally the students also discussed the significance of a learning space where they were challenged to move their thinking to a new level through the exploration of the cultural interface.

Culturally safe place

Many of the students made reference to the feeling of cultural safety being linked to the fact that all of the students doing PTS are Indigenous. The opportunity to be within an Indigenous cohort made a real difference to the student experience,

> It actually made a real difference doing my study at Batchelor/ACIKE where all the students are Aboriginal or from the Torres Strait because you’re more with your people and there’s more understanding. Like when we are there working together we understand each other in a way that is different to when we work with non-indigenous people... being an Aboriginal person and in an Aboriginal program it helped me learn a lot more about myself and my culture. It’s not something I have to hide away or pretend isn’t there. It is front and centre.

Many of the students reflected on the benefit they gained from interacting with and learning from a wide variety of students in the course, from all over Australia and the Torres Strait,

> You learn a lot from different students. There are a wide variety of people that come in, different personalities; ...The experience is very good. It’s a really good and positive environment and it’s good to know that at uni you know you have support behind you in even the smallest of things. .....In PTS you meet students from all round Australia – Torres Strait, QLD, NSW, Victoria and WA – everyone brings their particular Aboriginal culture with them and then we share it ... When you start yarning with people you realise how much you have in common. I’ve met all these really interesting people from Arnhem Land and Torres Strait and I’ve learnt a lot about Indigenous cultures.

Many students spoke of the sense of confidence that came with both being around other Indigenous people who also wanted to pursue university studies, but also the fact that the space felt safe to ask questions and take risks,
For me, being able to study the Preparation for Tertiary Success (PTS) program on campus at ACIKE was perfect. It’s great to be surrounded by other Indigenous people of different ages, all with the same dream to get into tertiary education.

I liked the environment... I can ask lecturers questions and people don’t talk down to me. It’s a safe environment for us Indigenous students... we’ve been able to form more of a learning community and we include the new people who are just starting.

Before PTS, when I had an idea I wouldn’t share it. But PTS really helped me to know there’s no such thing as a stupid question. I feel much more confident to share my ideas. Also I’m much more confident in class.

One student in particular noticed the difference between this environment and her experience at school,

...I remember going to school I think of individual desks, the teacher standing in front of us. There was no laughing and no socialising. PTS is not at all like that. It was a really good mix of people and it quickly put me at ease with asking questions and expressing anything.

Many of the students linked this feeling of cultural safety and support as being something that helped them persist with their studies,

Being so far away from home I didn’t know what to expect but when I got there everyone was nice and friendly. When you feel comfortable and happy it makes you want to stay there and keep studying.

...because we’re all Aboriginal and Torres Strait there’s this spiritual connection, we all share an ancestry line that’s so long. We connect because we are one, and we stand together... There’s never been any abusive language, no bullying, it’s been a safe place all the way along. If it’s a safe place then you can concentrate on doing your best.

The PTS students clearly articulated the significance of learning in a culturally safe place where all of the students are Indigenous. They provide connection, support and encouragement to each other as well as having a bond of shared identity. It is also a space for difference, where questions and understandings of indigeneity are explored. It is a space that as Rigney (2002, p. 1) puts it ‘welcomes Indigenous Identities (and) reinforces Indigenous cultural views of the world’ and this provides a strong foundation for learning.

Both Ways learning

Another key aspect to the success the students experienced in PTS was connected to the ‘Both Ways’ approach to teaching and learning. This is an approach that is fundamental to the delivery model offered by Batchelor Institute over many years and it is a foundational part of the PTS course. Student talked about the difference it made to have their own knowledge acknowledged and valued and also be introduced to a range of Indigenous Knowledges and ways of learning as part of their study,
Before PTS I was a bit quiet and very choosy with my words...I really only spoke up if someone asked me a direct question. I think I was like that because I thought my knowledge wasn’t valued by others, so I just kept to myself really. During PTS I gained confidence and I found that everyone’s knowledge is valued equally. Learning about both-ways really stood out for me. There were only three Aboriginal people at my school; myself, my brother and another girl who started in Year 9. I don’t think the school really knew how to cater for us Aboriginal students. At school I kept my culture to myself as I was scared of being judged. I learnt how to code-switch at a very early age. In PTS I fitted in and with the both-ways approach I was encouraged to share and it was like my knowledge was unlocked from within me. The oral presentations helped to draw out my cultural knowledge; using that tradition of verbal communication and story-telling I believe.

For a number of students the ‘Both Ways’ approach to learning was something new and was quite challenging at times. However many of them also saw great advantage to the connections they were able to make in their learning by taking a ‘Both Ways’ approach,

For me the both-ways philosophy has been hard as I don’t have that knowledge of Indigenous culture and language. Even though I have Aboriginal heritage from Tasmania, I’m a Western girl. Through my research in books and journals and talking to the other students I’m feeling much more comfortable with the both-ways learning. I am finding it easier to find the words, to be able to express myself in an educational way.

I hadn’t heard about both-ways before, it was not something we did at school. I did my reports and essays about midwifery. In my research I learnt about Indigenous Australian ways of birthing and how it is like the Maori people in NZ and the first nations people in Canada. There are a lot of similarities which I didn’t know. Both-ways gets you to really think about traditional ways and modern ways and how you can use them together.

Many of the students talked about seeing how they could apply this ‘Both Ways’ knowledge in both their future studies and in the choice of career paths,

I questioned a lot of things at the start, like I was questioning why we used metaphors all the time, and why ‘Both Ways’ learning was so important. But I understand that now, that it plays a big role in your learning, especially ‘Both Ways’. I’d never heard of that before but now that I understand it, it makes a lot of sense to me and I’m really happy that I’ve learnt it. I use it in my current study all the time. I can see things clearer; see the bigger picture of how you learn...

PTS got me out of bad habits and now my future looks completely different. Now I can see a career involving academic knowledge, understanding ‘Both Ways’ – Aboriginal and also Western knowledge. I’m taking with me into my learning journey my Aboriginal awareness and approach but also my Western academic knowledge.

I really enjoyed the developing my understanding of the concept of “both ways learning”. I think through schooling were so used to our teaching being all one sided. Now, being Aboriginal I know there’s always different ways of learning and
doing things that is helpful to me… after talking to co-ordinators and lecturers and
doing the Discipline Inquiry unit I decided I wanted to get into health promotion and
particularly in rural Aboriginal communities across Australia.

Graduates of the PTS course see ‘Both Ways’ learning as an ongoing process in their future
journeys. Feeling grounded in their own knowledge traditions and using this as a strong
foundation for learning new knowledge provides a form of intellectual safety for the students.

Cultural Interface

Grounded in the ‘Both Ways’ philosophy the PTS course also gives students the opportunity
to extend their understandings even further by exploring what Nakata (2002, 2007b) calls
‘the cultural interface’ or ‘the contested space between knowledge systems’. PTS provides
introductory opportunities for students to explore the relationships between knowledge
systems, the power dynamics of these relationships and their own standpoint as inhabitants
of multiple knowledge systems. This experience has challenged many students to think about
knowledge and learning in new ways,

I have really learnt a lot about culture and language from the other students as
people come from all different cultures. Mixing with the PTS students I have come
to realise that Torres Strait Islander people are also Indigenous and they have their
own stories. The people that have their culture, I really think that’s great. I look up
to them, having knowledge of language and culture – they know who they are and
where they belong more than I do…

..I really like the atmosphere at PTS and the way students can have some input into
the way things are done…I had a bit of a hard time getting my head around (some)
unit(s)... trying to write about both-ways in academic disciplines. I grew up in SA
and live in NT but my Aboriginal heritage is from NSW. I’ve really grown up in a
Western society so I don’t have that personal connection to land. So while I agree
that both-ways is important it’s actually quite hard to write about it, putting pen to
paper was difficult. But that is good preparation for uni because I know I have to
learn to write about things that are not easy to define and understand.

Some students articulated that they had a sense of this ‘cultural interface’ in their own
experience but through PTS they began to have the language and knowledge to talk about it
and understand the layers underneath those experiences,

When I started PTS I was hoping to get a lot of knowledge about the western side
of society. There is a gap between Aboriginal knowledge and western knowledge.
That was my main reason to go into PTS. Why is there this gap? In PTS I saw
where both knowledge systems could come together. I haven’t had that experience
before. At high school it was hard. People didn’t want to get to know me, or what
knowledge I have within me.

For some students this new way of thinking about things resulted in them reconsidering their
study and career pathway,

I’ve always wanted to go to Uni. I always thought I wanted to study Business
Management but after doing PTS I decided to do Law. I changed my mind because
of the work we did on the cultural interface. For example I did some research on the Koori Court and this was a very good example of how Indigenous knowledge could be used in the mainstream western system. I thought if the Koori court can do that, maybe I can do that sort of thing in my community as well. That’s why I wanted to study Law, to maybe help drop the numbers of Indigenous young people who are constantly in and out of detention.

These examples demonstrate that when Indigenous students feel comfortable and accepted in the learning space, when they are in a space where their knowledge is valued and where they are challenged by new ideas, profound and deep learning can occur. This builds an additional layer of intellectual confidence for students which helps them to feel safer in their own knowledge and ideas as they move beyond PTS into the bigger world of Higher Education.

Discussion

What these student stories show us is that cultural safety remains an important part of the equation if Indigenous students are to experience success in Higher Education. However, this culturally safe environment is complex and interactive in nature. The enclave environment with specific supports and shared cultural identity, the sort that Bin Sallik (2003) talked about as having its origins in the 1970s, remains important. Spending time with other Indigenous students from a wide range of backgrounds, language groups and cultures assists the PTS students to make connections with, support and challenge their own identity. It also provides them with an environment where not only is being Indigenous accepted, it is the reality for all students. In this environment the PTS students are then given a mechanism to values their own existing knowledge and that of all students through the ‘Both Ways’ approach to knowledge and learning. This philosophy locates the western knowledge of the University as being only one way of knowing and helps the students feel a sense of balance in their own role as inhabitant of multiple knowledge systems.

While only one of the PTS lecturers at present is Indigenous, the course seeks to address this limitation by prioritising the voices of Indigenous academics from Australia and beyond first and foremost in the content. From this starting point we then include multiple voices from multiple knowledge systems. This helps students to engage with and examine the political and power dynamics that exist within and between knowledge systems. This in turn begins to allow students to understand the cultural interface.

All of these things being are being done in a high expectations environment where the expectation is that students can and will succeed. This is explored further in Hall (2015). They receive support from each other, from the teaching staff and from the learning activities themselves. They also learn to draw support from their home communities in ways that will help them to achieve their goals. PTS students thrive in a culturally supportive and safe learning environment where they can develop and strengthen their own knowledge positions and begin to feel both culturally and intellectually safe, giving them a strong foundation upon which to build their Higher Education experience.

Conclusion

Cultural safety is about more than just providing an enclave environment for Indigenous students, although this still plays a role. However, cultural safety is also about enabling a learning space that values the knowledge that students brings with them, maintains a ‘Both Ways’ approach to learning, utilizes and draws on multiple knowledge systems, highlights
the work and voices of Indigenous academics and provides students with a cultural interface experience to help them re-imagine and strengthen their own knowledge positions. It is with this complex and high expectations experience and grounding that students are then able to move into their continued higher education pathway feeling safe and confident in their own intellectual and cultural knowledge.
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